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Abstract

For over one hundred years the drum kit has been a driving force in shaping popular

music, yet in popular culture the kit is not taken as seriously as other instruments,

with drummer jokes abound. This hierarchy is reflected across academia and music

literature, where the drum kit is least discussed amongst other instruments commonly

found in popular music. Looking within the context of early jazz—one of the first

styles of music the drum kit helped shape—historians and publishers were keen to

ensure leading horn players told their story, while the drummers, who rarely secured

similar levels of fame or recognition, had comparatively little chance to record their

story. Detailed histories of the instrument are therefore scarce, incomplete, or riddled

with inaccuracies and misunderstandings. This thesis presents a clear and detailed

history of the instrument, from its beginnings to its early form in the mid 1930s. I then

examine how the early drum kit was represented at the time through recordings, one of

the most important methods of documenting how this instrument was used. Finally, I

investigate how drummers performing on early drum kits today approach their playing,

and how they deal with the problems identified in this thesis.

In doing so I used optical character recognition (OCR) on digital archives,

newspapers, interviews, magazines, catalogues and photographs from the early twentieth

century, much of which has only become available in the past few years. Using these

primary sources, I have constructed a reliable history and have unearthed new sources

that shed light on the history and development of the instrument. Furthermore, through

my own experiences and interviews of current early drum kit players, I have shown how

this instrument in its early form is played, and how it di↵ers from the instrument we

know today.
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Chapter 1

Introduction & Methodology

Why were so many of the books on drums so thin? And why, now that you mention
it, were there so few? Why were there shelves full of books about the violin and
walls full of books about the piano but only a dozen or so about drums . . . I
wheeled to my guide, who nervously backed away murmuring something about
there always being gaps in the scholarly record; if there weren’t gaps, there’d be
nothing for aspiring Ph.D.s to do. (Hart et al., 1990, 30)

In popular music, the drum kit is often the most overlooked or unappreciated instrument

(Monson, 2009, 50) and as Hart observes in the quotation above, often the least studied.

It was only in 2009—more than a century after the drum kit became commonly used

in everyday music making—that Trinity College London admitted the drum kit to the

list of instruments on which one may apply to sit the recital examination for diploma

(Smith, 2011, 21). This is symptomatic of the lack of scholarly attention given to

the drum kit. As a drummer myself, this became apparent to me when I began to

play early jazz, and sought information on how the drum kit was used at the time.

Turning to research or published material about the drum kit and drummers in the

early twentieth century, I found very little. For the instrument to be given equal

standing in popular music history, a thorough understanding of its origins is necessary.

Addressing the “gaps” Hart refers to in the quotation above best provides the starting

point and continued motivation throughout this thesis.

The drum kit today can vary greatly in its components, but seems to revolve around

a core construction: bass drum, snare drum, rack tom, floor tom, hi-hat, crash cymbal

and ride cymbal. While these can be (and often are) added to, sometimes to a great

extent, this core combination best describes a drum kit. If any of these core items are

removed, it is likely that this would be seen as a ‘minimal’ or ‘stripped down’ drum

kit, although I would argue that it would be highly unusual to remove either the bass

drum or snare drum and have it still be referred to as a drum kit. The subject of

study of this thesis is what I shall call the ‘early drum kit’, and much like the drum kit

today (actually much more so), it is an instrument that often varies in its components.

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION & METHODOLOGY

During its development, an early drum kit was known as a ‘drum kit’, ‘drum set’,

‘trap set’, or simply ‘the drums’. The early drum kit was subject to much change and

experimentation before arriving at the core components we know today. This change

and experimentation occurred from the 1880s and continued to the late 1930s. In setting

out these dates, I have already begun to construct a history, a chronology of events—

doing so involves “a process of imposing patterns and order onto many events taking

place across space and through time” (Negus, 1997, 138). Negus refers to histories

being “produced,” and this is true in this thesis as it is elsewhere. I have constructed

my history in order to set boundaries on an ever-developing instrument, and to justify

a separate ‘early drum kit’ as a point of study, set apart from a ‘modern drum kit’. I

have decided where my history begins and where it finishes. For example, in choosing

the latter, one key moment in popular music history that marks a closing point for this

study is the rise of Gene Krupa in the mid-1930s, and the drum kit he pioneered with

his newly-found success. Krupa was the first drummer to gain international attention,

and played a major role in championing the latest form of the drum kit at the time;

the core components that exist today. This drum kit was premiered by Krupa in the

Benny Goodman band, first seen in the film Hollywood Hotel (Krupa, 1937). Krupa

achieved such a level of fame that it may be justified to describe this paper as a study

of the drum kit ‘pre-Krupa’. The instrument prior to this moment I have chosen is my

‘early drum kit’; this is my “produced history,” produced in order to isolate and study

a developing instrument in its infancy. In this history, the musical context in which the

early drum kit is set often varies, reflecting the developing entertainment throughout

the 1880s–1930s: minstrelsy, vaudeville, silent cinema, ragtime, and early jazz. The

location where this history takes place is primarily in the United States, although we

will see that the drum kit has origins elsewhere: Europe, Turkey, Africa, and China.

Chapter 2 aims to construct the early drum kit starting with individual components

and the history behind them, drawing on many cultural practices from many parts of

the world, and documenting how and why these components came to be used together.

Primary written accounts, drum catalogues, photography, and patents provide the main

source material. Newly uncovered material helps to confirm or more accurately place

innovations or changes in the early drum kit, dispel inaccurate information, and build

an accurate account of how this early instrument was formed.

Chapter 3 examines the relationship early drummers had with recording technology,

often used as a key source to determine how this instrument was used. I question the

representation a drum kit had via acoustic recording technology and early electric

recording technology to help better interpret past analysis, and for future work on

early recordings. Magazines from the time dedicated to developing technology such as

radio, recording, film and general entertainment provide this chapter with most of its

sources, though photography is used to shed light on the conditions and equipment

used inside early recording studios.

2



1.1. Connecting Sources

Chapter 4 examines the early drum kit through working drummers today, and how it

is used in the current early jazz scene. Much of the chapter takes an autoethnographic

approach, where I document my own experience constructing and performing on an

early drum kit, and what I learned from doing so. Much of the chapter uses interviews I

conducted with early drum kit players from the UK and US, collecting their experiences,

comparing them to my own, and seeing how they approach this instrument.

The methodologies used throughout this thesis help situate it as a cross-disciplinary

study. Considering the structure of the drum kit, how the components—instruments

in their own right—came together to form a new instrument, and justifying this as an

instrument, often focus this study firmly in organology. However, a broader approach

is required if one is to fully explore the history of a global instrument such as the drum

kit. This is best justified by Dawe’s writings on musical instruments as a ‘cultural

study’:

The study of musical instruments is as much about the study of ethnomusicology,
anthropology, and cultural studies as it is about the study of physics, wood science,
and biological systematics. It has to be, if we are to gain a better understanding
of the a↵ecting presence of musical instruments in human music making and of
the ways in which they (and their makers and performers) help to shape societies
and cultures, and vice versa . . . Musical instruments are formed, structured, and
carved out of personal and social experience as much as they are built up from a
great variety of natural and synthetic materials (2003, 275)

Understanding why this instrument came together the way it did led me to consider

the historical context surrounding these events, also placing this thesis amongst jazz

studies. Though the history of this instrument comes from many cultures, eras, and

practices pre-dating jazz, it is early jazz that surrounded the development of the drum

kit more than any other. Finally, speaking with drummers today, learning how they

approach playing an early drum kit, as well as my own motives and experience, led me

to consider the advantages and problems of using early instruments to bridge the gap

between the researcher and the object of study. This places much of chapter 4 amongst

historically informed performance studies.

1.1 Connecting Sources

When it comes to researching the early drum kit, the majority of publications that have

potential as literature for this thesis are not directly concerned with the instrument.

Rather, information can be gained and a path drawn through texts which have a

di↵erent agenda to my own. As a source of information on the early drum kit, it is

essential to know what music was being played, what equipment was being used, and

how drummers at the time were upgrading their instrument with the latest apparatus.

Example sources include biographies or autobiographies of early jazz musicians (usually
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non-drummers) active in the 1910s–20s, or histories of early jazz in key places of

development, such as New Orleans, New York, or Chicago. In telling the story of these

people or places, these sources tell their own histories, yet contain valuable information

that can be used in studying the early drum kit. In this way, despite there being a

lack of literature that deals specifically with the early drum kit, there are still many

primary and secondary sources available for this study.

Sources on or by musicians from the period of study can indirectly lead to

information relevant to this thesis. Examples of biographies include Sudhalter’s book

(1974) on Bix Beiderbecke, which gives valuable information on recording conditions at

Gennett Records. It shows just how little influence a band had over what they played

or who they brought in, which helps to explain the drum kit’s absence from early

recording sessions. Clarinettist Barney Bigard’s autobiography gives more information

in the studio, and the drummer’s role (Bigard and Martyn, 1987). Recollections from

Louis Armstrong (Armstrong and Brothers, 1999) help verify accounts from elsewhere

on early drummers, as Armstrong displays a rare trait in talking about drummers,

whose part in the band he seemed to value over all others. This literature is, for

the most part, focused on non-drummers. The exception is drummer Baby Dodds’

autobiography (Dodds and Gara, 1992), which provides this study with a key text.

While this text is well known, I use supplementary material hosted in the Historic New

Orleans Collection at the ‘Williams Research Center’ in New Orleans, which contains

items that document much of Baby Dodds’ career, including interviews conducted by

Larry Gara and Bill Russell that remain unpublished. A visit to the collection in 2016

uncovered insights to Dodds’ experience as a recording artist, how European drummers

perceived and learned the instrument, and how his tone changed with (and predicted!)

the weather. Much of the primary source material on these musicians came from

a series of interviews held at the ‘William Ransom Hogan Archive of New Orleans

Jazz’ (formerly the ‘Archive of New Orleans Jazz’) at Tulane University, New Orleans.

Established in 1958 as an oral history fieldwork project, its aim was to gather the

stories of the musicians who contributed to the development of jazz in New Orleans.

The principal interviewers were Bill Russell (the archive’s first Curator) and Richard B.

Allen (his successor). Russell and Allen interviewed many musicians, including many

drummers, and in each case they displayed a particular curiosity in asking about the

drum kit. These have recently been published online,1 and comprise 658 interviews.

For further information on these musicians, I was pleased to find The Song For Me:

A Glossary of New Orleans Musicians (and others of that ilk) (Wood, 1998); a relatively

unknown and under-appreciated ‘dictionary’ of early New Orleans musicians which

draws on many sources, correcting errors or inaccuracies across the current literature,

as well as adding in new research to collect an incredibly detailed account. Two main

1hmusicrising.tulane.edu/listen/i
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sources incorporated in Wood’s text are Charters’ Index to the Negro Musicians of New

Orleans (1963) and Rose and Souchon’s New Orleans Jazz: A Family Album (1979).

Of the former text, Wood writes

As a pioneering work, Sam Charters’ book is unique and has been quite rightly
referred to by Bill Bissonnette as like “the Old Testament.” However, inevitably, it
has its errors and omissions. As a pioneer in his field it would have been surprising
if this were not the case. He has even been accused of inventing some of the
material. Given the circumstances under which he worked it is excusable that he
might have cut a few corners. (1998, 3)

Of the latter, he writes

Other books are assembled without proper cross-checking of their component parts.
A good example of this is Al Rose and Doc Souchon’s New Orleans Jazz—A Family
Album. This book is in five main sections that were clearly written at di↵erent
times by di↵erent people because they are full of little contradictions. However,
most people doing this kind of work owe a huge debt to Rose and Souchon, myself
included as I have indicated elsewhere. Buy these books and study them. They
are essential reading. Without their pioneering mistakes, not one of us would be
able to function e↵ectively. (1998, 3)

Wood takes great care to find original sources where he can, using the information

provided by Charters and Rose and Souchon as a starting point. Published after

The Song For Me, Charters had a chance to update his work in 2008, in A Trumpet

Around the Corner: The Story of New Orleans Jazz. In it, he comments on his

previous publication: “When I began the research for my first book there were only a

handful of earlier sources to draw on. The amount of material available now is both

exciting and daunting. This new book draws on the work that has appeared since the

1950s” (Charters, 2008, xii). Like Charters’ second e↵ort, drawing on recently published

works incorporates the first e↵orts of jazz historians and is one way of combating

inaccuracies that often appear in earlier works. When an early jazz musician appears

for the first time in this thesis, I include their date of birth and death, to help place

them in this history (and to highlight that they are an early jazz musician rather than

a contemporary source); if the musician is from New Orleans, these dates come from

Wood, as a trusted and well-researched source.

As well as literature discussing the musicians themselves, understanding the

environment in which these musicians worked and where this music was made helps

set a context for the drum kit in its early development. Charters’ later publication on

New Orleans (2008) focuses less on cataloguing musicians (which was the focus of his

1963 work) and set out to give a broad history of music in New Orleans during the

early years of jazz. Hardie (2002) provided a useful additional source on New Orleans,

finding interesting primary sources as well as examples of musicians today seeking to

recreate early jazz music. So far, with literature of musicians and location, there is
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considerable bias towards New Orleans. Even when this thesis acknowledges a focus

on the United States—and of course, the early drum kit was used and developed across

the world—within these confines there are many locations that the literature is at risk

of under-representing. Much of this music developed in New York City and Chicago;

Charters & Kunstadt (1962) and Kenney (1994) are good starting points to represent

these cities and the development of jazz music there. There are of course, places where

this music thrived yet have been overlooked; Kansas City or St. Louis, for example.

Yet the emphasis on New Orleans is not entirely without justification, as much of the

development of this music did take place there, and there are many early drummers

documented who can tell us much about this instrument in its early form.

There is literature that explores the early drum kit directly. Brown’s doctoral

thesis A history and analysis of Jazz Drumming to 1942 (1976) provides a platform

from which my research can develop. Dobney (2004) provides a well-researched paper

that summarises the creation and development of the drum kit before 1920. Other

texts that focus on the early drum kit include (Shultz, 1979), which lacks rigour, is too

general, and has missing information; (Koenig, 1996) which almost entirely relies on the

interviews hosted at the William Ransom Hogan Archive of New Orleans Jazz which,

since being published online, has little to tell us now. Furthermore, without sources

from elsewhere to corroborate or set these interviews in context, the study often takes

the information in these interviews too literally ; Paczynski (2004) covers some points of

interest, unearthing some new sources, but relies on the selection of interviews carried

out by Koenig, which can be limiting.

Photography is used often throughout this thesis. Keepnews and Grauer (1968)

and Rose and Souchon (1979)2 provide good starting points, but there has never been

a better time to uncover new photographs. The internet provides an opportunity for

the collector or enthusiast to display scans, clippings or rare pictures to the rest of

the world, giving the researcher valuable primary sources that help show exactly how

the drum kit changed throughout the 1880s–1930s. Websites such as Mark Berresford’s

‘Rare Records’3 and Sam Bennett’s ‘Polarity Records’4 are examples of such collections.

The online database ‘IBEW’5 provides a large sample of brass band photographs, and

it was possible for me to use the sheer number of them to demonstrate declining habits

in brass band practice (figure 2.5). As well as finding photographs not widely known

or circulated, combining and comparing photographs not previously paired together

has yielded new information. For example, two photographs from the same session

were split across Keepnews and Grauer (1968) and Rose and Souchon (1979); putting

them together shows a mix of techniques used by one drummer (figure 2.10). Similarly,

2Of the three editions available, it is the second that provides the clearest photographs.
3hwww.jazzhound.net/photographs/i
4hwww.polarityrecords.com/vintage-drum-kits-1920s-and-30s.htmli
5A dedicated photographic database of brass bands hwww.ibew.org.uki
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comparing many photographs of Gennett recording sessions from a variety of sources

(chapter 3), gives us insights to the inconsistencies in the early recording studio. Putting

these sources in one place can combat drawing too broad a conclusion from a single

photograph.

Figure 1.1: Awareness Chart of a sample of core literature. An arrow from A to B
means that A is aware of B, and is incorporated in A.

As there aren’t many studies directly relating to the development of the drum

kit, and published texts are used to indirectly approach the subject, the various

texts and jazz histories used in this thesis have a high level of ‘disconnectivity’—each

source is relatively unaware of the information contained in the previously-published

sources. Earlier texts inevitably su↵er from disconnectivity; they cannot benefit from

the writings of later publications. Yet some later texts don’t incorporate previously

published works. Figure 1.1 shows a sample of core literature for this thesis—an

‘awareness chart’. Awareness is an important factor to consider when constructing

a history. Histories are formed by the writer and are not objective paths to lay out. To

talk again of “produced” histories (Negus, 1997, 138), the more aware one is of other

histories, the more informed the ‘production’ will be. Figure 1.1 shows histories of early

jazz music on the left, while literature concerning the drum kit in particular is on the

right. There is not much connectivity amongst many of these sources, which makes for

contradictions and generalities, much of which are found across these texts. As was

true for each author at the time, writing in the present day gives me the best possibly

opportunity to connect all these sources together and focus them in any direction,

combining the best insights to produce an informative history—to make the most of

this opportunity, being aware of the level of connectivity (‘awareness’) of each text

is important. Thinking of all texts this way helps to make the best of disconnected

sources.

If the history of the drum kit history is interlinked with, or a thread of, jazz

history, then one must be aware of the pitfalls that occur throughout many jazz

histories. Whether it be the unquestioning assumption that jazz began and developed

in New Orleans (see Raeburn 2009) or the various approaches jazz historians have
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taken in portraying race (see Evans 2015), historiographies prove equally informative

as histories, helping to navigate through changing perspectives of each generation

of jazz historian. Additionally, every archive, while useful, can be misleading when

used on its own: recordings are discussed in chapter 3, but every archive has hidden

dangers: interviews of early musicians (such as the Ransom Hogan collection, used

throughout this thesis) can often give misremembered facts, however well-intended, or

delivered with an agenda. Music Trade Review and similar publications were written

for the retailer, while drum catalogues were written for the drummer, and claims made

within may be exaggerated to promote sales or exaggerate the popularity of a product.

Considering the shortcomings of each archive, and cross-checking information across

these di↵erent archives, can help minimise the inaccuracies of each. Choosing the right

methodology, then, for studying a musical instrument is more of a question now than it

once was. Combining “centuries of scientific work (including classifying and measuring)

with new perspectives o↵ered by the cultural study of music (involving ethnography

and material culture studies, for instance)” (Dawe, 2003, 276) can prove problematic

to organology, as classification systems don’t take the latter into account.

1.2 Primary Sources: Digital Archives

The use of digital archives has played a key part throughout this thesis. Since Brown

wrote his thesis in 1976, a wealth of information has become available to the researcher,

since digitised and uploaded to the internet. Much of the data I use has Optical

Character Recognition (OCR) applied, and is displayed via digital search engines; the

Library of Congress’ ‘Chronicling America’6 project has scanned over 12 million pages of

newspapers from 1789–1924, and its search function enables the researcher to accurately

search though a quantity that would have taken over a lifetime in a matter of seconds.

This is one of many digital newspaper archives that are available to the researcher

without cost. Another archive, ‘Fulton History’7 has a searchable 39 million pages

of newspapers from 1761. Newspaper archives have played an important part in this

thesis in discovering how the drum kit was played, as reporters were eager to write about

the strange new sounds coming from the theatre. One particularly valuable discovery

was a poem by James Whitcomb Riley in 1890, describing the trap drummer and his

exciting new tools. The poem’s title, ‘The Little Man In The Tin Shop’, yielded further

results when entered into the newspaper search engine, as journalists, for a short time,

seemingly adopted this title as a nickname for the trap drummer. The term has fallen

out of use today, and it was the discovery of the poem that led me to find the extra

newspaper articles.

Digitising previously published works has also proven useful, such as Brian Rust’s

6hchroniclingamerica.loc.govi
7hwww.fultonhistory.com/Fulton.htmli
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well known discography Jazz and Ragtime Records, 1897–1942, first published in 1961.

I obtained the third edition (1975), spread across two volumes. It proved very useful for

the first half of my research, in establishing the line-up of a band I was researching, or

in finding out how many editions/takes were recorded of a certain song. For the second

half of my research, I obtained the digitised sixth edition (2001), spread over 1,900 pages

of searchable material. Now it became a tool for identifying photographs, as some of

my finds were unknown to me. Where only one or two musicians (at a guess) may be

identifiable, I could now enter these names with a Boolean search (“W/n words”), and

pull up every recording those musicians made together. Another method would be to

enter one musician’s name with the name of the recording studio (which is identifiable

in the case of Gennett studio photographs). In this way, Rust’s catalogue can serve an

extra purpose when digitally searchable. Of course, this all requires a starting point of

identifying one or two musicians in the first place, and I have to thank many musicians

in the early jazz community today for pointing me in the right direction: in the case

of helping to identify figure 3.7, Alan Ainsworth, Alyn Shipton, Alex Mendham, and

Chris Wallum.

‘The International Arcade Museum’8 archives have proven useful, hosting every copy

of Music Trade Review from 1880–1933, and 1940–1954, and every copy of Presto—The

American Music Trade Weekly from 1920–1941, fully read with OCR technology. The

online search function allowed me to uncover precise dates of new drums and traps,

how these were marketed and how they were received by the musicians who bought

them. Many magazines and other publications exist as online collections and can be

readily downloaded. When digital archives were not digitally ‘read’, I applied my own

OCR scanning with Adobe Acrobat. Combining many editions of a publication into

one single document can make the final product easy to search, such as Melody Maker

(archives from 1926–1934) which I use as a single PDF file, rendering tens of thousands

of pages readily searchable. Using Boolean searches can often uncover information

quicker, eliminating unwanted results or refining a search to make it more accurate.

Many early cinema, radio, and music industry magazines from the early twentieth

century shed light on the innovations of the time, and provided many primary sources

on the drum kit in the recording studio (chapter 3); a sample of which includes 78

Quarterly, Antique Phonograph Monthly, Billboard, The New York Clipper, Exhibitor’s

Herald, Motion Picture and Film Review, Moving Picture World, The Phonogram,

The Phonoscope, The Photodramatist, Picture Play, Radio Broadcast, Radio Dealer,

Radio Digest, Radio Revue, Talking Machine Review, Talking Machine World, The

Exhibitor, The Edison Phonograph Monthly, The Talking Machine World, and Variety.

Many of these have archives spanning decades, from the end of the nineteenth century.

In these archives, there were articles describing conditions inside an early recording

8hwww.arcade-museum.com/library/search-music/i
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studio, rare photographs of drummers recording on radio, or sometimes advertisements

for recording or amplification equipment. All helped place the drum kit accurately

amongst this early technology.

Today, there is simply more to find than ever before—more to add to the picture we

have from previous literature, more inaccuracies to fix, and more evidence to add to,

support, or contradict, existing histories. The early drum kit is generally overlooked

and undervalued and as an instrument, rarely seen or played today. This thesis uses

a wide variety of sources and methodology, adding to the current literature on this

instrument. In the chapters that follow, I aim to answer the following questions:

• What defines an early drum kit against a modern one?

• What are the influences behind its construction? Who are its creators?

• Can performance practice play a role alongside archival research in understanding

this instrument?

. . . finally, a broader question that will form the basis of my closing chapter:

• Where does one look for the history of the early drum kit? Does it lie in

recordings? Performers? Elsewhere?
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Chapter 2

Constructing the Early Drum Kit

2.1 Fundamental Elements

The drum kit is distinguished from other instruments by being a collection or

combination of many individual instruments, yet being one individual instrument in its

own right. It is obvious that in isolation a bass drum or a snare drum are instruments,

and indeed so are any item that comprises a drum kit; a tom-tom, or a hi-hat for

example, are instruments too. What then qualifies a specific collection of percussion

instruments to be considered a drum kit? What elements must it contain? Though

other items may be added or removed, it would be di�cult to justify the drum kit as

an instrument without both the bass drum and the snare drum. Throughout all forms

of popular music, the presence of a downbeat (or ‘on-beat’) and a counterbalancing

upbeat (or ‘o↵-beat’) seem to be a fundamental purpose of this instrument. If we

consider the earliest forms of popular music throughout which the drum kit developed,

we may turn our attention to the European military band. When first established

in America they played an important role in the American Civil War, though before,

during and after, they provided public entertainment. The role of percussion from this

point, through to the forms of popular music throughout the nineteenth, twentieth,

and twenty-first centuries has been to provide what we know as a drumbeat, and this

was, and still is, achieved through alteration of the bass drum and snare drum (or

an electronic representation thereof). Long used in military traditions to establish

rhythm for synchronised marches, a downbeat is swiftly followed by an upbeat in a

regular repeated pattern. These two instruments, the bass and snare drum, are also

the only two consistent components throughout the development of the drum kit, from

its beginnings to present day. It is my view that, while a standard drum kit contains

many components, fundamentally these must include a snare drum and bass drum

played with a pedal. Today, a standard drum kit consists of a bass drum and pedal,

hi-hat, crash cymbal, ride cymbal, one or two rack toms and a floor tom. This can

be added to indefinitely, but it can also be reduced in size. To study the construction
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of the drum kit in its developing years (from its conception to the mid 1930s), it is

necessary to begin by looking into the history of each individual component.

2.1.1 The Snare Drum

The snare drum evolved from its early form, the tabor. There is ample evidence of this

drum in Europe throughout the Middle Ages, though the earliest depictions date from

the thirteenth century (Blades, 1982, 209). The tabor is usually depicted in the vertical

position placed high up near the left shoulder, struck with only the right hand. This

is to allow the left hand to play a three-holed pipe, in a combination known as ‘pipe

and tabor’, also known in folk-dance as ‘whittle and dub’ (Blades and Montagu, 1976,

5); much like the drum kit that was to follow, this early form of the snare drum was

already being combined with another instrument. The tabor was rope tensioned, using

a simple system that remained mostly unchanged until rod tensioning was introduced in

the nineteenth century. A single snare was usually stretched across the drum, though

this is only sometimes depicted. Though Blades and Montagu write that the tabor

“di↵ered in size and shape in various areas and at di↵erent times” (1976, 4), figure 2.1

(top row) helps show a gradual and consistent trend throughout the centuries. This

in turn shows that by the fifteenth century the tabor was gradually lowered to waist

level, and by the sixteenth century it was played in much the same position marching

snare drummers use today. We can also see the gradual lengthening of the drum,

although smaller drums are still found depicted throughout the later centuries. This

evolved larger drum found its way into military use, as they had potential for greater

volume, while the smaller instruments were retained as a folk-dance instrument. By the

fifteenth century, the change in the physical appearance of the tabor was mirrored by

the context in which it was used, and it becomes necessary to talk about ‘fife and drum’

rather than ‘pipe and tabor’. The fife and drum was similar to the pipe and tabor,

but where the latter was associated with dancing (for all classes of society), ceremonies

and processions, folk customs and street entertainment, the fife and drum was used

primarily for military purposes. As shown in Figure 2.1, the fife and drum came after

the pipe and tabor, then developed alongside, with the earliest known reference to fife

and drum recorded in 1332 (Blades, 1982, 210). The fife was similar to a modern-

day flute, and required both hands to play. This meant that the drum was played

separately, and the drummer now had both hands available. With the drum at waist

level on the left side, the right hand could still wrap around the body to strike, but the

left hand had to reach over the tilted drum. What we now know as ‘traditional grip’

was adopted (see figure 2.1).

The earliest pictorial evidence of fife and drum music (figure 2.1) suggests that the

drum used was much the same, if the not the same, as the tabor. Clark (2011, 5)

corroborate this: “The Swiss field drum is, in all of its essentials, simply a large tabor
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Figure 2.1: Pipe and tabor (top row) from the thirteenth century through each
successive century, demonstrating evolution of instrument: the drum begins to be
positioned lower and is elongated. ‘Fife and drum’ (bottom row) depicted from the
fifteenth century. The di↵erence between the tabor and fife is not in the construction of
the instrument but in playing technique: two hands on the drum, requiring traditional
military grip. Sources–Top L–R: The Crusader Bible ‘Wives for the Benjamites,
Ruth, a Loyal Daughter’ c1244–1254 (Pierpont Morgan Library. MS M.638); Book
of Hours, 1325–1330 (Pierpont Morgan Library. MS M.700); ‘Fasciculus temporum’,
c1498(Pierpont Morgan Library. MS M.801); ‘The Psalter of Henry VIII’, c1540–
1541, Jean Mallard (British Library Catalogue of Illuminated Manuscripts Royal, 2
A XVI f. 98v); woodcut from title page of ‘The Honorable Historie of Frier Bacon
and Frier Bongay’, 1630, hosted by Columbia Rare Book & Manuscript Libraries;
‘Tambourinaire’, c1700–1725 (Réunion des Musées Nationaux, 99-018069/61.10.89).
Bottom L–R: The Liber Chronicarum by Hartmann Schedel printed in Nuremberg
by Anton Koberger in 1493; The Book of Trades, published in Frankfurt am Main,
Germany, in 1568, with text by Hans Sachs (1494–1576) and illustrations by Jost
Amman (1539–1591); Etching by Rudolph Meyer (in Langer, 1990); engraving ‘March
of the Guards towards Scotland in 1745’ by George Hogarth (1750).
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that is always equipped with snares”. The earliest picture of fife and drum dates from

1493 (figure 2.1, bottom-left). This full picture depicts the musicians accompanying

a ‘basse danse’, a social function normally carried out by the pipe and tabor. This

demonstrates the crossover period between the fife and drum and the social practice

of the pipe and tabor. The medieval tabor developed into a larger, deeper instrument,

and became used in fife and drum practice. This developed instrument became known

as the side drum, considered to be the developed form of the tabor, and named after

the position it was played in. By the sixteenth century the snare was on the lower head,

rather than the upper head.

The transition of the side drum into the orchestra was gradual, and while the

influence of Turkish music of the Janissary Corps is known to have been a determining

factor in bringing the bass drum, cymbals, and triangle into the orchestra (discussed

in chapter 2.1.2), there is little evidence of the side drum being a regular member of

the Turkish Janissary Corps (Gauthreaux II, 1989). By the eighteenth century the side

drum had reached its largest form, and from here the size of the drum began to decrease

again; practical demands called for the drum to be smaller and lighter while retaining

its volume. English inventor Cornelius Ward patented rod tensioning in 1837 (Blades

and Montagu, 1976, 472),1 and this is primarily the reason for the decrease in depth.

This is because rod tensioning allows for tighter and more uniformly tuned heads, which

results in a louder instrument, and therefore depth is not needed to enhance volume.

Side drums were as small as 16 inches in diameter and depth by the mid-eighteenth

century (Dean, 2011, 170). Blades notes that the most radical changes to the side

drum took place during the nineteenth century with the advent of rod tensioning and

the shallow shell. From here it may be useful to refer to the instrument as a snare drum,

though many still refer to the instrument as a side drum, or an orchestral side drum.

It was during the mid-nineteenth century that the snare drum became accepted as a

percussion instrument outside of military contexts, and by the end of the nineteenth

century the snare drum consisted of a metal (usually brass) shell of shallow depth, with

rod tensioning. From this point the design of the snare drum has remained largely

unchanged.

2.1.1.1 An Aside: The Drum Kit Influences the Tabor

Already it is obvious that the tabor influenced the drum kit, providing it with one of two

fundamental components. The remainder of this chapter discusses, among other things,

the bass drum, and the acquisition of other small elements that become attached to it,

such as a side cymbal and woodblock. It has not been observed so far that this influence

comes full circle—the early drum kit influenced pipe and tabor players of the mid-

1Separate tension for top and bottom soon followed, with a patent from Emil Boulanger of the Duplex
company in 1892. This, however, took some time to catch on.
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twentieth century. The drum kit’s ability to incorporate multiple instruments for one

player was naturally tempting for the pipe and tabor player, who was already combining

the job of two players into one. The twentieth century has seen a small revival of the

pipe and tabor in popular folk tradition in various parts of Europe. One such place

is Catalonia, having been used there since the 13th Century in traditional ensembles

of sardana cobla. In this context and culture the pipe and tabor is called the flabiol i

bombo. During the early twentieth century, musicians came from and worked in rural

areas and were themselves workers or labourers, such as woodcutters and shepherds.

They played mostly as part of continuing folk music tradition, although they were

sometimes hired for more formal dances. As musicians, they played mainly for dancing,

such as waltzes, polkas, mazurkas, schottisches, fox-trots, paso dobles, rancheras,

rumbas, and boleros (Mitjans, 2016). This music played by early twentieth century

flabiol i bombo players in the Basque Country bears remarkable resemblance to the

music played by American dance bands around the turn of the twentieth century (the

music the drum kit grew out of). If we remove the obvious Iberian-influenced genres, we

are left with waltzes, polkas, mazurkas, schottisches and fox-trots as common genres,

all mentioned frequently in interviews with early New Orleans musicians (Pavageau,

1957; Zeno, 1958; Loyacano, 1959; Beaulieu, 1960; Bigard, 1960).2 While the traps and

combined percussion became standard practice of trap drummers in the early twentieth

century, figure 2.2 presents four photographs of Catalonian flabiol i bombo players

taking influence from this practice. The first image of figure 2.2 is of flabiolaire Jaume

Rifà (a.k.a ‘Santllorenç’) from Sant Julià municipality (1887–c1932), accompanying the

‘giants of Centelles’, 1926. We can see a small cymbal attached to the side of the bombo,

much like the American brass bands and, for a time, the side cymbal on trap drummer’s

bass drums. The second image of figure 2.2 is of flabiolaire Josep Pidelaserra Duran

(a.k.a. ‘El Gran Manel’) from Castellbisbal municipality (b.1882–d.1958) performing

for the ‘Ball de Figuetaires’ in Vilafranca del Penedès, 1940. Here we can see castanets

and a woodblock attached to the side of the bombo. The third photograph of figure 2.2

is of flabiolaire Pere Sells Ventura, from the Vallirana municipality, (b.1888–d.1959)

accompanying the giants of Sant Sadurńı d’Anoia at a giants gathering in Terrassa,

1950. We can clearly see the side cymbal attached to the bombo, and less clearly, a

woodblock and castanets. The fourth image of figure 2.2 is of flabiolaire Ventura Gili

Blanch (b.1886–d.1962) playing a sardana for a small group of hikers in Sant Marçal

del Montseny, 1951. In the 1940s–1950s Blanch led a musical ensemble, ‘Ventura-jazz-

Viladrau’, where an accordionist and/or a guitarist/clarinettist would join the flabiol i

bombo. Sometimes, Blanch would play on something more akin to a drum kit (Mitjans,

2016). This photograph shows Blanch playing the bombo with no obvious trap-like

additions, but the larger thin drum in front of him is being used as a bass drum with a

2Early drum kit instruction manuals often included these Spanish dances as well, such as Harris (1925,
9) which mentions the Bolero amongst standard march and ‘valse’ pieces.
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Figure 2.2: First: Jaume Rifà, 1926. Taken from (Mitjans, 1993, 59), photographer
unknown. Second: Josep Pidelaserra Duran, 1940. Taken from ‘Catroteca Digital’.
Photographer: Famı́lia Cuyàs. Third: Pere Sells Ventura, taken 1950. Published on
“Fiestas de las Santas”. Mataró, Publicidad Fermalli, 1950. Photographer Unknown.
Fourth: Ventura Gili Blanch, taken 1950. Photograph taken from Arxiu dels
Garrofers-Mataró. Photographer: J. Sumalla.

foot pedal and a cymbal attached to the top of the drum. This photograph is, so far,

unpublished and exists only as a singular photograph displayed above the bar of the

‘Ressort-Hotel’ in Catalonia (the building in the far-left photograph), and was kindly

shown to me by Rafel Mitjans and Teresa Soler. This last photograph in particular

shows a more obvious influence of the drum kit on the flabiol i bombo, completing a

circle of influence from at least as far back as the 1920s, a time when the trap set was

developing.

2.1.2 Bass Drum & Cymbals

In Vienna, little children were frightened by the word “Turk.” Persons dressed
as Turks sold exotic wares. From the seventeenth century onward, principally
after the second siege of Vienna by the Turks in 1687, there was in Vienna a real
Turkomania. There was a Turkencafe, Turkish candies were sold, and Turkish
instruments were introduced into military music. The Turk was for a long time
a popular figure at masked balls and Wirtschaften, the ball entertainments of the
Baroque era. (Nettl, 1969)

The above quotation describes the introduction of Turkish culture throughout Europe,

which includes the spread of Turkish percussion. While the snare drum has its roots

in Europe during the Middle Ages, the bass drum and cymbals have their roots in

the Turkish Janissary corps and the Turkish military music that became associated

with them. Created as the o�cial guard of the Ottoman Turk rulers, the earliest

history of the Janissary Corps has been dated back to the mid-fourteenth century
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(Bugg, 2003; Palmer, 1953). Over the centuries, a growing musical interest within the

Corps manifested into a group of instrumental performers specifically trained to assist

the select group of fighters. These bands consisted of the zūrnā (similar to an oboe),

būrū (similar to an early trumpet), dāwul (large drum), kūs (large brass kettledrum),

and zil (cymbals) (Powley III, 1968, 24). The term ‘Janissary music’ is a “western

designation for Turkish military music which places, perhaps, improper emphasis on

the Janissaries” (Powley III, 1968, 24). Simply using the term ‘Turkish (or Ottoman)

military music’ would su�ce.3

The path of Janissary influence throughout Europe can be traced “irregularly,

from the East, spreading through Poland and Russia, fascinating Austria and Prussia,

sweeping across France and down to Italy, and finally reaching England” (Powley III,

1968, 62). This is strengthened by accounts from Jacon Von Stählin (b.1709–d.1785)

in 1770, who describes a Turkish military band being given to King Augustus II, of

Poland, by the Sultan of Turkey during the 1710s. In 1784–5 C. F. D. Schubart wrote of

the King of Prussia taking genuine Turkish musicians into his regiments (DuBois, 1983,

386). British musicologist Henry George Farmer (1954, 51–52) asserts that by 1787,

cymbals and bass drum were included in the Royal Artillery band, as they were quoted

in a music bill at the time. A similar account of the Janissary influence throughout

Europe is given by Harding (1978, 118–123).

The Turkish bass drum was known as the davul (or dāwul), and its earliest depiction

comes from two di↵erent paintings by Vittore Carpaccio in 1507 (figure 2.3). It shows

a Turkish musician playing a drum in the same manner, and almost exactly the same

shape and size, as the marching bass drum used by European and American marching

bands centuries later. Indeed, the bass drums depicted in figure 2.3 were almost exactly

the same as the bass drums used by the British and French military armies up until the

nineteenth century (Bugg, 2003, 9). Tensioning was achieved on this double-headed

drum in a similar manner to the tabor via rope tensioning. The main beat came from

one hand with a wooden beater, and the other struck the opposite head with beaters

most often made of twigs or strips of split bamboo, called a ruthe. The main beat of

the bass drum is standard practice today, but the supplemental beat from the ruthe

is interesting. The player could strike the ruthe directly onto the drum head, or strike

both the head and the rim of the drum simultaneously. The ‘double strike’ produced

a high-pitched sound which contrasted the low sound of the main beater striking the

other side of the drum. If we acknowledge the absence of the snare drum in the Turkish

Janissary band, this provides an interesting solution to maintain the balance found in

the marching brass bands and even in drum beats today. The supplemental measure

provided by the ruthe was often doubled on the triangle (Bugg, 2003, 10–11), much in

the same way that cymbals would be used in the marching bands that were to follow.

3“In Turkish, the military band was first known as tablhane or nakkarehane and later as mehterhane.
The musicians were called mehter.” (Powley III, 1968, 24).
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Figure 2.3: Two paintings from 1507 by Vittore Carpaccio, depicting the Turkish davul.

Also influenced by Janissary bands, the cymbal has a curious and lasting relationship

with the bass drum. The cymbal is reported as originating in China, Tibet, or Turkey,

though it was the Turkish zil (cymbal) that caught the imagination of European

musicians, along with the davul. It was described to Europeans by travellers, such as

the Levant Company, an English chartered company formed in 1592 to regulate English

trade with Turkey and the Levant until 1825. One early report from clergyman and

scientist John Covel during the 1670s describes a cymbal as “brasse [sic] platters about

[a] foot wide, which they hang loose in their hands, and clatter them one against the

other” (1893, 211–212). This accurately describes the first cymbals used in the orchestra

and the first brass bands: what we would consider today as orchestral cymbals, designed

to be clashed together rather than a single suspended cymbal.

Evidence of the inclusion of the bass drum and the cymbal in the orchestra can

be seen from the middle of the eighteenth century (compositions such as Leopold

Mozart’s A Turkish Piece, pre-1787, and Wolfgang Mozart’s Sonata in A Major (K.

331) composed in 1778, where the Rondo is marked alla Turca). Gradual inclusion

from composers resulted in the acceptance of the ‘batterie turque’ by the first quarter

of the nineteenth century. This consisted of the cymbals, triangle, tambourine, and bass

drum (Powley III, 1968, 91). The relationship between the cymbals and bass drum was

preserved in the orchestra, with scoring for the bass drum often implying simultaneous

accompaniment from the cymbals (Bugg, 2003, 69).
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2.1.3 Snare Drum, Bass Drum and Cymbals in the Marching Brass

Band

At the time where these three instruments were being fully accepted into the European

orchestra, the American brass band was in its infancy. Bands in the United States in

the early nineteenth century reflected European tradition. The first brass bands grew

out of the development of keyed brass instruments, being invented at this time, with

the Janissary percussion in vogue in the European orchestra. W. F. Ludwig (b.1879–

d.1973) attributes the rise of brass bands throughout America to the fact that the US

government allowed returning Civil War veteran drummers to keep their instruments

(Ludwig and Cook, 2001, 104). As a result, thousands of bands began forming, and

by the middle of the century the brass band had become an American institution. As

with the orchestra, the three percussion instruments were played separately. Figure 2.4

shows a woodcut from 1851 depicting the ‘Boston Brass Band’, where we can see

three musicians used for the snare drum, the bass drum, and cymbals. Examining

photographs of brass bands from the nineteenth century on the internet database

‘IBEW’, it is clear that while using three musicians was the initial practice, it declined

rapidly towards the end of the nineteenth century. This decline is demonstrated in

figure 2.5. Combining bass drum and cymbals was popular in the military because the

regulations did not specify the exact instrumentation a band should have, but rather the

number of players. By combining these two percussion items into one, the bandleader

could utilise the extra position for a more melodic instrument to give his band a fuller

sound (Brown, 1976, 65–66). The non-military brass bands—that is, those engaged for

social events, street parades etc.—soon followed.

The orchestra has a similar history of combining the bass drum and the cymbal.

The practice is described and admonished by Hector Berlioz in his Treatise on

Instrumentation (1844, 226), where he describes the ‘clashing method’. It is thought

that Rossini may have been the first classical composer to score for bass drum with

adjoining cymbal in L’Italiana in Algeri (1813) and Il Barbiere di Siviglia (1816), but

the ambiguity of Rossini’s instructions leave this unclear (Bugg, 2003, 38–41). The date

of Berlioz’s comments bring into question the possibility that it was orchestral practice

that influenced the brass bands. Though possible, it seems more likely that the two

practices began doing this at similar times for similar reasons.

Theodore Dennis Brown writes of the various techniques used throughout the latter

half of the eighteenth century that allowed two percussionists to do the job of three.

One such method was a patent from 1879 by Timothy W. McKeever: a clamp designed

to hold the cymbal onto the rim of the drum, with a metal-tipped drum stick with

which to strike it. Brown (1976, 65) writes that this invention was not widely used,

because at this time a more practical method was employed: a cymbal was attached

to the rim of the drum while the other cymbal was held in the player’s hand to clash
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Figure 2.4: ‘Boston Brass Band’, depicting three percussion players. In Gleason’s
Pictorial Magazine, published 9th August, 1851.

Figure 2.5: Decline of separate cymbal players in American brass bands.
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Figure 2.6: ‘West Sullivan Band’ 1890 depicting ‘clashing method’.

against it, leaving the other hand to strike the bass drum with a beater. This ‘clashing

method’ can be seen in figure 2.6, showing the ‘West Sullivan Band’ from 1890.

Near the end of the nineteenth century another method came into favour. The

cymbal in the player’s hand was replaced with a wire (often stated as a coat hanger in

some interviews), bent into a loop with a handle, and was used in one hand to strike

a mounted cymbal. The other hand was free to strike the bass drum as before. This

became the preferred method, as carrying an extra cymbal became tiresome compared

to the thin wire. Figure 2.7 illustrates this ‘wire method’, showing it in use in the

‘Iowa Band’ from 1900. This method is still used today, and in the city of New

Orleans, rich in brass band tradition, this technique is seen in the street bands on a

daily basis. Figure 2.8 shows an advertisement for the device used in figure 2.7. The

text accompanying the advertisement in figure 2.8 reads

The eureka cymbal beater is a pronounced success and the sales are daily increasing.
The centre of the cymbal beater being an open space, there is no resistance from
the air pressure. The superiority over the old style of playing will be understood
at once, as the metal part or hoop of the cymbal beater is made of wire, it is very
light in weight and will not cramp or tire the muscles. It produces a much better
tone, clear sharp and ringing. The Eureka is decidedly more graceful and sightly
to beat with, and gives more freedom . . . than the old style.

A 1961 interview with bass drummer Henry ‘Sleepy’ Robertson (b.c1890–d1962/72)

sheds light on the transition from ‘clashing’ to the ‘wire method’:4

4Henry Robertson can be seen playing with a wire beater in Rose & Souchon’s New Orleans Jazz: A
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Figure 2.7: ‘Iowa band’, 1900, depicting the ‘wire method’.

Figure 2.8: J. W. Pepper musical instruments catalogue (year unknown).
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HR: I remember when they used to carry the cymbal. They’d hit this. They had a
cymbal sit there. They had a cymbal in their hand, and they hit on it [a mounted
cymbal], but later they changed it. They put the cymbal on there. They take a
wire, nailed it, and made a beater like that. That’s the di↵erence. It’s just like a
sock cymbal and that’s the di↵erence in that [imitates] makes too much noise.
RC: How long ago was it since they did that?
HR: I was nothing but a boy [Robertson was born c1890]. They did that before I
ever started playing music because I remember when they had . . . They used to
carry the cymbal. A man would have the cymbal in his hand, and cymbal on a
drum, and they hit it like that on that, [imitates]. You could hear that thing going
across but it was too much of a vibration. So somehow, I don’t know, they got the
idea to change it to that. (Robertson, 1961, 9)

Early drummer Papa Jack Laine (b.1873–d.1966) also saw this transition, playing with

the ‘clashing method’ before switching to the ‘wire method’ (Laine, 1957, 21). While

the cymbal was initially mounted on top of (perpendicular to) the bass drum, it was

eventually mounted parallel to the drum skin (an important point for the bass drum

pedal that followed)

2.2 The Snare Drum, Bass Drum, and Cymbals Stop

Marching

2.2.1 Double Drumming

In their book on New Orleans marching bands, Schafer and Allen (1977, 43) write,

“After the turn of the century dances were usually played by dance bands, jazz groups or

‘sit-down’ orchestras.” These bands had already combined the bass drum and cymbals,

and the next step was to combine the bass-drum-and-cymbal with the snare drum.

This was initially achieved through a practice called double drumming. This technique

made possible the combination of these instruments without a bass drum pedal, which

would follow soon after. Early drummer William F. Ludwig explains

A few theatre drummers played double drums overhand. The bass drum was placed
to the right of the player with the cymbal on the top. They would strike the bass
drum and cymbal with the snare stick, then quickly pass to the snare drum for the
after beat with an occasional roll squeezed in. (Ludwig, 1965, 2–3)

This is demonstrated in several photographs throughout this thesis: namely figure 2.9

(chapter 2.2.2), and figure 4.6 (chapter 4.4). The need for this was not in marching

bands, where it was, and still is, much more practical to assign one musician to the

bass drum and one to the snare drum, but in dancehall theatres. An interview with

early drummer Papa Jack Laine indicated that bands could make use of this practice

when necessary. When asked if he ever used two drummers for a dance band, Laine

responded

Family Album, with the name ‘Young Excellsor Brass Band’ written on the bass drum (1979, 107).
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Two drummers? For a ball yes, for a big ballroom we’d have ten men for a big ball.
We’d have a snare drum player, and a bass drum player separately, see. Yeah, now,
say they only wanted something like say eight men, well we’d furnish eight men,
but we’d include the double drum, as one more man, that would be nine pieces,
eight men, nine pieces, and that’s how we used to get paid for nine pieces, see.
(1957, 6)

It is surprising just what a drummer could achieve with what seems to us today to

be a very restrictive method; drummer Daniel Glass reconstructed a double drumming

(left-handed) setup and demonstrates that fast transitions between the bass drum and

the snare drum are possible:

See media example 1: Daniel Glass, “double drumming,” presented by
Vic Firth as part of ‘A Century of Drumming Evolution’ (History of the
Drumset–Part 1, 1865–Double Drumming)

This is made possible by the tilt of the snare drum towards the bass drum, and o↵ers

another explanation for the tilt we see on snare drums used by early drummers even

after the drum pedal had been invented.5 In Glass’ demonstration, he shows that

playing the cymbal and bass drum in one strike is possible. It seems likely that this

technique was used by double drummers, as we have seen that marching drums had

cymbals attached on the side, and placing them on the floor would tempt the double

drummer to utilise the cymbal in this way. Double drumming should therefore be

seen as the first combination of all three fundamental components, the bass drum,

the snare drum, and the cymbal. The technique came to the attention of percussion

companies. In 1882 the duplex manufacturing company catalogue read: “our company

is probably the only one in the world devoting its full attention to the interests of

Double Drumming” (in Paczynski, 2004, 44).

2.2.2 The Overlap Between Double Drumming and the First Bass

Drum Pedals

It is clear that the transition from double drumming to the use of the drum pedal

was a slow one. Some drummers who learned the double drumming tradition had no

desire to adopt a completely new way of playing when their method of drumming was

perfectly adequate for the music they played. This, combined with the temperamental

nature of the earliest bass drum pedals—the inconsistency in both design and quality—

meant that double drumming lasted “well into the twenties” (Blades, 1982, 459). The

mistrust that some drummers had for the idea of a drum pedal becomes apparent when

examining the recollections of William F. Ludwig: “The younger drummers began using

5It has been said that the tilt of the snare drum observed in early photographs was due to the marching
tradition, where the snare drum would hang o↵ the marching player at a tilt; in observing figure 2.1,
this is certainly possible, but I find the practicality of tilting the drum to make double drumming
easier the more likely explanation.
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pedals while the old timers refused to use the bloomin’ contraptions” (Ludwig, 1965,

4). Drummer Arthur Rackett (1931, 10) recalls, after settling in Quincy Illinois in

1882 and purchasing his first pedal in later year (this does seem remarkably early),

that “everybody laughed at the idea.” Later in Chicago, he writes that amongst

musicians the idea of a foot pedal was “a dead one. Not one drummer was using

it.” He writes that he was surprised at this attitude in Chicago, and having previously

lived in New Orleans, Louisville, Cincinnati, Cleveland and Minneapolis, it suggests

that the adoption of the pedal at this time was further on elsewhere. Rackett writes,

“the drummer’s ring, made up of old-timers, shut everybody with the foot pedal out

of the downtown theatres” (1931, 10). The plight of younger drummers struggling to

gain acceptance in the drumming community with their new pedals is illustrated by

Rackett:

It had always been a custom at the down-town theatres for big musical shows to
have two drummers, even with eighteen men. I had my first chance in Chicago to
show what a double drummer could do. Mr. Doehue asked: “Can you handle the
big ‘Black Crook’ show with 100 in chorus and ballet, play tympani, double drum
and traps alone, as I would like to put in an extra first violin?” I said: “Yes, I
will try it.” At rehearsal, I remember the ballet master, Romeo, fussing around
waiting for his solo. He always did a one-leg whirl spin to finish the solo dance.
He said a foot pedal could not be worked loud enough or last long enough for his
finish. I was on my mettle. If I failed they would have to put in a bass drummer
and cut out one violin, and downtown the foot pedal would have gotten a black
eye . . . I beat two in the bar on bass drum . . . Romeo said the gallop never had
never [sic] been played as fast before. This was gratifying to me and I have no
doubt to the foot pedal also as it was fighting its way against a lot of prejudice at
the time. (Rackett, 1931, 10–11)

This prejudice was not unjustified. W. F. Ludwig, then a young drummer making use

of early pedals, describes his time in the Philharmonic Orchestra of Chicago, playing in

New York City in 1908: “this pedal was not powerful or fast enough for the fast ragtime

tempos and our leader, Morris Levy, called for faster tempos and stronger accents. In

vain I tried to supply what he wanted, but it was useless with that slow overhanging

pedal” (1965, 12). It is instances such as these that were responsible for the overlap

of several decades between the first bass drum pedals and universal adoption amongst

drummers. Figure 2.9 shows two photographs: left is Tony Sbarbaro of the Original

Dixieland Jazz Band, playing double drums in 1916. To the right is drummer Anton

Lada with ‘Frank Christian’s New Orleans Jazz Band’, c1921/22. The position of both

drummers’ right hands are identical: the stick is upside-down and in the position to

strike the bass drum, while the left hand hovers over the snare drum.

See media example 2: “Jack Johnson’s Jazz Band–Tiger Rag,” featuring
Chick Webb on the drums. 0:55–1:15 gives a particularly clear example
of double drumming
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Figure 2.9: Sbarbaro (left, 1916) and Pollman (right, 1921/2) demonstrating the double
drumming technique (Rose and Souchon, 1979, 150–159).

Media example 2 shows drummer Chick Webb in 1929 playing without a bass drum

pedal. The double drumming is evident throughout; the bulk of his drumming hides his

right hand when in use, but the highlighted passage above shows him applying accents

to the bass drum, striking it in this surprisingly clear footage.

It is clear that some early drummers continued with double drumming while others

adopted the pedal, though there is evidence of the two methods being employed on the

same drum kit. Figure 2.10 shows the use of the overhanging pedal in two photographs:

the first (top) appears in Rose and Souchon (1979, 293) and depicts Jack Laine seated

at the drum kit. We can clearly see the upper half of the spring mechanism that belongs

to the overhanging pedal. We can even see his right leg raised, engaging with the pedal.

This has allowed his hands to play on the rim of the bass drum, so he clearly is not using

the double drumming technique. Rose & Souchon date the photograph to 1919. The

other photograph (bottom) is found in Keepnews and Grauer (1968, 21), and is clearly

from the same session. The date is given as “about 1917.” We can now see, in full, Jack

Laine’s pedal. But what is curious about this photograph is that Laine is shown poised

to strike the bass drum with the butt of the right drum stick, in an identical pose to
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Figure 2.10: Jack Laine on drums, showing two di↵erent photographs from the same
session (1917–1919). Evidence of him using the pedal to play on rims, but later reverting
to double drumming despite presence of overhanging pedal. Top in Rose and Souchon
(1979, 293), bottom in Keepnews and Grauer (1968, 21).
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those shown in figure 2.9. Drummers like Laine may have used the pedal only when

necessary (for example when playing with both hands on the woodblocks or rim, as in

the top photograph of figure 2.10). For regular drum beats involving the bass drum and

snare drum, they would resort to the double drumming technique they were used to.

Photographs like figure 2.10 are useful because the vast majority of photographs depict

bands from the front, so all activity on the other side of the bass drum is hidden. This,

coupled with the fact that conductors had a habit of standing directly in front of the

drummer makes photographs like figure 2.10 very valuable. Another example of one

drummer using both double drumming and a bass drum pedal is Tony Sbarbaro of the

Original Dixieland Jass band. It is a popular theory that Sbarbaro either did not play

with a bass drum pedal at all, didn’t use the bass drum in the ODJB’s famous 1917

recordings, or that any such sound in the studio was obtained from double drumming.

This assertion comes from the first ever photograph of the band, taken in 1916. Part

of this photograph is shown in figure 2.9, left. It has been widely published (such as

Charters, 2008, 133), and shows no bass drum pedal. As has already been pointed out,

it shows Sbarbaro in a position indicative of double drumming. Future photographs of

the band also show Sbarbaro without a bass drum pedal. The full photograph can be

seen in the top-half of figure 2.11. The bottom-half of figure 2.11, however, shows an

all-but-lost6 photograph from the same photoshoot. While the take that was chosen

(figure 2.11, top) shows the band posing with their instruments, figure 2.11 (bottom)

shows a casual pose, taken when the band were relaxed, with their instruments down

and talking to each other. That it is the same take is unquestionable (the location,

with the curtains and portrait of a tree or plant, and the identical clothes) but what

is most interesting here is that Tony Sbarbaro’s bass drum is at a more favourable

angle, and we can now see a bass drum pedal. It is odd that the one photograph that

shows Sbarbaro’s bass drum pedal was discarded from the take, and that all other

photographs of his drum kit had it hidden from view, but there can now be no doubt

that the drummer from the first ever jazz band to record was using a bass drum pedal

a year before their historic 1917 recording sessions.

2.2.3 The First Bass Drum Pedals

Anecdotes from musicians who witnessed the transition from double drumming to foot

pedals (such as W. F. Ludwig, Arthur Rackett, ‘Papa’ Jack Laine, John Robichaux,

and Dee Dee Chandler) suggest that drummers began experimenting with pedals very

shortly after, if not alongside, the first instances of double drumming. The spread

of the foot pedal was not initially driven by the drum companies, but came from

the drummers themselves. Drum companies often played ‘catch-up’. Ludwig (1965, 3)

6This photograph was published in Record Research magazine (Kuntadt and Zaccagnino, 1963, 2)
(“Tony has opened his memorabilia collection and has given us a fascinating group of photos”).
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Figure 2.11: Top: The famous, and widely-published first photograph of the ODJB. L
to R: Tony Sbarbaro, Eddie Edwards, Nick La Rocca, Yellow Nunez, Henry Ragas.
Bottom: A rare photograph from the same take, published only once, in Record
Research (Kuntadt and Zaccagnino, 1963, 2).
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talks of playing double drums at the World’s Colombian Exposition in 1893 in Chicago,

though other drummers were present at this event who were beginning to use home-

made drum pedals. Such events were an important meeting place for drummers to

exchange ideas and tips on what was then a developing instrument, and it is not a

stretch of the imagination to envisage other drummers like Rackett talking to Ludwig

of his new pedal. Dobney (2004, 29–30) identifies Rackett’s pedal (made by Dale of

Brooklyn) to an 1891 catalogue by August Pollman of New York (figure 2.12). This

early pedal has a wire attached, much like the wire beater used by marching bands,

simultaneously striking the cymbal as the beater strikes the bass drum, showing the

clear influence the brass band bass-drum-and-cymbal tradition had on the first bass

drum pedals. Virtually all pedals over the next thirty years would feature a similar

device to beat the bass drum cymbal (hereon called a ‘side-cymbal’).

Figure 2.12: Bass drum pedal, Pollman 1891 catalogue, reproduced from Dobney (2004,
30).

There is a case to be made for the heel pedal being the first design, certainly

around Chicago, where both Ludwig and Rackett were based during the 1890s. Ludwig

describes his first pedal, purchased in 1894, as a heel pedal, “as were all the first models

because it was assumed that the toe pedals would not have enough force for accents”

(1965, 3). Dobney (2004, 29) points out that while Rackett ordered his pedal from a

catalogue (figure 2.12), most drummers at this time would opt for a home-made pedal.

This was achieved through word of mouth, exemplified by Ludwig’s recollections of

meeting drummer Fred Zietz, in the winter of 1894. He describes Zietz as a double

drummer who had begun to use a pedal at Hooley’s Theater, Chicago:
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Fred Zietz sent me to Mr. Stone—a bass player in Sam T. Jacks burlesque house
who was also a wood worker and had made a few pedals. I purchased one of his
home-made pedals for $2.00. It was made entirely of wood with a wood knob as
the beater ball. (Ludwig, 1965, 3)

While anecdotes from Ludwig and Rackett paint a picture of drummers in Chicago

using homemade heel pedals for theatre work, anecdotes from a similar time (late

1880s–early 1890s) show a similar story in New Orleans, only with a di↵erent design:

the ‘overhanging pedal’. The earliest patent for this design is attributed to George R.

Olney in 1887 (figure 2.13), though this design was probably being made by drummers

prior to this. Just as Chicago drummers such as Ludwig and Rackett talked of the heel

pedal in the last two decades of the nineteenth century, the pedal depicted in figure 2.13

is frequently described by New Orleans musicians (Brown, 1976, 103). Dobney sources

a catalogue entry from the C. G. Conn company in 1890 (Dobney, 2004, 31); in fact,

their first entry appeared even earlier, in 1888 (figure 2.14), the first example of a

bass drum pedal depicted in a catalogue. An anecdote involving drummer Dee Dee

Chandler (b.c1866–d.1925) describes him inventing this design while working with the

John Robichaux Orchestra:

In 1894 or 1895 Chandler, probably at the suggestion of the violinist and
bass drummer, John Robichaux (b.1866–d.1939), who was leading the orchestra
Chandler was playing with, built a crude wooden pedal for a bass drum so he
could play the bass drum with his foot and a trap drum with his hands. He was
the first drummer in the city to play a set of drums, and established Robichaux’s
reputation as the first man to add traps to the orchestra. Chandler took a standard
brass band bass drum and bolted a piece of spring steel on the top of it, bent so
that the loose end of the spring was over the centre of the drum head and a few
inches away from it. He put a covered block of wood on the loose end so that
the block would hit the drum head if the spring were bent. On the floor he put
a hinged wooden pedal, cut out of a Magnolia Milk Company carton he’d gotten
from the King Grocery where he worked, with a chain stretched from the raised
end of the pedal to the end of the spring. When he stepped on the pedal the
chain pulled the block against the drum head, and when he released the pedal the
spring pulled the block back. He tied a trap drum onto the side of the bass drum
with rope. The sound was probably erratic, but Chandler was a sensation and was
widely imitated. Some of the drummers improved on his design by using a steel
rod and a baseball instead of the spring and wooden block. (Charters, 1963, 5–6)

This description is very similar to Olney’s patent, and most early New Orleans

musicians remember this as the first pedal design (Williams, 1961; Goldston, 1959;

Laine, 1957; Hazel, 1959; Beaulieu, 1961; Sbarbaro and Christian, 1959; Howard, 1958;

Williams, 1959). Figure 2.15 shows Dee Dee Chandler with the John Robichaux

Orchestra in 1896, and it is the earliest known photograph of a bass drum pedal.

In observing figure 2.15 we can see that the solid arm, the upper half, is in fact two

or possibly three pieces of wood connected as one. A hook protrudes from the top of

the wood, to which a chain is attached. This chain connects to a flexible, flat piece of
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Figure 2.13: Patent drawing of a bass drum and cymbal pedal. (Olney, 1887)

Figure 2.14: Catalogue entry for overhanging pedal (Conn, 1888, 28).
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Figure 2.15: Edward ‘Dee Dee’ Chandler and bass drum pedal 1896. Image courtesy
of the Al Rose collection, Hogan Jazz Archive, Tulane University.
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metal, which is secured to the top rim of the bass drum. This is to allow the wood to

pull back to strike the drum, but the thin strip of metal acts as a spring, pulling it back

into place. This pedal is undoubtedly homemade; instead of a beater head, a block of

wood is used. In Olney’s patent and other overhanging pedals that followed, a spring

was used in place of Chandler’s chain, rendering the thin strip of metal unnecessary.

What we can see here in great detail is a homemade pedal, truly innovative for its time.

However, what makes this pedal, and all overhanging designs sluggish in operation, is

the chain or string, comprising the bottom half of the pedal design. When pulled tight

by depression of the pedal it would inevitably swing in front of the beater head, creating

a wave-e↵ect on the chain or string from the bottom up, eventually reaching the beater

head. This would result in delay between pressing the pedal and striking the drum,

giving no direct control and resulting in sluggishness. Nevertheless, this was a popular

design, and identical patents appeared in the decades that followed, listed in Appendix

A.

As quoted earlier, Ludwig had a problem with the sluggish response the overhanging

pedal su↵ered from, and he set out to make his own pedal, one which would have—

as described in Ludwig’s (prototype) catalogue “all the good features of a swing

[overhanging] pedal and the good features of a floor pedal, overcoming entirely the

disadvantages of both” (Ludwig & Ludwig, 1911).

I secretly set to work on an idea which had long been tossing through my mind—
why not have a shorter beater rod connected close to the beating spot? . . . Crude
as it was, it worked and satisfied the director. Word quickly spread about town
that a new pedal had been born. (Ludwig, 1965, 12)

The result was Ludwig’s famous patent in 1909 shown in figure 2.16. The idea of a

toe pedal was not new. Where Ludwig’s design triumphed was in the mechanism.

Drummers today will have no problem recognising the design, and virtually all pedals

today operate the same way. One exception is the metal arm protruding from the

beater shaft, designed to strike a side cymbal. This cymbal, attached to the rim of the

bass drum, was a direct inheritance from the marching band days, where this cymbal

would be struck by the bass drummer. The cymbal arm was an attempt to use the

bass drum in the same way that it had been used when carried. This was a feature

on all pedal designs from the first known patents or documented homemade pedals,

with few exceptions. One of the earliest instances of a pedal with no cymbal arm

appeared in a 1918 patent by George A Smith, but this was unusual; most pedals had

at least a removable arm for nearly a decade after. This function gradually phased

itself out throughout the mid-1920s, via the halfway-step of having a cymbal arm that

could be either removed or turned o↵, so that it would not strike the cymbal when

pressed down.7 The success of this pedal ultimately led to the establishment and

7It is interesting to note that the first examples of Ludwig’s pedal, as marketed in their first (prototype)
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Figure 2.16: ‘Drum and Playing Apparatus’ (Ludwig, 1909).

longevity of the Ludwig company, founded with William’s brother Theodore, and its

position as one of the largest and most influential drum companies of the twentieth

century. Ludwig’s pedal was available in the first Ludwig & Ludwig catalogue in 1912,

though this pedal was produced and advertised uno�cially before this (Cook, 2003, 68).

Finally, drummers had a pedal that was consistent in quality and had a mechanism

that gave both power and speed. By the late 1920s the overhanging pedal was rarely

used by drummers (Brown, 1976, 107), and Ludwig’s pedal (or at least, the mechanism)

became the absolute standard model, as it remains today.

Though Ludwig’s pedal would win favour amongst the drumming community, it

had many designs to compete against, both before and after 1909. Like Olney before

him, Ludwig’s patent was widely copied in the years that followed (see patents listed

catalogue, was the fact that the cymbal arm was removable. “A distinguishing feature of the Ludwig
Pedal, and one that is entirely new, is the construction of the cymbal beater. It is adjustable to any
angle, can be thrown on or o↵ at will, and, by setting the cymbal beater higher or lower on the beater
rod, it is possible to regulate the stroke to get much or little cymbal, as desired. This is a valuable
feature in all classes of work as both directors and drummers have di↵erent tastes as to the prominence
of the drum or cymbal tone” (Ludwig & Ludwig, 1911).
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in Appendix B). Similar patents have appeared since, essentially improving on the

same design. Furthermore, several designs competed simultaneously. A 1918 Nokes

& Nicolai drum catalogue advertises three pedals—two toe pedals and an overhanging

design (figure 2.17).

In observing patents of bass drum pedals from Olney’s in 1887 through to the end

of the 1920s, it seems that we can categorise pedals into several categories:

a. Class 3 Levers (figure 2.18, bottom image). Though the e↵ort, or directional

force, is depicted as an upwards force on figure 2.18, this force in the case of a pedal

is down, to act against the suspension of the load by means of a spring. Dobney

points out that Class 3 Levers apply to two ‘families’ of pedal discussed earlier, and so

sub-categorisation is necessary:

a(i) Toe Pedals: Starting with Ludwig’s 1909 design (figure 2.16), copycat designs in

the decade after (Appendix B), and all pedals we use today (Dobney, 2004, 34). These

are termed ‘toe pedals’ because, due to the raised slope of the pedal, the heel sits at

the bottom, near the fulcrum, and the toe at the top. Therefore, it will always be the

toe, or ball of the foot, that presses this leaver down.

a(ii) Overhanging Pedals: Although this design is also played with the toe, it makes

more sense to separate these from a(i) into a distinct category. Dobney (2004, 30) gives

an accurate description: “Mechanically, this type of pedal is a third-class lever, where

the fulcrum is at the back of the lever, near the player’s heel. When e↵ort is exerted

by the toe or ball of the foot, the load (mallet) is pulled by the intermediary chain or

rod toward the bass drum.” This includes Olney’s pedal (figure 2.13), and the copycat

designs (Appendix A).

a(iii) Miscellaneous Class 3 Lever Designs: Though they operate on the Class 3

principle, these pedals’ mechanisms di↵er from toe pedals, such as Ludwig’s (1909),

and overhanging designs such as Olney’s (1887). These are shown in Appendix C.

b. Class 1 Levers (figure 2.18). These include heel pedals, and include the pedals

Chicago drummers such as Ludwig and Rackett first used. “The fulcrum for this simple

machine is in the middle of the lever, near where the player rests his foot. The load is

in front of the fulcrum; when e↵ort is exerted behind the fulcrum, by the player’s heel,

a hinged mallet is pushed forward to hit the drum” (Dobney, 2004, 29). Appendix D

represents all Class 1 Lever patent mechanisms filed during the late 1800s–1920s. This

group also needs sub-categorisation:

b(i) Heel Pedals : This is made clear by Dobney’s description, above.

b(ii) Toe Pedals: Not toe pedals in the sense that we know from a(i), but levers that are

pushed down with the front of the foot rather than tilting the foot back and applying

the pressure with the heel. Or, looked at another way, a heel pedal where the foot is

brought back to press the lever down with that toe, rather than the heel. Although

the example Dobney gives of a heel pedal is of Rappold (Dobney, 2004, 30), which we
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Figure 2.17: Three images taken from the same 1918 drum catalogue (Nokes & Nicolai,
c.1918, 36–38). Top: A toe pedal (first marketed four years earlier in the same
publication), Middle: An overhanging pedal design, Bottom: Another toe pedal
of di↵erent mechanism.
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Figure 2.18: First and Third Class Levers hwww.ohio.edui.

can see in Appendix D (‘Drum and Cymbal Pedal or Beater’ (Rappold, 1894)), the

player clearly has his heel resting on a block, using the toe to push the pedal down.

Dobney later finds this pedal in a ‘Premier’ catalogue (2004, 32), where we can also see

the player using his toe. This leads us to speculate which of the remaining patents in

Appendix D (i.e. not those listed in b(i) Heel Pedals) belong in this sub-category, and

which belong to b(i) Heel Pedals.

To fully illustrate the ingenuity and sheer variety of pedal mechanisms in this

developing stage of the drum kit’s history, we can examine certain mechanisms further.

Let us discuss the patents found in Appendix C, a(iii) Miscellaneous Class 3 Lever

Designs. ‘Drum and Cymbal Beater’ (Conn, 1906) and ‘Bass Drum and Cymbal

beater’ (Bower, 1906) may look like they belong to pedal category a(i) Toe Pedals,

but they di↵er in that the far-end of the pedal-board is attached round the stem of the

beater, which pushes the beater forwards as it slides down the beater-shaft, making this

a di↵erent mechanism altogether. It is also interesting to see the beater of ‘Drum and

Cymbal Beater’ by Conn (1906) depicted as a baseball, reflecting the often home-made

design early pedal took on. ‘Cymbal and Drum Playing Apparatus’ (Johnson, 1907),

and ‘Combined Drum and Cymbal Beater’ (Volkwein and Quinn, 1907) look remarkably

similar to Olney’s overhanging design at first glance, but doesn’t belong in the a(ii)

Overhanging Pedals category, as they di↵er significantly in design: these pedals do not

connect directly to the beater-head. Instead they connect to a mounted mechanism

attached to the upper rim of the bass drum. ‘Drum Beater’ (Nuss and Nuss, 1907) and

‘Drum Pedal’ (Kendrick, 1913) are very close to the pedals in a(i) Toe Pedals, but the

design di↵ers significantly in that the pedal-board goes beyond the base of the beater-

shaft. A hinge is then applied backwards from the end of pedal-board directly onto

the beater-shaft pulling it forward as the pedal is pressed. ‘Drummer’s Pedal’ (Tobias,
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1910) is curious, in that the beater-shaft is driven forward by a horizontal pole attached

to its middle. Depression of the pedal pushes the horizontal pole forward from the

back, and a horizontally-mounted spring draws the horizontal pole, and the attached

pedal, back to the original position. ‘Drum and Cymbal Beater’ (Danly, 1921) is very

simplistic in design, with the bent piece of metal underneath the pedal-board acting

as both a rolling-mechanism to bring the pedal forwards, and as a spring to return

it to its original position. ‘Double Drum Pedal’ (Fitzgerald and Lockey, 1920) and

‘Double Action Bass Drum Pedal’ (Gladstone, 1922) could belong to category a(i) Toe

Pedals, as the mechanisms to engage the beater are identical to Ludwig’s pedal, however

they are included in a(iii) Miscellaneous Class 3 Lever Designs because they perform

additional functions. The former is the earliest patent I have found which illustrates

a double pedal (filed 1920, granted 1921). At first glance, it seems a possible use for

this, is as a theatre e↵ect; when discussing the various sounds that theatre drummers

employed, James Blades writes “a tattoo on the bass drum (fast pedal-operated) served

for a stampede” (1982, 463–464). This pedal would serve such a purpose. However,

upon reading the patent description, the authors write “the drum may be played with or

without the cymbal being sounded, and with a single foot of the operator” (Fitzgerald

and Lockey, 1920). Indeed, the right beater has a cymbal arm attached, while the left

beater does not. The player could therefore use the left pedal for a bass drum sound,

or the right pedal for the combined bass-drum-and-cymbal sound that was a feature

of all the earlier pedals. If this is the true purpose, it seems largely unnecessary when

one considers that removable cymbal arms had been a feature of bass drum pedals long

before this time. The Gladstone pedal, however, was intended to perform as a double

action pedal: the patent description reads: “strokes may be executed by the action

of both the toe or the heel of the foot; the object of our invention being to enable

the performer to execute the fastest passages written for bass-drums with very little

e↵ort” (Gladstone, 1922). When the pedal-board is slid to the left it works as a regular

pedal belonging to category a(i) Toe Pedals. When the pedal is slid to the right, it

engages a mechanism that allows it to be played regularly, but also with the heel, as

there is a second pivot-point which allows the raising of the pedal-end of the pedal-

board to engage the beater as well. The whole thing is possible because the pedal board

is raised o↵ the ground. Unfortunately, this ingenious pedal was never manufactured

(Falzerano, 2007, 10).

Let us discuss the patents found in Appendix D, b(i) Heel Pedals. From the

descriptions, the only patents which can be confirmed to be heel pedals are ‘Bass

Drum and Cymbal Attachment’ (Stanton, 1904), ‘Musical Instrument Beater’ (Stanton,

1905), and ‘Bass Drum Heel Pedal’ (Carney, 1910). Patents ‘Bass Drum and Cymbal

Attachment’ (Stanton, 1904) and ‘Bass Drum Heel Pedal’ (Carney, 1910) have a flat

board for the whole foot to sit on, meaning the heel would naturally tilt back, forcing

the mechanism up. Therefore, we can assume that ‘Drum Pedal’ (Faria, 1922) is a
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heel pedal also. This ‘flat board’ design is depicted in Dobney (2004, 31), where there

is a homemade heel pedal is similar to designs of patents ‘Bass Drum and Cymbal

Attachment’ (Stanton, 1904), ‘Bass Drum Heel Pedal’ (Carney, 1910), and ‘Drum

Beater’ (Straight, 1914). In a remarkable piece of footage from 1929, drummer Vic

Berton can be seen playing a heel pedal very similar to ‘Bass Drum and Cymbal

Attachment’ (Stanton, 1904).

See media example 3: ‘Walt Roesner and his Capitolians’ in New York’s
Capitol Theater, drummer Vic Berton. 0:00–0:52 shows Berton playing
the heel pedal from the side. 1:57–2:10 gives us a closer view of this
pedal.

The first time-segment (0:00–0:52) of media example 3 shows us the level of control

the heel mechanism gives, demonstrated by Berton’s rapid movements. The second

time-segment (1:57–2:10) shows two beater arms, the left one having a cymbal arm,

while the right beater does not. This is very similar to the ‘Double Drum Pedal’

design (Fitzgerald and Lockey, 1920), but with the lever mechanism of a heel pedal.

Two pedals of English design recently came into my possession, donated by the drum

collector Alan Buckley (figure 2.19, top and middle), and are both subtly di↵erent in

mechanism. Figure 2.19 (bottom-left and bottom-right) shows both designs, patented

(separately) on June 1, 1923. The curious round pedal looks more at home in a car

than on a drum kit! This pedal was marketed by Windsors of Birmingham until 1935.

Another unusual design from 1908 is a pneumatic mechanism, shown in figure 2.20.

There is no evidence of this ever being made, yet this pedal, more than any other,

demonstrates the ingenuity of inventors, and the attention they gave to the bass drum

pedal more than any other part of the drum kit before, or since.

Once drummers adopted bass drum pedals to use with the bass drum, the

introduction of bass drum spurs soon followed, as did snare drum stands. Like most

drum innovations at first, the technology to help facilitate them was not available, and

so drummers improvised. The snare drum was often placed on a chair to the player’s

left, as demonstrated in figure 2.10. The earliest patent that mentions bass drum spurs

dates from 1897 (‘Attachment for Playing Bass Drums and Cymbals’ (Bower, 1897),

shown in Appendix A), and these would mount on the hoop of the bass drum. It would

prevent the bass drum from rocking from side-to-side, and when placed on a rug, would

also help the bass drum from kicking forward. The earliest snare drum stand patent

comes from Leedy in 1899. Of course, it is likely that these devices were being made

even earlier.

Brown describes the bass pedal as the most important invention in the evolution of

the drums (1976, 98), and it is this shift from double drumming to pedalled bass drum

that truly gave rise to the drum kit.
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Figure 2.19: British pedal patents by Charles Deans. Bottom left (belonging to top
image) is ‘Improvements in or in connection with drum and cymbal beating devices’.
Bottom right (belonging to middle image) is ‘Improvements in drum and cymbal beating
devices’.

Figure 2.20: ‘Bass Drum’ (Britton, 1907).
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2.3 African Influence

2.3.1 The Elusive African Drum

It is significant that our American Negroes never have showed any tendency to use
drums. They took to the banjo and to “bones,” but the African drum never seems
to have interested them. (Patterson, 1922)

Much has been written on the topic of the influence of African culture on early jazz

music, particularly drumming. Linking the percussive traits of African rhythms to jazz

has been seized upon enthusiastically by musicologists and ethnomusicologists, and

has filtered down through more general histories of jazz, yet it is incredibly di�cult

to show just how direct or speculative these links are. Many early writings on this

are reductive, too eager to use early drummers of African American descent as an

‘evolutionary link’ between African drumming and the ‘evolved’ form of jazz they

knew at the time of writing. Decades later, authors were perhaps too eager to undo

these injustices and overcompensated in the other direction. So as not to overplay or

underplay the importance of African culture one must proceed carefully. When we

talk of African influence, we refer to the forced migration of the Atlantic slave trade.

From the start of the seventeenth century through to the early nineteenth century,

around 10 million Africans (at the very least, and some authoritative estimates are

considerably higher) were enslaved and transported from the West coast of Africa (areas

now occupied by Senegal, Guinea, Gambia, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Ivory Coast, Ghana,

Tongo, Benin, Nigeria, Cameroon, Gabon, and parts of the Congo and Zaire) to the

New World. It is beyond doubt that the drum was, and is, a key instrument in those

cultures (Epstein, 2003, 47). This has been evident in the West since the early sixteenth

century, when European explorers and traders began documenting their travels through

West Africa, reporting of the drumming and dancing they witnessed. Though there

is no question that these percussive cultural practices influenced percussion in the

United States forever, and ultimately helped shape the creation of the drum kit, the

concept of the African influence seems to struggle to find a clear path through seemingly

contradictory events: the well documented restrictions of bringing African drums over

on the slave ships, the extent of the exceptions to this, and the adoption of instruments

that Americans were already using. Epstein (2003) addresses this, writing that a

popular belief in this field was that African slaves were unable to bring any physical

objects with them, and that any drums they played on would have been made after

arriving in America. While new instruments were indeed constructed upon arrival,

African drums did make it across the Atlantic with the slave ships. This was to aid

dancing above deck, in order to preserve the health of the slaves: “dancing served the

twofold purpose of providing physical exercise in a limited space and of combatting the

widespread danger of depression, a recognised forerunner of suicide or revolt” (Epstein,
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2003, 11). This is described by Alexander Falconbridge, a British surgeon who took

part in four voyages between 1780 and 1787:

Exercise being deemed necessary for the preservation of their health they are
sometimes obliged to dance when the weather will permit their coming on deck. If
they go about it reluctantly, or do not move with agility, they are flogged; a person
standing by them all the time with a cat-o’-nine-tails [a whip] in his hands for the
purpose. Their musick [sic], upon these occasions, consists of a drum, sometimes
with only one head; and when that is worn out, they do not scruple to make use of
the bottom of one of the tubs [in which their food is served]. (Falconbridge, 1788)

Whilst this didn’t always happen to the beat of African drums—other accounts state

that ‘any instrument will do’, including the crew’s own instruments (bagpipes, harp, or

fiddle)—the above account shows that at times, African drums were certainly brought

over. Ships’ captains had special orders to purchase drums in Africa for such occasions

(Postma, 1990, 233). On this point, Epstein (2003, 14) writes that “present evidence

is insu�cient to indicate how widespread this practice was, but it seems beyond doubt

that slave captains for purely pragmatic reasons were unwitting agents in transmitting

African instruments to the New World.”

Southern & Wright (2000) present a well curated collection of illustrations from the

United States during the Colonial and Federal eras through to the Reconstruction era,

focusing on musical life amongst enslaved African-Americans. By far the most common

instrument depicted is the banjo. The drums, with some notable exceptions, are largely

absent. “Almost as soon as the Africans arrived in the New World, white masters began

to worry about their dancing and instruments” (Epstein, 2003, 58). While dancing on

the boat was encouraged (or rather, forced) for practical purposes, large gatherings with

dancing of their own volition was no way to manage a suppressed population. Epstein

(2003, 58) documents a prohibition on musical instruments throughout the West Indies

as early as 1654, but it was not until the Stono rebellion of 1739 that stringent bans

on musical instruments came into e↵ect in the United States. In this uprising, South

Carolina witnessed a rebellion in which almost 50 white men were killed. An article

from 1740, by an unnamed white o�cial, is one of the few first-hand accounts of the

Stono Slave Rebellion, reporting that slaves were “singing and beating Drums, to draw

more Negroes to them” (Astley, 1740, 152). As a result, the colony of South Carolina

passed the Slave Act of 1740, part of which states

And for that as it is absolutely necessary to the safety of this Province, that all due
care be taken to restrain the wanderings and meetings of Negroes and other slaves,
at all times, and more especially on Saturday nights, Sundays, and other holidays,
and their using and carrying wooden swords, and other mischievous and dangerous
weapons, or using or keeping of drums, horns, or other loud instruments, which
may call together or give sign or notice to one another of their wicked designs and
purposes . . . And whatsoever master, owner or overseer shall permit or su↵er his
or their Negro or other slave or slaves, at any time hereafter, to beat drums, blow
horns, or use any other loud instruments. (O’Neall, 1848)
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An interesting amendment appeared in the 1848 ‘Negro Law of South Carolina’ which,

in referring to the above passage, stated

This provision is one so utterly unnecessary, that the sooner it is expunged from
the Statute book, the better. Indeed, it is not only unnecessary, but it is one under
which most masters will be liable, whether they will or not. Who can keep his
slaves from blowing horns or using other loud instruments? (O’Neall, 1848)

This attitude explains a well-known exception to the suppressed slave population

described so far. Congo Square in New Orleans was a place where slaves could

congregate and play their instruments unencumbered, including drums. Passed six

years after the founding of the city, Louisiana’s 1724 ‘Code Noir’ decree established

the state’s framework for slavery in the French colonial empire and, among other

things, established Sundays and Catholic holidays as non-work days for all citizens

including the slave population, a tradition that continued under Spanish and American

rule (Evans, 2011, 1). The right to congregate, however, was far from guaranteed.

Such gatherings in New Orleans were sporadic and occurred in various locations

throughout the city, until an ordinance in 1817 restricted all such assemblies for the

purpose of dancing and merriment other than one designated place appointed by the

major: Congo Square.8 The earliest report of Congo Square activities comes from

Benjamin Latrobe, written between 1818–1820. His descriptions and sketches of the

instruments he saw leave no doubt that African drums and drumming techniques were

used (Latrobe, 1951, 50–51).9 Latrobe observes elderly men playing the drums, a point

that Brown finds significant, speculating that younger slaves were already keen to

disassociate themselves from the African drum: “Quite possibly, the need to assimilate

the dominant White culture forced young Blacks to accept the drumming techniques of

the fife and drum corps and American bands as a logical replacement for their African

counterparts” (Brown, 1976, 77). Historians have certainly been eager to portray Congo

Square as the birthplace of jazz; the first, most continuous and most documented

designated place for African slaves to practice their culture on American soil—and in

New Orleans, no less—yet Congo Square can be seen as yet another demonstration of

an oppressed population, rather than a rare point of liberation. Hazzard-Gordon writes,

“Contrary to the interpretations of several historians of slavery, the establishment of

Congo Square represents a restricting rather than an encouraging of slave dancing

and culture” (Hazzard-Gordon, 1996, 117). By designating Congo Square as the

place for slave gatherings, authorities ensured that meetings would no longer take

place elsewhere. The once place where they did was now monitored and controlled.

Carrico (2015, 137–138) speculates that a slave rebellion in 1811, only thirty-six miles

outside the city, impacted o�cials’ designation of a sanctioned meeting place, “to better

8Such activity at this location had already existed for decades, only in an unregulated and informal
manner (Widmer, 2003, 70–71).

9Or at least, African in construction; they may not have been made in Africa.
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monitor slaves’ recreation”. Carrico also documents the suspension of gatherings at

Congo Square during the 1830s and 1840s, perhaps due to Nat Turner’s slave rebellion

(also known as the Southampton Insurrection) of 1831. When Congo Square was

reinstated in 1845, it was declared that attendees must have written permission from

their owners, and police were to be present (Donaldson, 1984, 67).

2.3.2 Surrogate Drumming: Patting Juba & Ricky-Ticky Timbres

When Johnson (2003) writes “for the various reasons that the African drum was banned

or not, other rhythmic practices were both continued and created,” one practice he

is referring to is ‘patting juba’. Figure 2.21 depicts the instances of patting juba

amongst Southern & Wright’s collection (2000), and it is described as early as the

1820s. This involves making percussion by striking the body10 and is likely to have been

inspired out of the restrictions on percussion instruments (to whatever extent) described

previously (Epstein, 2003, 141); juba was a surrogate for the missing drum (Johnson,

2003). This is supported by minister and abolitionist John Dixon Long who writes

“generally, however, they have no instruments, but dance to the tunes and words of a

leader, keeping time by striking their hands against the thighs, and patting the right

foot” (1857, 18). Though it is likely that this practice was created in America as a result

of often oppressive restricted access to drums, it is possible that juba, or something

like it, started elsewhere—West Africa, or as some report, the West Indies (often a

mid-point in the transportation of slaves)—“as a dance to which hand clapping was

a part [as has been documented in West Africa], and later [upon arrival in America]

became recognised solely as the type of hand clapping accompaniment for which it is

best known” (Johnson, 2003, 4). One of the best first-hand accounts of patting juba

comes from Lewis Paine in 1851, imprisoned for aiding the escape of a slave from the

state of Georgia:

Someone calls for a fiddle—but if one is not to be found, someone ‘pats juber’.
This is done by placing one foot a little in advance of the other, raising the ball of
the foot from the ground, and striking it in regular time, while, in connection, the
hands are struck slightly together, and then upon the thighs. In this way they make
the most curious noise, yet in such perfect order, it furnished music to dance by
. . . It is really astonishing to witness the rapidity of their motions, their accurate
time, and the precision of their music and dance. I have never seen it equalled in
my life. (Paine, 1852, 179–180)

A most curious feature of Paine’s quote above is the raising of the ball of the foot from

the ground, which is exactly how we utilise a bass drum pedal. Indeed, this part of

the juba dance has been compared to the sound of a bass drum: “His feet resounded

10Johnson (2003) clarifies: “Juba is the much described rhythmic practice of African Americans that
has also been referred to as a dance, a song, a person (Master Juba), and a state of being.” I refer
to ‘patting juba’ (also referred to as pattin juber), the practice of body percussion.
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Figure 2.21: Depictions of African Americans ‘pattin’ juba’. Clockwise from top-
left: Henry Bibb “The Sabbath among Slaves” (published in Narrative of Life and
Adventures of Henry Bibb, an American Slave. Written by himself. New York: 1849);
Henry Louis Stephens [pseud. for Charles Jacob Paterson] “The Holiday Dance.” Wood
engraving by Bieler (published in The Cabin and the Parlor; Orm Slaves and Masters,
by J. Thornton Randolph, frontispiece. Philadelphia: T. B. Peterson, 1852); Howard
Helmick “The Juba Dance,” by E. H. Del’ Orme (published in “Old Maryland Homes
and Ways” by John Williamson in Palmer Century Magazine 49, 1894); James Henry
Moser “Old Plantation Play-Song, Putnam County” (published in Uncle Remus, His
Songs and Sayings, by Joel Chandler Harris, New York: D. Appleton and Company,
1893); Edwin Austin Abbey “Slaves’ Quarters in the Cellar of the Old Knickerbocker
Mansion,” by French (published in The Knickerbockers of New York Two Centuries Ago
by Egbert T. Viele, Harper’s Monthly Magazine 54, 1876); Felix Octavus Carr Darley
“The Festival,” by Elias J. Whitney & Phineas F. Annin (published in Uncle Tom’s
Cabin Contrasted with Buckingham Hall, the Planter’s Home, by Robert Criswell. New
York: D. Fanshaw, 1882). All information and images published in (Southern and
Wright, 2000).

.
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on the floor like the drum-sticks of a bass drum” (Payne, 1888, 225). As is depicted in

figure 2.21, we see that African American slaves continued to drum without the drum.

This practice is described in many sources from the 1820s with regularity throughout

the rest of the century, consistent both in name and description of a self-contained

percussive practice to accompany dancers. The practice was so common by the end of

the 1830s, that written accounts began to refer merely to the practice by name, and

didn’t trouble themselves by writing a description (Southern and Wright, 1990, xxvii).

From observing figure 2.21 we can see that this, in itself, becomes a dance of some sort.

Patting juba, then, is a type of multiple percussion, from which came a variety

of interesting rhythms. One of the most curious sources, and most detailed when

it comes to describing these rhythms, comes from Lanier’s Science of English Verse

(1880), written as an analysis of the rhythms of poetry. In discussing the somewhat

anticlimactic rhythmic e↵ect of placing a rest where a strong beat would usually occur,

Lanier writes

It is important to notice that rests may occur at the place where the accent belongs,
and that this is frequently resorted-to in music to produce striking rhythmic e↵ects.
To take an example from the most cultivated music and enforce it with one from
the rudest form of that art: in Haydn’s ‘Queen of France’ symphony the slow
movement has a flute obligate at one point, of which the first strain commences;

while the second strain has a rest at every accented point of the bar throughout,
each bar being of the form

On the other hand, everyone who has noticed a Southern negro’s patting will have
been apt to hear an e↵ect of the same nature as in Haydn’s movement, produced
by omitting the stroke, of foot or of hand, which the hearer expects to fall on the
accented note at the first of the bar, thus:

(Lainer, 1880, 188–9)

This source is interesting for several reasons. Firstly, it is unusual for an author in 1880

to compare the music of Haydn to the African-American rhythms of patting juba, but
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most importantly it is the only instance of these rhythms having been written down in

Western notation. While we have seen numerous images and descriptions that capture

the practice of patting juba, never before have I found a detailed transcription of the

rhythms involved; the anti-climactic omission of the first beat of the bar lends itself well

to syncopation and is a feature of many rhythms found in early jazz music. However,

juba produces not only varied rhythms, but varied timbres. While Lanier’s notation

gives us a clue to some of the rhythms produced, it is harder to demonstrate the extent

of these varied timbres that resulted from striking the shoulders, arms, thighs, and

using the feet to beat on the floor. One possible way to examine this practice is to

view performance art from today that seems strikingly similar to patting juba. Media

example 4 shows an excerpt from the theatrical show ‘Stomp’, where a solo performer

creates rhythms in a similar manner:

See media example 4: Stomp Live part 3—Just Clap Your Hands

Media example 4 showcases a variety of timbres. Both the heel and ball of the foot

are used to strike the ground, giving low ‘booming’ timbres. Shu✏ing of the feet give

a higher-pitched sound. Hand claps are used to provide the ‘crisp’ timbres, but these

themselves are split into at least two timbres, similar to fuertas and sordas found in

flamenco palmas clapping. The performer also whips his hands and clicks his fingers.

Slapping the thighs gives a dry sound with quick decay, while slapping the stomach

gives a resonant ‘wet’ timbre. Though influenced by a century of rhythm that has

occurred since juba practice, this demonstrates the variety in timbre that one could

achieve with patting juba. What is interesting about media example 4 is that its

purpose is clearly to emulate a drum kit. Timings 1:34–1:48 demonstrate classic drum

beats that we are used to hearing (these may actually be electronic beats, but these

in turn emulate an acoustic drum kit), yet the performance as a whole seems to serve

the same purpose as patting juba, and its method of delivery seems to be one and the

same. This lends weight to Johnson’s statement, “the concepts of various sizes and

types of percussion were already there in juba and were just waiting for the occasion

to be put back onto real drums, in the form of traps, as there is no such grouping of

drums in Africa” (Johnson, 2003). When Brown (1976, 38) writes that patting juba

is a precursor to tap dancing, he could go further: when one considers the utilisation

of all four limbs to create rhythm (both hands beating the chest and thighs, while at

least one foot beats time on the ground), and the deliberate variations in high and low

timbre (similar to that of low bass drum, medium snare drum, and high-end hi-hat)

one could describe patting juba as a precursor to the drum kit.

An article from 1902 quotes Thomas Preston Brooke, conductor of the Chicago

Marine Band, who attributes Juba as the precursor of ragtime rhythm.

Rhythm is the skeleton on which all music is hung, and if you will strip the so-
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called modern ragtime of its melodies you will have the music that has been in
vogue since the beginning of time and that still is the only music of many of the
heathen races. It is the ‘juba’, buck and wing dance of the old plantation darky,
and no more inspiring ragtime was ever played than that which he patted with his
hands, shu✏ed with his feet, or plunked on his rudely constructed banjo.11 (Brooke,
1902)

African American slaves developed a multi-limbed percussion practice that acted as

a surrogate for instruments denied to them. In doing so they created a multi-toned

and multi-timbred percussion collective. Another instance where African Americans

continued to drum without the drum was in using sticks on various surfaces: “stick

drumming continued even though the drum was a banned instrument” (Johnson, 2003).

This created what drummers would later refer to as ‘ricky-ticky’ timbre, as Brown

describes what this term might mean to a jazz drummer:

When a jazz musician mentions the term “ricky-ticky,” he is not only describing
a type of music (old-fashioned), but he is using an onomatopoeia to describe the
stylistic sound of early jazz drumming. Ricky-ticky, used in the latter connotation,
means that the drummer is using a variety of sounds which are produced when a
drum stick strikes either a wooden or non-resonating metal surface. The former
may be either the woodblock or the wooden shell or rim of the snare drum or the
bass drum; the latter could be any metal part of the drum set such as the rims
of the drums or even the metal post of a suspended cymbal stand . . . With few
exceptions, this characteristic sound was not common in American and European
popular or classical music prior to the twentieth century . . . The ricky-ticky sound
that characterised jazz during the first two decades of this century filtered into the
United States from Africa through the West Indies and into Louisiana sometime
during the seventeenth or eighteenth centuries. (Brown, 1976, 40)

Indeed, anthropologist Harold Courlander talks of hitting the wooden sides of a drum as

being African in character (Courlander, 2003, 4). In absence of real drums to play once

reaching America, there is evidence that slaves would improvise sounds out of everyday

objects they would find. The earliest genre painting in United States history, The Old

Plantation (possibly 1785–1795), depicts a man playing with two small sticks, which

could be bones. John Cole, formerly a slave on the Oglethorpe plantation, Georgie,

recounts the use of various instruments: “Stretch cow-hides over cheeseboxes and you

had tambourines. Saw bones from o↵ a cow, knock them together, and call it a drum,

or use broom-straws on fiddle-strings, and you had your entire orchestra” (in Horry,

1936). The cowbell—a common feature on early drum kits—was developed in the West

Indies as a substitute for the west African tongueless bell (Courlander, 2003).

Bones, or sticks struck onto any hard surface gave ‘ricky-ticky’ rhythms in the

absence of drums. These sounds and rhythms were a type of surrogate instrument, as

was the adoption of European instruments. Writing for the Tobago News, journalist

11Though today this may seem disparaging in tone, this is a relatively favourable or defensive view of
ragtime for 1902.
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Clement Williams writes of the origin of the fiddle and the tambourine amongst enslaved

Africans on two Tobago slave estates:

Some historians and researchers have documented that the tambourine was made
as a replacement for the African drums, because estate owners and slave masters
had forbidden the playing of drums which they associated with spiritualism.

However, the tambourine had nothing to do with African drums. They were
made as replicas of the timbrel [sic] which the Scottish slave owners had encouraged,
specifically on two estates, one at Culloden and the other in Mt. St. George.

At both estates, the slaves were happy, well treated and they were encouraged
to participate in any celebration held by their owners. The slaves were encouraged
to play European musical instruments. The owners taught the slaves how to make
the tambourine and fiddle from local materials.

The results were not as perfect as the originals, but the sound was indeed
distinct and unique. The slaves were also taught how to play the fiddle and string
bow. They learnt dances such as the jig, reel and quadrille, all being Scottish.
The African flavour mixed with the Scottish blend topped with a Tobago influence
became embedded into the rhythm, creating a new culture of tambrin music which
is indigenous to Tobago.

. . . In other communities, after slavery was abolished, the drums were used and
rose in prominence, but it is in Culloden and Mt. St. George that the tambourine
and fiddle are rooted . . . Members of these families continue to hold and practice
the traditions. Dallys’ sons, Rennison (Totoman), Albert (Boy Blue) and Hudson
are all renowned tambourine and fiddle players of Culloden. (last accessed 2015)

As the West Indies were often a middle point for enslaved Africans, it is possible that

this tradition was later taken to America, however it is more likely that a similar story

can be told of the Slaves that were taken directly to America. Though European,

perhaps Turkish, in origin, the tambourine is among the most commonly depicted

instrument played amongst slave workers (banjo, bones, fiddle, tambourine being the

main four instruments played). Smaller, quieter, and less resonant compared to African

drums, this seemed a safer allowance for slave owners to make, as they wouldn’t have

to worry that it may be used as a rallying call. Between slaves own improvised timbres

and replacement instruments such as the tambourine (as encouraged by slave owners),

the sounds that became associated with black slave culture were the result of “practices

that represented surrogates for the often missing drum” (Johnson, 2003, 1).

2.3.3 African American Timbres Stereotyped

The filthy scum of white society, who have stolen from us a complexion denied
them by nature, in which to make money, and pander to the corrupt taste of their
white fellow citizens. (Douglass, 1849)

Printed in the abolitionist newspaper The North Star, Douglass’ strong words put

him more than 100 years ahead of his time, for the popularity of the minstrel show

continued unimpeded until the middle of the twentieth century. The minstrel show

came from several sources: the desire for a cultural ‘American’ identity following the
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Anglo-American War of 1812; the fragmentation of entertainment into ‘highbrow’ and

‘lowbrow’ culture and the need to provide the latter; and the rapid expansion in

population in American cities (Toll, 1974). A rise in newspaper circulation helped

spread tales of rural life into urban areas, and helped to caricature elements of the

South across the United States, ultimately leading to the stereotyping of African

Americans. The desire for Americans to shed their European heritage and values,

and find something more ‘American’ gave more reason to embrace such stereotypes

and hastily add it to what was seen as distinctly American culture. After a thirty-year

period following the War of 1812, “with all the conditions present for an entertainment

explosion . . . a new, uniquely American popular culture form, the minstrel show,

emerged on the scene, [and] became an instant rage and a national institution virtually

overnight” (Toll, 1974, 21). Douglass’ quote (at the start of this subchapter) is from

what is generally recognised as the first decade of minstrel performance as a popular

theatre act. However, while Douglass seems to suggest that the blackface performer

distorted (or corrupted) the views of the white public towards the Black American, it

seems that black face performance was more a reflection of society; views the public

already had. White Americans had long decided the role Blacks would play in society,

and the minstrel show was created to pander to pre-existing opinions rather than

influence them. An 1880 programme for ‘Haverly’s United Mastodon Minstrels’ quotes

the promoter, Haverly, as saying “I’ve got only one method, and that is to find out

what the people want and then give them that thing . . . There’s no use trying to force

the public into a theater.” (in Toll, 1974, 25).

Figure 2.22 shows a poster, c1899, ‘George Thatcher’s Greatest Minstrels’. Very

o↵ensive for today’s reader, it depicts a man loading into a machine various ‘ingredients’

or items attributed (through racial stereotyping) to black culture. The pitchfork,

walking cane, corn cob pipe, and rooster suggest the ‘Uncle Remus’ plantation life

of the Black American. A slice of watermelon, a box of charcoal, and a tube labelled

‘lampblack’ (powdered charcoal) adds to this racial stereotype and leaves the nineteenth

century reader with no doubt as to the owner of these ingredients. As a final touch,

the musical equivalent of these racially-stereotyped items are added: a banjo and a

tambourine. All these ingredients are funnelled into the machine, turned around with

a handle, and produced at the other end are singing dancing minstrels, playing the

tambourine, banjo, and bones. The racist undertones (not so subtly hidden here)

are very disturbing today, both in the ingredients and in the portrayal of Black

Americans with their caricatured features, but the picture does represent the essence

of minstrelsy. The minstrel tradition firmly established one important thing in the eyes

of the American public: the depiction of African Americans alongside the sound of the

banjo, bones, and the tambourine. Of this association, Dobney writes

No matter what the venue, a nineteenth-century audience would have recognised
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Figure 2.22: George Thatcher’s Greatest Minstrels, c1899. Library of congress Minstrel
poster collection.
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this musical ensemble as a reference to the minstrel stage and the characters
associated with it, even without blackface performers. The mere sound of a banjo
and bones would have been enough to cue the audience to the arrival of one of
the caricatured African-American characters, a cultural clue that would be lost on
audiences today. (Dobney, 2004, 40)

These musical associations transcended the minstrel show, and “permeated the culture

and spread into other vaudeville shows as late as the second and third decades of the

twentieth century” (Dobney, 2004, 40). During this time these instruments inevitably

became part of the variety of instruments belonging to the theatre percussionist

(discussed in chapter 2.5), and ultimately found their way onto the drum kit.
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2.4 Chinese Influence

The All-Chinese Combination Holder

The handiest and most Up-To-Date holder for the most used traps on the market.
Indispensable for a Vaudeville drummer: holds the Chinese Crash Cymbal, Tom-
Tom, and wood Drum. All parts adjustable to any angle or size. (Nokes & Nicolai,
c.1918)

During the latter half of the nineteenth century, China saw around two and a half

million citizens leave for other areas of Asia, South America, and—due to its need for

labour following the California Gold Rush in 1848—North America (Greene, 2004, 114).

Chinese song traditions were important during this time, such as muk-yu (folksong)

tradition, and Chinese opera. Chinese immigration did not influence drumming

practice, or introduce specific rhythms like many authors have attributed to African

cultures; rather, Chinese immigration is responsible for specific components found on

the early drum kit, which in turn influenced the modern-day drum kit. Through the

Chinese Opera, three instruments were introduced that would become common (if not

standard) on the early drum kit: the temple blocks, the Chinese tom-tom, and the

Chinese cymbal.

There are many similarities between the adoption of Chinese instruments and

timbres introduced through blackface minstrelsy. The practice of ‘yellowing up’ existed

on the American stage in the 1900s and beyond, and Chinese instruments were used to

cue the presence of these racial stereotypes long before composers or drummers made

use of them. Chinese instruments were featured at national exhibitions such as the

World’s Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition in New Orleans in 1884–1885,

and the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893 (Brown, 1976, 110-111),

which helps explain their gradual use in America outside of the context of Chinese

music from the turn of the century. Dobney explains that the sound of certain

Chinese instruments cued the presence of the ‘mystical Orient’ or a Chinese character in

American theatre, just as minstrelsy and popular theatre used instruments to caricature

African Americans (Dobney, 2016). This is illustrated by a report from the Omaha

Daily Bee which reports “DeKoven and Smith’s latest light opera ‘The Mandarin’ will

be the attraction for the two night’s commencing Monday, March 15, at the Creighton

. . . The atmosphere of the work thoroughly Chinese, the gong, the tom-tom and the

wooden drums being very much in evidence in Mr. DeKoven’s orchestration” (Anon.,

1897). Just as other traps found their way onto the early dance band drum kits,

the theatre provided the first vessel for Chinese instruments to be played by western

musicians and heard by a western audience.
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2.4.1 The Temple Block and Woodblock

Figure 2.23: Di↵erent terms used for woodblocks and temple blocks.

The temple blocks have the Chinese namemuk-yu (alsomu-yü in Mandarin), translated

from Cantonese, meaning ‘wooden fish’ (Blades, 1982, 115–116). Greene (2004) talks

of the muk-yu singing tradition (which he also translates as ‘wooden fish songs’) as

being the earliest of Chinese musical tradition in America. Temple blocks are carved in

elaborate round fish heads, often painted red and decorated with black and gold, and

elaborately carved. However, the connection between these instruments, termed muk-

yu, translated to ‘wooden fish song’ and carved as a fish, and the folksong tradition,

also named muk-yu, remains unclear (Mair, 2001, 1026). Their history dates back to

use in Buddhist services, a likely source of their English name ‘temple blocks’. When

adopted by early drummers they appeared in sets of four of five, arranged in order of

size and pitch. Another kind of wooden drum, also attributed to China, is described

by Blades:

A small wooden slit drum, oblong in shape, known as the t’ak (or pang-tzu), is
used by night watchmen. The wood block used in the Chinese orchestra (mainly in
opera ensembles, in combination with the big drum—ganggu) is the kuan-tun-pa.
This type of instrument occurs frequently in western orchestral scores, where it is
referred to as ‘wood-block’. (Blades, 1982, 116)

Figure 2.23 illustrates the di↵erences, and many names, attributed to the wood block

and temple blocks during the early twentieth century. These two variations of wooden

slit drums became common additions to the early drum kit in its earliest years of

development, but not at the same time. From the mid-1910s the drum kit was seen to
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have had the woodblock (usually one, though as figure 2.23 shows, a set was possible).

It was not until the mid 1920s that temple blocks began to appear, as illustrated in an

article for The Music Trade Review, titled ‘Oriental Window Arouses Interest’:

The H. C. Hanson Music House has just added a new line of Oriental novelty
instruments, consisting of tom-toms, gongs, cymbals, wood blocks, musettes and
new Chinese temple blocks which, it is stated, are something new to this country.
The player performs on them, as on wood blocks, but a di↵erent tone is emitted by
them. The Chinese temple blocks are hard to obtain because the Chinese usually
reserve them for temple purposes. A striking window display has been made by
the Hanson Music House of these instruments, with Oriental settings, draperies,
pictures, etc., and the novelty of the setting as well as the gorgeous vermilion color
of the temple blocks attracted attention. (Anon., 1923)

The above article is particularly useful, as it refers to, and di↵erentiates between, both

the early woodblocks and the temple blocks. The article also o↵ers an explanation as

to why they were so readily adopted by jazz drummers, in that the decoration was eye

catching at a time where the drum kit was often the showpiece of the stage. By 1926,

an article in Music Trade Review reported that “drum accessories, especially Temple

blocks, are moving readily” (Anon., 1926), which was around the time when drum

catalogues began listing them. By 1930, importation of these instruments had reached

such a level that it was brought to the attention of the United States Customs Court,

who ruled that

. . . temple blocks are not musical instruments, even though they are used in jazz
bands, and sold by music dealers. In spite of their imposing appearance with red
and black lacquer finish, trimmed with gold, the Court ruled that these gorgeous
looking articles are merely blocks of wood. Alluding to the Court ruling, regarding
these importations from the Orient, the S. F. Chronicle said, in part: “In case you
don’t recall readily what temple blocks are, they’re those gimmicks that provide
the ‘poop-a-doop-doop’ noises when all the mutes are on brass and string, and the
lights are low.”
No, Sir! They may be jazz, but they aren’t music. The court ruled this when
a shipment of them came in. it was a question of duty, you see. If they’d been
musical instruments, they would have had to pay a duty of 40 per cent, but as
‘manufactured articles of wood not especially provided for’ they pay only 33 1/3 per
cent. (Anon., 1930)

By contrast, the woodblock had been used by drummers at least a decade earlier. The

first catalogue from the Ludwig drum company in 1912 lists a ‘Chinese Wood Drum’,

“Indispensable for horse hoof, hoop or log mallet e↵ects” (Ludwig & Ludwig, 1912, 38).

2.4.2 The Chinese Tom-Tom

Another Chinese instrument that became a common addition to the early drum kit was

the Chinese tom-tom. Blades (1982, 110) writes of the early history of these drums

in China, dating them as far back as 3500 BC. Of the many types of drum that have
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existed throughout China, Brown loosely groups several of the most common into the

‘barrel drum’ category, one of which, the pieng-ku (historically called bien-ta-ku), was

adopted by early drummers. Blades describes the body of these drums as being made

of wood and built up in sections, much like a barrel. The heads are found on both side

of the drum, usually made from cow or pig skin, and are tacked onto each side with iron

nails. This meant that the Chinese drum could not be tuned or altered in pitch (at least

not deliberately), which di↵erentiated it from the bass and snare drum, even in their

earliest days as roped-tensioned drums. They were as decorative as the temple blocks;

the body was, traditionally, painted red and the heads were elaborately decorated, often

of a phoenix or dragon. Blades attributes these decorations, or perhaps the varnish used

on them, as being responsible for the skin retaining its tension, though the e↵ectiveness

of this will be discussed more in chapter 4. An iron ring is usually found on one side

(sometimes two placed at opposite ends); and although jazz drummers used this ring

to mount the drum this was an original feature pre-dating the drum kit and not added

by drummers themselves. Blades notes that these rings were originally intended to

suspend the drum in a frame (much like a hanging gong) or to attach to the body with

rope (similar to the fife and drum). One curious characteristic of these instruments

is the presence of a wire inside the drum. Examining Chinese tom-toms today for

this wire yields mixed results; some have the wire, others do not. Blades writes that

all drums imported from China were made with the wire, and that some drummers,

“loathe to disturb the nailed vellums, cut a hole in the wood shell to allow the removal

of the rattling piece” (1982, 112). When American manufacturers began to make these

drums rather than import them, they made them without the wire. Little has been

written about the purpose of the wire, and while it has been suggested that it may have

a religious purpose (Aldridge, 1994, 13), Blades’ passing remark that the wire produced

a sound “which did not conform to the western instrumentalists’ requirements” (1982,

112) at least brings the issue back to one of acoustics rather than the spiritual.

Blades (1982, 112) writes that these drums “entered the western dance band in the

early 1920s,” however there is evidence to show that these drums were popular some

time earlier. The Original Dixieland Jass Band, one of the first early jazz bands to

achieve international fame on account of their recordings are photographed from 1917

onwards, and drummer Tony Sbarbaro (or Spargo) can often be seen with a Chinese

tom-tom (for example, see figure 2.24 in chapter 2.4.3). This drum can be seen as

early as 1905, advertised in a T. C. Girton catalogue (alongside a “Chinese Wood

Drum [woodblock]”), and was in Ludwig’s first drum catalogue in 1912. Unlike the

woodblocks and temple blocks, this instrument was referred to almost exclusively as

the Chinese tom-tom (occasionally, informally, as the ‘tom-tom’), although the Windsor

drum company has used the term ‘Indian tom-tom’ in its catalogues during the 1920s.

While this drum became a common addition to the drum kit during the 1910s, and

certainly by the early 1920s, the American public were aware of this instrument by
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the late 1890s. The Chinese tom-tom was often described in several newspapers in

1898 when, presumably because importations of this item had reached such a level,

American customs declared it as a musical instrument for taxation purposes. This was

received with some ridicule at the time, and many newspapers reported derisively that

the Chinese tom-tom sounded like a “cat’s wail”;12 a product of the racist undertones

directed towards the Chinese population, typical of the time. The story was first

reported in Music Trade Review, with newspapers picking up on the story later in the

year. The full article, titled ‘Chinese Tom-Toms’, gives context as to how this item was

viewed at the time:

GENERAL APPRAISERS OF THE CUSTOMS DEPARTMENT RULE THAT
THEY ARE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS—WHAT NEXT?
The general appraisers of the Customs Warehouse, of this city, have given some
very important rulings recently in the matter of so-called “musical instruments.”
A little while ago we reported that they decided that Jewsharps were not toys,
as claimed by importers, but musical instruments, and are, therefore, dutiable at
forty-five per cent. The appraisers have this week ruled that the Chinese Tom-Tom
is a musical instrument. Now if the tom-tom is a musical instrument, then so are
the cable car bell, the buzz saw and the “L” road steam brake. Those who have
heard the tom-tom played on its native heath, among the wild tribes of the East
say that its first e↵ect upon civilized man is restlessness, the second passion, the
last insanity. For years an e↵ort has been made by certain of our semi-civilized
citizens of the pigeon-toed, almond-eyed persuasion to import this their favorite
“musical” instrument, but the customs authorities, with some appreciation of the
rights of man, have continued to regard the tom-tom only as an instrument of
torture, and have succeeded in keeping it out of the country.
Now, alas! they have weakened, and the tom-tom is to be admitted on the same
footing as the violin, ‘cello or flute, the only and horrible di↵erence being that
anyone can play the tom-tom. (Anon., 1898b)

This makes clear that while the instrument was known to the American public at this

time, it was firmly associated with the Chinese population. It would take more than a

decade before becoming associated with drum kits of American dance bands.

Brown (1976, 32) finds the adoption of the Chinese tom-tom in favour of the African

drum puzzling. I explained in chapter 2.3.1 why African drums were not so readily

available in America, but the reasons go further than this practicality. The roots of

the discrimination African-Americans faced were di↵erent to the Chinese immigrants.

China retained the image of ‘the exotic’, ‘the mystery of the Orient’, which made

Chinese instruments a popular choice in the theatre, or to attract an audience member’s

attention on stage. Africa, on the other hand, was no longer ‘exotic’ and mysterious—

or if it was, it was overshadowed by connotations of America’s recent relationship with

slavery. Black musicians would choose to distance themselves from this association, and

white musicians would seek out the mysterious over the (perceived) primitive African

drum.

12Such as The True Democrat (Anon., 1898a) and The Topeka State Journal (Anon., 1900).
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2.4.3 The Chinese Cymbal

Unlike the cymbals discussed earlier (chapter 2.1.2) which were of Turkish tradition,

the Chinese cymbal had upturned edges, and a flattened bell, and still exists today

as a secondary cymbal used on drum kits, known as a ‘China cymbal’. Brown (1976,

113) writes that these cymbals were “similar in size to the European [Turkish] cymbals,

ranging in diameter from twelve inches to eighteen inches,” with the most popular size

being twelve to thirteen inches. Though similar to the China cymbal today, they were

made thinner, lighter, and smaller in diameter. Like the Turkish cymbal, they were

suspended, with the edges turned upwards rather than the way drummers play the

China cymbal today (mounted on a stand, inverted bell, edges turning downwards).

Blades (1982, 108) writes that the material in Chinese cymbals contains a higher

proportion of brass which is responsible for the harsher, brittle sound of the Chinese

cymbal compared to its Turkish counterpart.

Photographs and early accounts show that many early drummers favoured a Chinese

cymbal on their drum kit instead of a Turkish cymbal.13 Early New Orleans drummer

Alfred Williams (b.1900–d.1963) recalls “when you were ‘going out’ [finishing a tune]

you would hit the Chinese crash cymbal; they used it rather than the Zildjian” (1961).14

Williams says this again later in his interview. This same statement was made by

drummer Alex Bigard (b.1898–d.1978) when interviewed in (1960). Bigard also states

that at the same time he was using an overhead pedal (which, gives us an indication

of how early in his career this was) he was playing with only his Chinese cymbal, and

no Turkish cymbal at all. Drummer Monk Hazel (b.1903–d.1968) talks of his first

drum set-up, “the old Chinese crash [cymbal] was always for jazz, was always the

thing, and then later on they came out with the Zildjians” (1959). While it may seem

surprising that the Chinese cymbal was more popular than regular Turkish cymbals,

at the very least their use was equal amongst trap drummers throughout the 1910s. A

photograph of ‘The Original Dixieland Jass Band’, figure 2.24, shows Tony Sparbaro

using a Chinese cymbal and no Turkish cymbal. This photograph, in remarkable clarity,

shows the woodblock and Chinese tom-tom, and demonstrates just how influential these

traps were. This drum kit was widely imitated (for example, a photograph from 1918

shows drummer Johnny Steins as part of the Original New Orleans Jazz Band with an

identical kit), and typifies the drum kit setup of the 1910s.

Throughout the 1920s the Turkish cymbal became increasingly popular, though the

Chinese cymbal by no means disappeared. A drum manual from 1925, How to Play

Drums in Modern Dance Orchestras Harris gives advice for drummers looking to buy

their first cymbal: “There are two kinds of crash cymbals used, namely ‘Turkish’ and

13This does not refer to the side cymbal, left over from the marching band years. These were Turkish-
style, though most likely cheaper quality stamped cymbals.

14The term ‘Zildjian’ was used by drummers at the time to mean a Turkish-style cymbal (to di↵erentiate
from a Chinese cymbal) whether Ziljian-branded or not.
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Figure 2.24: Tony Sbarbaro taken from a promotional photograph of the Original
Dixieland Jass Band in 1917. The clarity of the photograph allows us to see, in detail,
the bass drum (with spurs), snare drum (with stand), two di↵erent size cowbells, a
woodblock, a Chinese tom-tom, and Chinese cymbal (with bass drum mount). No
Turkish cymbal is used.
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‘Chinese’. The Turkish is the most popular but the following exercises may be played

on either” (Harris, 1925, 15).

2.5 Traps: The Little Man in the Tin-Shop

As previously discussed, the adoption of the bass drum pedal meant that double

drummers’ right hand was no longer permanently assigned to striking the bass drum.

The hands were now liberated and could play other things. Drummers took full

advantage of this, and the range of items that were used during the 1890s–1920s

were vast. In the context of the theatre, traps seem to be defined by their ability

to imitate other sounds, and their variety went as far as the imagination would allow.

When examining the term in the later context of the early drum kit in the early jazz

bands (a more uniform instrument for early dance bands/orchestras, rather than an

ensemble of percussion instruments on a theatre stage), the imitative property was

largely lost as the context changed from providing sound e↵ects to providing music for

dancing. In this way the meaning of the term ‘traps’ changes slightly from the above

newspaper reports, when we come to discuss the early drummers of the first dance

orchestras/bands. Early drummers used the term ‘traps’ to describe any item that

wasn’t the bass drum and snare drum, including (at first) the bass drum pedal (Brown,

1976, 97). As items became more standard and less of a novelty (such as the bass

drum pedal), these items were given the honourable status of being core components

alongside the bass and snare drum, and were less frequently referred to as ‘traps’. In

summarising their defining role in the early drum kit, Matt Brennan writes, “Overall,

the job of drummers to play traps, and the correlative ‘trap drummer’s outfits’ they

played, went a long way to crystallising the identity of the drum kit as a distinct

instrument in its own right” (forthcoming 2019).

The term ‘trap set’ survives today as a name for the early drum kit, and its use

in this context dates as far back as the late 1880s. In 1887 an advert appeared in the

New York Clipper advertising the services of H. P. Gri�n, from Springfield, Ohio: “An

experienced double drummer. Fine line of traps, etc.” It is interesting to see that as

a double drummer, Gri�n was without a bass drum pedal, yet was using traps which

required use of the player’s hands. The word itself has two possible sources: the first is

a derivation from the word ‘contraptions’. This popular theory most likely came from

the quotation used in chapter 2.2.2 from W. F. Ludwig, who recalled older drummers

viewing the bass drum pedal as a “bloomin’ contraption” (Ludwig, 1965, 4). Ludwig

does not state explicitly that this is how the word ‘traps‘ came about, nor are there any

other supporting sources. An earlier theory appeared five years before W. F. Ludwig’s

1965 recollection; Brunn (1960, 42) speculated that “his hoard supplies a clue to the

origin of the phrase ‘trap drums,’ as anyone falling headfirst into this assortment of
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junk in the dark would certainly consider it a trap.”15 Brennan (forthcoming 2019)

points out what he thinks is the more likely source: a derivation from the Victorian

word ‘trappings’, which refers to objects associated with a particular situation, role, or

person. While the literature has deliberated between ‘trappings’ and ‘contraptions’ as

possible terms from which ‘traps’ originated, an article from 1887 in the Daily Bulletin,

entitled ‘Drum Decoration’ finally provides strong evidence for ‘trapping’. The article

begins: “The window of Messrs. J. E. Brown & Co.’s o�ce is artistically decorated

with the drums and other trappings appertaining to Major Hendershot” (Anon., 1887).

This gives a solid link between the term ‘traps’ and the word ‘trappings’.

One of the earliest and most artistic references to a drummer’s traps comes from

poet James Whitcomb Riley, from Indiana. First printed in The Century Magazine,

(1890), it describes a young boy’s fascination with traps above all other instruments in

the show. The trap player is a↵ectionately referred to as ‘The Little Man in the Tin-

Shop’, which serves as the poem’s title. The poem presented in figures 2.25 & 2.26 is a

direct copy from its original publication in The Century Magazine (also with original

illustrations). In figure 2.25 we can see the drummer/percussionist, seated, playing

cymbals with his right hand (one cymbal is mounted and the other has a handle, much

like the marching band ‘clashing method’ in figure 2.6), and a strip of bells with his left

hand. A rope tensioned drum sits in-between his legs, while a timpani sits o↵ to his

right. A rattle and a pair of drumsticks can be seen on the player’s left. In figure 2.26

we see the trap drummer playing the snare drum with brush-like sticks, and the final

image shows him lying back, exhausted (“the lively little man, never at rest”). It is

useful to find that one of the earliest publications and descriptions of a trap drummer

comes from an illustrated poem, as it is wonderfully descriptive (“chirping a twitter or

sending a wail,” referring to the various birdcall whistles a trap drummer would use).

The poem describes the role of the trap drummer in the theatre and the potential they

had for capturing the imagination of the audience. Following the publication of Riley’s

poem, the phrase ‘The Little Man in the Tin Shop’ became a popular substitution for

‘trap drummer’ for a short time, and newspapers throughout the 1890s used this to

report on the new sounds captivating audiences. An 1891 report from the Utica Sunday

Tribune, ‘A Trap Drummer’s Life’ uses a variation on Riley’s name: “The little man in

the curiosity shop, for his corner is about as curious a place as one could possibly find

. . . who is this peculiar individual do you ask? Nothing more or less than a trap
drummer. Perhaps you are still in doubt as to what a trap-drummer is, and it
would be well . . . it signifies one who plays not only a drum, but also what is
called in the vernacular of the trade—traps. (Stevens, 1891)

Aside from the information contained within, this tells us that at this time (early

1890s), the trap drummer was something new and worthy of reporting to the general

15Brunn’s speculation was repeated in Modern Drummer (Read, 1981, 19).
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Figure 2.25: Part 1 (of 2) of the original publication of James Whitcomb Riley ‘The
Little man in the Tin Shop’, (1890).
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Figure 2.26: Part 2 (of 2) of the original publication of James Whitcomb Riley ‘The
Little man in the Tin Shop’, (1890).
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public. The article acknowledges that the role of the drummer had changed from “days

gone by,” where a drummer was “a drummer and nothing else,” (in other words, whose

only purpose was to keep the beat) and could be “dispensed with on the slightest

provocation.” The article claims the trap drummer is the most important man in the

orchestra,16 not merely playing drums, but “every variety of noise, from the popping

of a champaigne [sic] cork to the squalling of a baby. We are even told that every

practicing orchestra has a trap drummer and that ‘they are paid in the large theatres

more than a good cornetist” (Stevens, 1891). The journalist obtains an interview with

the trap drummer himself, Mr. C. C. Allman. It is interesting to see that in 1891 he

was using a bass drum pedal (“while playing the snare drum I work the bass drum and

cymbals with one foot, thus doing the work of two men”). It makes sense that trap

drummers in particular would be quick to adopt the bass drum pedal, as they had more

reason than most to utilise both hands, with the array of traps they had to use.

A man holding my position in a theater orchestra is called upon to imitate almost
every sound and thing imaginable. A locomotive, with the bell, whistle and
escaping steam, a sleigh ride party, with the bells jingling and whip cracking, birds,
crying babies, jig dancing and shu✏es, rain, thunder, and in fact everything that
the active mind of the composer and actor can invent. My own outfit consists of 25
or 30 traps, as we call them, and the collection is being added to daily. (Stevens,
1891)

Allman adds that kettle drums serve to imitate thunder, the distant roar of the

battle, and the coming of a cannon. He goes into detail about the various traps and

their construction, demonstrating the ingenuity of his home-made design, and in his

multitasking in execution.

A piece calls for the imitation of a sleigh ride. The bells are worked with one hand,
and the cracking of the whip is made with a slap stick held in the other. This
last arrangement is nothing more than two smooth pieces of board hinged at one
end. Bringing them sharply together imitates the sound of a whip perfectly. The
popping of the champagne cork is made with a little pop gun that shoots a cork
with a string tied to it, so that I don’t lose it. This also might imitate a country
lad and a lassie kissing, but I haven’t had occasion to use it for that purpose as
yet. The clog step is imitated by two mallets with which I pound on the corner of
my chair. On one end of each I have fastened loosely two coins to give the jingling
e↵ect. With these it is hard to detect the deception. I can pound away at a dance
and even get all the sounds when he knocks his heels together. The baby cry is a
small reed held between the palms of the hand. By blowing and working the hands
the funny little thing can be made to say ‘mamma’. This is the only word we can
get out of it, but it cries like an army of babies in a dozen di↵erent keys . . . Then
there are the . . . canary bird, the . . . police whistles and a dozen other whistles,
and in fact any number of little things. (Stevens, 1891)

16A theatre setting, rather than an orchestra in the classical sense. The ensemble described here is
alluded to as ‘The People’s Orchestra’ and would have consisted of popular songs of the day, alongside
comedy routines and dramatic realisations, with musical accompaniment (and in the drummer’s case,
sound e↵ects).
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Similar articles appeared throughout the decade, all using the title of Riley’s poem.

An 1892 article from the Saint Paul Daily Globe entitled ‘The Tin Shop Corner’ sings

the praises of the trap drummer, going as far as to suggest that “the orchestra might

limp along without the first violin. It wouldn’t be wrecked by the loss of the trombone,

but without the little man in the tin shop, it wouldn’t be an orchestra at all” (Anon.,

1892). As before, we hear of a “bewildering array” of traps, as well as tuned percussion

such as the xylophone, or tubular bells. It says that the drummer’s sheet music is

“written just as is the score for the violin or ‘cello or trombone, but there is a lack of

variety to it, and it would be hard to understand if the name of the instrument were not

written in.” A detailed description is given of the various bird whistles, including the

humming bird, which bubbles through a small pot of water to give a rapid ‘chirping’

e↵ect. Other members of the orchestra are described as helping the trap drummer,

contributing to the show’s sound e↵ects, such as violins providing the grunt of a pig

with the bows against the tail, or the squeal of a pig using the strings on the back of

the bridge. Another article, entitled ‘The Tin Shop Man’, appeared in The Evening

Star (1894). Two of the subtitles are ‘Uses Both Hands and Feet’ and ‘He Imitates

Animals and Contributes to Descriptive Music.’ As with the previous source from

the Utica Sunday Tribune, it describes in great detail what a trap drummer is, but

on another level tells us that this was still newsworthy in 1894. The use of so many

traps were often spontaneous and improvised The marvel of the trap drummer was

still noteworthy thirty years later; a cartoon in Melody Maker (1928) tells us that trap

drummers were still regarded with a curious humour (figure 2.27). Traps were clearly

continuously regarded with an element of curiosity, even humour, by the audience. An

article from the Exhibitor’s Times describes a “terrible American mania for souvenirs.

It is well known that theatres using sound e↵ects have to foot up a yearly bill for

traps that have disappeared during the year, either taken away by dishonest ushers or

other employees of the theatre or patrons themselves, with the belief that even at a low

admission of 5 cents, they are entitled to a souvenir” (J. M. B., 1913).

If the use of traps were limited only to vaudeville theatre, the variety of sounds would

have been limited. It was at the height of the silent cinema era that saw more sound

families added to common vaudeville comedy sounds. It was the advent of moving

pictures that gave a great expansion to the sounds required by working drummers.

The silent cinema era can be dated rather definitively as between 1894–1929, rather

close to the period in which the early drum kit developed. This is no coincidence; it

inspired the creation of many new traps. Animal noises were popular, an obvious

point of imitation to any animal on screen. These could be grouped into several

categories: friction drums (covering dog barks, lion and bear roars), bird whistles,

cow/sheep/chicken/horse sounds (produced from straight flute-like pipes with a reed),

and horses’ hooves. The other category used in silent cinema was transport. Whistles of

many shapes and sizes accurately imitated steamboats, tugboats, and trains. As well
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Figure 2.27: Cartoon of trap drummer from Melody Maker (1928).

as whistles, the mechanical motions of transport were imitated with various devices

that mimicked the steam engine, car horn, etc. Upon watching silent pictures from the

era, it soon becomes evident that much of the footage is given over to transport, such

as scenes featuring steam trains. This is because the sound e↵ects that accompanied

them were particularly e↵ective, giving an overall more realistic and impressive film

experience (“Train e↵ects when well done at opportune moments are most always

appreciated” (Luz, 1913)). In this sense, the trap drummer was influential in the content

of early cinema. In 1926, film industry trade paper Exhibitor’s Herald published an

article discussing the various uses drums and percussion had in such a context. Titled

‘The Organ in the Motion Picture Theatre: Its Use, Possibilities’, it advertises a theatre

organ, equipped with drums and traps, so one musician (the organist) could take the

place of both the pianist/organist and the trap drummer. The article’s real value,

however, lies in its description of the e↵ect obtained by using each individual trap:

DRUMS are mostly used for marches where bands are playing. Many times in
pictures a band may be marching down the street merely carrying their instruments
but the drummers are marking time. Just preceding the playing of a march the
snare drum gives a full measure roll with the bass drum and cymbals coming in on
the last two counts. DRUMS are frequently used in emphasizing bumps, falls, and
rashes in comedies. The thunder drum is of course only used in storm scenes and
for cannon shots in battle scenes. TYMPANI is good for the roll of thunder, roar
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of approaching storm, mysterious situations, dramatic incidents, etc. CYMBAL
is used with the bass drum. Crash Cymbal is used best in depicting falling of
buildings, crashes of various kinds, as well as in storm scenes, especially if it can
be used reiteratingly. TRIANGLE is very pretty used in waltzes, the first beat in
the measure, and in various numbers you will find the triangle come in quite often,
i.e., if you use the piano accompaniment part. TAMBOURINE used sparingly in
Spanish and Mexican dances is always good, and too, you may usually find it well
to use on one chorus of a popular fox-trot. CASTANETS are also used in Spanish
and Mexican numbers and may be used in scenes where horses are galloping for the
imitation of the horses’ hoofs. TOM-TOM or Indian Drum is for Oriental or Indian
numbers. CHINESE GONG is used for the announcement of the approach of an
Oriental King, etc. It also makes a dandy ending for a jazz number. CHINESE
WOOD BLOCK is used in the after beat on jazz and can be used to imitate horses’
hoofs as well as many other good e↵ects. TELEPHONE and DOOR BELLS are
only used in scenes where they are actually ringing or where they attract someone’s
attention. SLEIGH BELLS are called for in Northern pictures, especially where a
dog team is shown, also for winter scenes of sleighing parties, etc. I used this trap
recently in the picture “The Bat” to imitate the clinking of a chain along the floor.
STEAMBOATWHISTLE should be used when a close-up of a steamboat whistle is
shown or for approaching boats. SIREN is used in fire scenes where the fire engine
is shown on its way to the fire. Also the same for police patrols. In mysterious
scenes, especially when the wind is blowing, a good e↵ect may be obtained. I am
now using the siren in the picture “Sparrows” which I am now playing, when the
harbor police boat chases the villains. Good in Jazz also. AUTO HORN is used in
comedies, especially where an auto is speeding down a street, dodging street cars,
autos, etc. Next time the comedian kicks another fellow or gets kicked himself,
sound the auto horn. An excellent comedy trick. (Lyon, 1926)

Although these e↵ects are discussed in reference to the new theatre organ, a trap

drummer would have used these items for the same purpose. It was arguably the silent

cinema where the drummer’s traps were most plentiful, and creative. A report from

the Exhibitor’s Herald describes a performance at “the Clemmer Theatre, Seattle . . .

attained very nearly the zenith in realism with its lobby for Universal’s The Fox. In

a machine gun nest over the box o�ce the sound firing was produced with a snare

drum attached to a vacuum cleaner” (Anon., 1921a). The large array of traps the

theatre drummer now used were often used spontaneously, with the drummer having

to improvise on little or no rehearsal alongside a silent picture: “In most of the theatres,

when the trap drummer goes to the orchestra pit, he has no idea of what pictures are

to be shown the same evening, and as he does not know what e↵ects he will need, he

often leaves in the bottom of his trunk the very e↵ect needed” (J. M. B., 1913). An

advertisement in Walberg & Auge’s 1917 catalogue, titled ‘Sound E↵ects’, reads:

The Moving Picture branch of the drummer’s business has developed in leaps and
bounds. Picture Houses have made jobs for drummers. Clever drummers with the
aid of good sound e↵ects have helped to a great extent to make pictures popular.
In this field the drummer can make himself indispensable to the management by
working e↵ects so accurately that the audience will notice it when he is absent.

To obtain the desired results it is necessary for the drummer to have an
equipment of Sound E↵ects that are representative of actual sounds to be imitated.
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An imitation that is a burlesque may get by on a comedy reel, but the serious
picture demands sound e↵ects that are true to nature.

On the following pages will be found e↵ects that merit the name by which
they are known. Many of them have been in use for years and have an established
reputation. The new ones are not merely experiments, they have been tried out in
local picture houses and the criticisms of both managers and drummers have been
invited before we decided to put them on the market.

We have an experimental department working on sound e↵ects at all times,
and additions to this line will be put on the market as soon as they are an assured
success.
(Catalog no. 5, Walberg & Auge, 1917, 54, published in Esposito, 2015, 128)

The Ludwig company can be seen advertising many traps in their 1912 catalogue:

tambourines, triangles, castanets, horse trot imitation, shot cushion (leather cushion

you slap with sticks to imitate gunfire), woof rattle, anvil, cathedral chimes, sleigh bells,

baby cry, hen cackle, rooster crow, cow bawl, slide whistle, chirping bird whistle, slap

sticks, clogg mallets, railroad bell imitation, pop gun, cricket e↵ect, carnival rooter,

locomotive whistle, cyclone whistle and lion roar (Ludwig & Ludwig, 1912, 27–35).

Traps ultimately kept the percussionist at the forefront of the public’s imagination.

As drummer Spears (1943, 206) recalls: “The invention of all these traps made a

drummer indispensable in a silent picture house of those days. They were his life and

source of income. Without a complete line a drummer would have been lost.” As

traps, in all their varieties, became expected as part of drummer’s equipment, the cost

for a drummer at this time was a burden. An article from 1908 in the Music Trade

Review published an article entitled ‘Harder Grows the Drummer’s Lot’ which stated

that “drummers in grand opera orchestras and in musical comedies . . . are almost in

despair. They do not only have to work continuously, but their outfits are becoming

so big and costly that their expenses are a serious drain” (Anon., 1908). It cites an

upwards cost of $350 for a complete outfit, a huge amount of money in 1908. The

same article then to suggests that European operas at the turn of the century were

responsible for some of the traps used in the drummer’s ensemble:

When Richard Strauss’ “Salome” was produced in this country it was necessary
to import half a dozen instruments, called for in the score, and none of which had
ever been heard before in America . . . The demand for Chinese cymbals has been
great since the success here of ‘Madame Butterfly’ and productions like ‘Iris’ and
other operas of the Orient. (Anon., 1908)

These e↵ects could be overused, and the silent cinema trap drummers began to

wear out their welcome as early as 1913. The Exhibitors’ Herald (Anon., 1913) laments

the trap drummer of poor taste: “We favour a trap drummer if the right man can be

found, but we are sorry to state that too many drummers are not fitted for the work,

they have a poor conception of the e↵ects needed in a picture, and in many cases they

do not give them properly”. The article then gives some examples of how over-zealous

trap drummers can spoil a motion picture:
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While correct sound e↵ects given at the proper moment, can enhance the beauty of
the picture, a trap drummer can spoil the best production by giving wrong e↵ects.
. . .
In a war drama, the audience had to laugh at the e↵orts of the drummer, because
when the church bell was rung to call the citizens to arms, the man in the orchestra
pit used one of these small dinner table bells. It was not an alarm to fight the enemy,
it was a call for the maid to bring another dish.
. . .
In a 10-cent Broadway house the trap drummer did even worse. It was in a Colonial
film. A man comes to the door of a house, and, taking hold of the old hammer,
he raps on the door. The drummer paid no attention to the epoch of the picture,
but he used the modern electric door bell. Needless to say that the audience had
a good laugh. (Anon., 1913)

The same year, Moving Picture News reported “the days are passed when the activity

of the trap drummer was a gauge of his usefulness, but e↵ects, when they are novelties,

work in well”. It states that “the work of picture drumming is a very much overworked

vocation . . .

. . . Bird and animal imitations are usually very crude, often ridiculous, and should
be avoided while any good musical number is being rendered, unless it is positively
essential to picture clarity. Such imitations give the music a discordant e↵ect and
must certainly be very annoying to anyone at all musically inclined. The baby
cry is possibly the most annoying of the animate e↵ects, seemingly never to tune
with any number and is very often unnecessarily overworked. It is seldom that
you have a picture wherein the crying baby is necessary to the picture story; more
often the director is cursing because it is crying and when such undesired action
occurs in sentimental, romantic, pathetic or plaintive scenes, while you are playing
appropriate music, the imitation creates a very annoying discord, which is seldom
understood by the audience and reacts unfavourably upon the music. (Luz, 1913)

Though the introduction of talking pictures, and changing musical styles (and in

turn new drum kits, championed by new drummers) saw drummers shed their collection

of elaborate traps, yet their use o↵ the drum kit continued for many decades to come.

The advent of synchronised sound in cinema in 1927 heralded the end of the silent

film era, but this did not mean traps became redundant overnight. Though silent films

were swiftly made redundant with talking pictures, those that remained in the next few

years were beginning to use pre-recorded trap sounds to synchronise with the film. No

longer was there money allocated to this old technology with which to employ even a

small orchestra and trap drummer. For those theatres continuing with this technology,

an economical solution was proposed. An advertisement from Sound Waves (1929)

reads: “THE PUBLIC DEMANDS Sound E↵ects with their Pictures. Supply this

Economically with GENNETT SOUND EFFECT RECORDS. With a double turntable

or non-synchronous device you can cue your pictures most e↵ectively and with little cost

. . . Enough to introduce Sound and Musical E↵ects into any, otherwise silent, picture.”

It is interesting that this advert points to the economical advantage of not requiring a

paid trap drummer to supply these e↵ects, and the use of a double turntable to line up
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Figure 2.28: Traps in use for a Walt Disney production. First published in News About
Broadway and Hollywood Movies (Hubbard, 1934), ‘A trap percussionist at work’.

musical cues on a record as early as 1929. However, the battle between the live trap

drummer and sound e↵ect records in the silent era must have been short lived, as the

new talking picture era of films rendered them both redundant before long. Another

industry still called for an array of sound e↵ects, as animated pictured required the

drummer’s traps to play an important role in the animated score. Figure 2.28 shows

a photograph from the mid-1930s depicting the traps still in use, now for a di↵erent

purpose. In figure 2.28, we can no longer see the traps on the drummer’s trap table, but

on a regular table of a recording studio for a Walt Disney production. We can see tuned

percussion similar to that which a trap drummer would use: a glockenspiel and tubular

bells (three other musicians are utilised in playing larger marimbas, xylophones, and

large drums, as well as a tambourine, two di↵erent-sized Chinese temple blocks, two

di↵erent-sized cowbells, a car horn, mallets, something resembling cheese grater, and a

rotating hollow barrel, or drum, which is cranked with a handle.

For the dance band drummer, traps were firmly o↵ the drum kit by the 1940s.

Novelty items and sound e↵ects are less common to the drummer today, and traps are no

longer a part of the instrument. Gene Krupa is regarded as a factor in the establishment

of the modern drum instrument, as the first superstar drummer to embrace the new

modern style of drum kit. Brennan writes “it would not be until Gene Krupa inspired
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drummers to shed their traps in the 1930s that the drum kit assumed its modern form,

and yet the trap drummer’s outfit was clearly the prototype for the drum kit as we

know it today” (forthcoming 2019). Figure 2.29 illustrates and supports this statement,

showing an inverse relationship; Krupa’s increasing popularity, and the decline in usage

of the term ‘trap drums.’ Substituting the term ‘trap drum’ for ‘trap set’ or ‘trap

drummer’ yields the same result.

Figure 2.29: Google NGram demonstrating inverse relationship between “Gene Krupa”
and “trap drum” (scale degree on top y-axis increased by factor 10).

2.6 The Left Foot

2.6.1 Displacement of the Bass Drum Side Cymbal

As mentioned in chapter 2.2.3, drummers began to grow tired of the side cymbal

clashing every time the bass drum was played. The extra emphasis on the downbeat

provided by the side cymbal gave a military connotation and was losing favour. From

the latter half of the 1910s and the beginning of the 1920s, drummers began to either

remove the cymbal or disable the arm protruding from their bass drum pedal. It wasn’t

long before drum manufacturers turned their ingenuity to this change in playing styles;

perhaps drummers would engage with the idea that they could still have this cymbal

sound, but only when they wanted it.
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In chapter 2.2.3 we examined the bass drum pedal, and inventors were already

experimenting here with the idea of having a disengaged cymbal function. Looking back

at Appendix A, ‘Double Drum Pedal’ (Fitzgerald and Lockey, 1920), this was achieved

through a double pedal, one beater containing the cymbal arm, the other without.

Listed in Appendix D is ‘Bass Drum and Cymbal Attachment’ (Stanton, 1904); one

pedal engages both beaters, striking the bass drum and cymbal simultaneously, while

another pedal slides a dampener between the cymbal and the cymbal arm, so when

both pedals are engaged, only the bass drum sounds. Another patent from Appendix

D, ‘Combined Drum and Cymbal Beater’ (Harrison and Brown, 1903) allows the bottom

pedal to be pressed and engages only the bass drum beater, or the top pedal may be

pressed, which also presses down on the bottom pedal, engaging both the bass drum

arm and the cymbal arm. A similar principle is found in ‘Cymbal Striking or Clashing

and Drum Beating Apparatus with Damper’ (Flemming, 1899). The patent is shown

in figure 2.30 (also listed amongst patents in Appendix D). This patent demonstrates

a very literal displacement of the side cymbal, being placed on a separate mechanism

and pedal to the bass drum pedal. This device was manufactured, and figure 2.31

shows two modern photographs of a surviving device (top-left & bottom-left), as well

as two older photographs of the device played nearer the time of its creation (top-right

& bottom-right). The performer is free to engage either the bass drum pedal or the

cymbal pedal, by pressing pedal ‘m’ (labelled within figure 2.30) for the bass drum

pedal, or pedal ‘h’ for the side cymbal. Pedals ‘m’ and ‘h’ are close enough together for

one foot to engage at the same time (see figure 2.31, bottom-right). As is demonstrated

in the patent we can see the drummer choosing to engage both pedals simultaneously,

although this pedal would have had no purpose if separate functions were not also

used, and so it is likely that they were. This device seems unique for the time and

for many years after, for although devices appeared later that threw o↵ the cymbal

striking function, allowing either bass drum or bass-drum-and-cymbal, or bass drum

pedals with disengageable arms, this was the only device that isolated the bass drum

pedal and, more importantly, isolated the function of the side cymbal. Its intended use,

however, was still to provide a military-style downbeat sound, and it would be some

time before a new rhythm would emerge that would require the cymbal to be placed

elsewhere in the beat.

2.6.2 The O↵beat

You gotta jump it, music master
You gotta play that rhythm faster
You’re never gonna get it played
On that Happy Cat Hit Parade
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Figure 2.30: ‘Cymbal Striking or Clashing and Drum Beating Apparatus with
Damper’ (Flemming, 1899).

Figure 2.31: Top-Left & Bottom-Left: Modern photograph of surviving Flemming-
devices; Top-Right & Bottom-right: Early photographs of this device in use. All
photographs courtesy of HideHitters, hwww.hidehitters.comi.
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You better tell your friend Beethoven
And Mister Reginald De Koven
They gotta do the same as you
Or they’re gonna be corny too

Around about nineteen-seventeen
Jazz’ll come upon the scene
Then about nineteen-thirty-five
You’ll begin to hear swing, boogie-woogie and jive

(Hoagy Carmichael The Old Music Master, 1943)

When we consider the dates of such devices (the Flemming patent was submitted in

1899) it seems that the separation of cymbal and bass drum, through a growing trend,

was a consideration even in the early days of drum pedal history. For the cymbal to

become removed from the bass pedal entirely, there needed to be a desire to hear it on

something other than the down beat. The trend of leaving behind the strong onbeat (or

downbeat)—something that had been featured strongly in straight marching rhythm

from military bands, and had permeated popular music thus far, such as ragtime—

towards a 4/4 feel we are more familiar with today (with an o↵beat on the ‘2’ and the

‘4’) began happening around the late 1910s and early 1920s. Though it is clear that one

singular person was not responsible for this shift, there are some descriptive anecdotes

from Hoagy Carmichael that describe his reaction to this new rhythmic feel, and his

desire to incorporate it into his generation’s music. Carmichael recalls the reaction to

his piano playing at a college campus party in 1919:

“Who is the kid on the piano?”
“Boy, he can really go!” “He has a di↵erent sound . . . ” “Hot piano . . . ” “Not
Ragtime . . . ” (Carmichael, 1983, 23)

This change in rhythm is both a change from a ‘straight’ rhythm to ‘swing’ (or ‘dotted’)

rhythm. As a result, it became desirable to emphasise the upbeat and give it as much

(or more) importance as the downbeat. Hoagy Carmichael describes hearing these

rhythms from Chicago saxophonist George Johnson, who he met in 1922:

We went walking down a street and he doodled and gesticulated with his hands
as though he were playing and he emphasised the up-beat. I went nuts with
excitement and we both nearly walked into the side of a car . . . Later I got hold of
a saxophone for him. He doodles like Batty, but he has a jerk in there every once
in a while on the up-beats . . . It makes me weak, thinking about a whole band
playing that rhythm. (Carmichael, 1965, 88)

The ‘doodling’ that Carmichael refers to—and keeps referring to in both of his

autobiographies (Carmichael, 1965, 1983)—was the term he used in his youth to

describe the new sound of swing rhythm. It is an onomatopoeic expression, using

the rhythmic contours of the word: repeating the word ‘doodle’ inevitably leads to an
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accurate demonstration of what swing rhythm is (see figure 2.32). The following is a

recollection by Carmichael about a conversation he had with friend:17

[Carmichael to Moenkhaus] I told Ebe [Grubb, a banjo player that played with
Hoagy] about George Johnson, and taught him the piece that George showed me
. . . they call it sock time
[Moenkhaus to Carmichael] Show me how you sock it (Carmichael, 1983, 42)
[Carmichael demonstrates] Doodle-loodle-doodle, La-de-addle-la-da—it’s the way
George accents the down-beat then the up-beat with your fist in your palm (Carmichael,
1965, 89)

Figure 2.32: Hoagy Carmichael’s term ‘doodling’ was his way of describing to his friends
his first encounters the new rhythmic style of swing rhythm.

This shows the relationship between two new rhythmic shifts: swing rhythm (Carmichael’s

‘doodling’) and the emphasis of the o↵-beat.

Brown makes the connection between Carmichael’s term ‘sock rhythm’ and the

name ‘sock cymbal’—a term which has been applied to the hi-hat, pre-hi-hat-devices,

and hand-held cymbal devices (examined later in this chapter). Brown uses Hoagy

Carmichael’s anecdotes of sock-rhythm to come to a clear conclusion: these cymbal

foot pedal devices were designed to emphasise the o↵beat in music (Brown, 1976, 252).

As such its history is part of the changing history of jazz rhythm, and it belongs to this

4/4 shift, during the final years of the early drum kit’s development.

In the search for a method of playing the cymbal independently of the bass drum

pedal so that it could be utilised on the upbeat—in-between downbeat strikes of the

bass drum pedal—the left foot became an obvious choice to deliver this, as the only

limb not in use. One early solution was ‘The New Ludwig Alternator’, first marketed

by the Ludwig company in their 1919 catalogue, and shown in figure 2.33. The text

accompanying figure 2.33 reads

The new Ludwig Alternator is a pedal that mu✏es the bass drum and snare drum
at the same time. It is a substantial pedal, not an attachment to a pedal and will
not interfere with the action of your regular pedal in the least. It can be used with
any make because it moves and acts on the cymbal holder only, simply throwing it
out of action, facilitating the use of bass drum and cymbal together or bass drum

17This conversation between Carmichael and Moenkhaus is told in both of Carmichael’s
autobiographies (1965; 1983), and I have combined the tale told across both publications, as it
represents the clearest rendition of the story.
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Figure 2.33: ‘The New Ludwig Alternator’ as it appeared in Ludwig & Ludwig (1919,
51).

separate at will. It is rapid and simple and permits any desired adjustment of the
cymbal striker. (Ludwig & Ludwig, 1919, 50)

As we can see, the pedal also attaches to the snare drum “by means of a small wire that

operates the snare strainer lever, in a way that will not pull or jerk the drum or move

or wobble the snare drum or the stand” (Ludwig & Ludwig, 1919, 50). This function

seems to have been superfluous, as very few devices have appeared before or since that

perform such a task. Indeed, Aldridge (1994, 22) views the Alternator’s true value as

being the cymbal function. Ludwig kept this device in its catalogues until at least 1922.

An article in Music Trade Review quotes the drum of the Paul Whiteman Orchestra

(one of the most popular orchestras of the time), Harold MacDonald, as saying “It is

the most necessary device ever invented for the modern orchestra” (Anon., 1921b). The

key point here is that it gave the control of the cymbal to the left foot. However, one

alternative to the left foot had a brief period of success:

2.6.3 The Hand Held Cymbal

There were also drummers and inventors who thought that the cymbals should be
played by the hands. Numerous variations from the Hand Sock Cymbal to Bock-
a-da-bock cymbals, came and went before the foot emerged victorious as the ‘way
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to play cymbals’. (Aldridge, 1994, 23)

The use of handheld cymbal devices, now a mostly forgotten phenomenon, existed

from mid-1920s to mid-1930s. These cymbals came in a variety of di↵erent forms, and

produced a variety of di↵erent sounds. In 1925 a drummer and prolific inventor named

William Gladstone filed a patent, ‘Operating Device for Cymbals’, which eventually

caught the eye of Leedy Manufacturing Company Inc. when the patent was eventually

granted in 1927. First marketed in the Leedy’s 1928 catalogue, Gladstone’s handheld

cymbals, named ‘Hand Sock Cymbals’, were displayed along with cheaper designs

o↵ered by Leedy (termed ‘sting cymbals’ and ‘squash cymbals’). The advertisement

reads

One of the finest modern Drummer’s e↵ects and flashes ever presented. They can
be made to produce a world of varied e↵ects in straight or syncopated rhythms.
Will either ‘ring’ or ‘sock’. Many Drummers use them in pairs, one in each hand,
for solo work. Wonderful for breaks, etc. These cymbals were invented by Bill
Gladstone of the Capitol Theatre, New York City. (in Falzerano, 2007, 11–12)

Figure 2.34 shows Gladstone’s design, while figure 2.35 shows the improved version,

filed later that same year. At the time of filing his second patent, his first had

not yet been granted, and when both were processed they were granted in reverse

order. It is important to use the filing date to establish a chronology. Chet Falzerano

(2007) provides an in-depth study into Gladstone’s life and inventions, uncovering

unprecedented detail about this instrument. However, he seems to imply that Gladstone

first designed the more complex device (figure 2.35), and then submitted a simplified

patent soon after (figure 2.34), but the filing dates show that the simplified version

was submitted first. As well as displaying the original Leedy advertisement, Falzerano

unearths a photograph of drummer Joe Castka playing one in each hand, as well as

Chick Webb leading his band with nothing more than a set of Gladstone cymbals. One

of the clearest images of this cymbal being played is a promotional photograph of Chick

Webb holding the Gladstone cymbal high above his head in his left hand, with the drum

stick poised to strike it (figure 2.36). Examining figure 2.34 in more detail, Gladstone

writes in the patent text that the device is designed for “certain types of orchestral

music, commonly known as jazz or syncopated music.” This links these devices with

the shift in rhythm described by Carmichael. Gladstone justifies the need of his device

by stating “[thus far] such operation of the cymbals has been accomplished by means

of cumbersome foot operated devices” (Gladstone, 1925a). This is ironic, since it was

the following decade that saw universal adoption of the hi-hat, but it does show the

uncertainty amongst players and performers at the time as to how this function should

be carried out. It also shows that although 1925 was the first year that we see concrete

evidence of foot operated devices (as we shall examine shortly), Gladstone was aware of

them by this point, and so they were clearly being made prior to this date. Gladstone
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Figure 2.34: W. D. Gladstone ‘Operating Device for Cymbals’ (Gladstone, 1925a). First
patent filed, although it was granted after the later-filed patent shown in figure 2.35.
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Figure 2.35: W. D. Gladstone ‘Operating Device for Cymbals’ (Gladstone, 1925b).
Second patent filed, although it was granted first, before the first filed patent shown in
figure 2.34.
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Figure 2.36: Chick Webb playing the Gladstone Cymbal. The hi-hat pictured dates
this picture as being after 1929. The framed structure suggests the first half of the
1930s.

gives detail as to the proportions of the cymbal, “in which the centre concavity thereof

is so proportioned with respect to the rim of the cymbal that the same will be e↵ective,

when operated with a cymbal of a like type, to produce a hollow sound” (Gladstone,

1925a). This alludes to the size of the bell: the radius of the bell is larger than the

rim (the distance from the end of the bell to the edge of the cymbal). Gladstone gives

further detail (numbers refer to numbers inside the patent images):

These cymbals are somewhat of the same construction as ordinary cymbals except
that the central arcuate portions thereof forming concavities upon the inner faces
of the cymbals are larger in diameter than the width of striking faces 9. By reason
of this construction it has been found that when the cymbals are clashed the same
will produce a hollow sound of little, if any, resonance as distinguished from the
vibratory or resonant sound emitted by cymbals of usual construction. (Gladstone,
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1925a).

This is unusual; the bell of a cymbal is usually much smaller, and this explains the

unique sound heard on many jazz records, which is often mistaken for something else.

Although recordings of percussion in early jazz are notoriously poor, the timbre of

this instrument cut through the sound better than other components of the drummer’s

apparatus. Recordings that feature the Gladstone cymbal show that its popularity

lasted throughout the late 1920s into the 1930s. Figure 2.36 shows that Webb used the

Gladstone device rather than any imitation devices, and what is curious is that this

is used alongside the hi-hat (pictured with Webb), proving that this device o↵ered a

significantly di↵erent timbre to the hi-hat. A particularly clear recording Webb made

with this device is Dog Bottom (Brunswick, 1928), recorded by Chick Webb’s Orchestra

on the 14th June 1929.18 A handled cymbal device is used throughout. Webb uses the

device in the closed position to beat quavers, giving a sound similar to what many

have described as striking an empty milk bottle. At the end of the first section, the

band stop playing and Webb is given a fast solo passage, where he rapidly opens and

closes to a semiquaver rhythm, giving the listener a rare and excellent example of the

capabilities of this instrument unaccompanied.

The most famous recording of a Gladstone device comes from a recording made by

‘Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five’ of West End Blues, recorded on 28th June 1928

(Okeh).19 It has long been observed by listeners that there is a curious percussive sound

throughout the track, and particularly at the end, just after the band has finished, as

an isolated ‘clop’. Though often debated, is in fact a handheld cymbal device, played by

drummer Zutty Singleton (b.1898–d.1975). This is made clear in an interview given by

Earl Hines, the pianist on the recording, when discussing the ending of the song: “Zutty

had this little clop cymbal . . . and he clopped it wrong. So then we had to start all over

again . . . We spent hours in there with the hot wax” (Hines, 1980). Singleton’s device

can be heard on the second round of chords, playing rhythms based around triplet

quavers. The tempo is slow enough, and the recording clear enough, to distinguish the

sound of the device being struck in the closed position from the open position. This

track sheds light on the technique used to play this device: open and closed strikes

are alternated frequently, showing that the handle mechanism gives quick response and

good control. On another song recorded as part of the same recording session on the

same day, Don’t Jive Me, we hear Singleton playing during the last chorus making a

‘popping’ sound. What helps support the likelihood of Singleton using a Gladstone

device rather than any other imitation, is the cymbal ‘scrape’ that can be heard as

18This was recorded under the name ‘The Jungle Band’. This is misleading, as Duke Ellington’s
Orchestra often used this name for recordings made on the Brunswick label. Though this recording
is also on the Brunswick label, it is indeed Webb’s Orchestra performing (Laird, 2001, 698), though
it unclear why this name was used when it was already a well-known pseudonym for Ellington’s
Orchestra.

19Known as ‘The 1928 Hot Five’, the second line-up of Armstrong’s group.
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the cymbals are brought together, on the isolated ‘mistake’ at the end of “West End

Blues”; they are not brought together cleanly, but brought together from the position

of the cymbals already touching, scraping along as they are brought fully shut. This is

a result of the design shown in figure 2.35. This design characteristic does not exist in

any imitation device.

The final piece of evidence we can see that shows the popularity of this device is a

remarkable piece of film footage from 1928 of the ‘Tommy Christian Orchestra’, with

drummer Art Barnett. At this time the Gladstone hand cymbal would have been a

new device, and using it would have brought an element of intrigue to the performance.

This film footage is the only known video footage of Gladstone’s device being played in

the 1920s, and documents one of the earliest performances on the hand cymbals (see

media example 5).

See media example 5: “Tommy Christian Stomp” performed by the
Tommy Christian Orchestra. Particularly from 01:27, where Barnett
reaches for the Gladstone cymbals.

Gladstone’s cymbals seem to be the first and most well-constructed example of

handheld cymbals. It is curious that Leedy felt it should introduce cheaper alternatives

of its own design alongside its first advert for Gladstone’s device. Figure 2.37

summarises the di↵erent designs, with the di↵erent names associated with each model,

and where they appeared across di↵erent drum companies. The middle entry in

figure 2.37 is the most common across drum catalogues, perhaps because of its simple

design allowing it to be cheaply produced. In 2014 I was lucky enough to borrow this

device (middle entry in figure 2.37) from American drummer Paul Wells, and media

example 6 shows my demonstration.

See media example 6: Paul Archibald playing bock-a-da-bock hand
cymbal, December 2014, New York (author’s own footage)

As media example 6 illustrates, a great deal of control con be obtained from opening

and closing the device, though it emits a higher, shriller sound than that of the hi-hat.

Gladstone’s device, with its larger diameter and domed bell, would sound di↵erent.

This is best illustrated from observing figure 2.38, showing the di↵erence in size and

shape. This photograph also supports Falzerano’s assertion that Leedy only ever

manufactured Gladstone’s more advanced patent (figure 2.35) rather than his simplified

version (figure 2.34), which was only ever made as a prototype.

While the following section (chapter 2.6.4) discusses foot pedals being introduced at

this time, it is interesting to note that Gladstone, ever the entrepreneur, foresaw their

potential. In observing Gladstone’s final patent (figure 2.35), we can see one of the

images shows the device has an option to be mounted on the floor (internally labelled

as Fig. 4 ). Despite Gladstone’s comments in his first patent (figure 2.34) where he notes
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Figure 2.37: Table showing varieties on Gladstone’s cymbal with various names applied
to each.

Figure 2.38: Photograph of a Gladstone cymbal (top) next to smaller variation (second
entry in figure 2.37), which was playing in media example 6. Courtesy of Vic Firth.
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that his invention was a solution to “cumbersome foot operated devices,” Gladstone

quickly amended this in his updated patent a mere few months later. As Gladstone

explains in the accompanying text, an arm can branch out which allows the device

to sit on the ground, “showing the means for supporting the cymbals in a manner

enabling the same to be foot operated.” Though Leedy did not adopt this feature

when it advertised the device in its catalogue, Gladstone had this feature incorporated

in his own prototype (Falzerano, 2007, 13), as shown in figure 2.39. Falzerano is the

first and only one to demonstrate that the floor-mount, added by Gladstone in 1925,

was actually made, if not marketed to, the general public (there is no evidence of the

set-up shown in figure 2.39 being used by working musicians). This makes the device

not only the first and most well-constructed of hand-cymbal devices, but one of the

earliest foot pedals that preceded the hi-hat. However, Gladstone’s device misses out

on being the earliest foot device by a mere six months.

Figure 2.39: Photograph of Gladstone’s cymbal with attachment transforming it into
one of the earliest cymbal foot pedals. Reprinted from Falzerano (2007, 13).
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2.6.4 The Rise of the Hi-Hat

Figure 2.40: Base of ‘Dancing Faun’, Pietro Cipriani. c1680. The kroupezion, or

scabellum, shows remarkable similarity to the snow shoe which emerged in 1925 (image

courtesy of J. Paul Getty Museum).

Brown (1976, 404) points out a particularly early device used in ancient Rome, the

scabellum, which consisted of two hinged pieces of wood, clamped together by the

performer’s foot to produce a percussive sound. The edge that opened and closed,

although often described as a ‘castanet-type’ pedal, giving the impression that this

was only a wooden instrument, most likely had bronzed metal parts.20 This device also

existed in ancient Greece and was called a kroupezion, and was used as either a training

instrument or a device to mark the beginning of a piece. It was soon incorporated into

the Roman orchestra as the scabellum (Arom, 1991, 198). One of the most detailed

depictions comes from a Cipriani sculpture, ‘Dancing Faun’, c1680 (figure 2.40). We

can see clearly the round metal discs that would be brought together by pressing the

wooden boards together. This device eventually disappeared from use and there does

not seem to have been a replacement in either Greek or Roman Culture since (Polo,

2006). Despite its similarities to the first foot devices trap drummers used,21 it is

unlikely to have had any direct influence on what came to be known as “high-hat, top

hat, high boys, hi boys, hi socks, sock cymbals, the Duncan Sock Pedal, the Charleston

Cymbal pedal, snow shoe, low boy, and o↵-beat cymbals” (Brown, 1976, 404).

The first device related to the hi-hat appears to have been first patented in 1925 by

drummer Vic Berton. Vic’s brother Ralph writes of many innovations his brother was

responsible for, including throwing the cymbal-arm o↵ the bass drum pedal, inventing

20See dedicated article El Scabellum by Daniel S. Polo (2006).
21This hasn’t gone unnoticed—see Gangware (1962).
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the first cymbal stand that wasn’t suspended, and inventing the first ever set of brushes

(Berton, 1974, 99–101). While there may be some truth in these claims, the most

credible is his story of Vic’s idea to construct the snowshoe, because his patent that

followed several years later (figure 2.41). Ralph Berton writes:

He [Vic Breton] took a matched pair of medium-small ‘zinger’ cymbals and mounted
them on a couple of two-by-fours, hinged at one end, with a spring from an old
couch between them. It was the first backbeat foot cymbal, now known as a sock
cymbal.
. . . Played with the left foot, on the afterbeat it ‘answered’ the downbeat of the
bass drum with a crisp, authoritative sock; a sound every rhythm section in the
world, from Troy to Tokyo, has taken for granted now for half a century. Vic was
working one of his rare jazz gigs that year (circa 1922), with Arnold Johnson at
the Green Mill, a gangster hangout on the Near North Side. We could hardly wait
to try out the new gadget. The band hit at nine o’clock at the Green Mill . . . Vic
started setting up . . . Johnson, a tough, swinging piano player from the St. Louis
cathouse district, with tow-color hair and the face of a race track tout, stared at
the foot cymbal; the others surrounded Vic.
“What for Christ sake is that thing?” Johnson asked.
“Little idea of mine,” said Vic lightly, seating himself on his stool. “Come on,
Arnie, stomp o↵, let’s go.”
Amie stomped o↵, in an easy walking tempo, played the intro to Ballin’ the Jack,
Vic cut in behind him with a flashy press roll, and then, for the first time on any
stage, came the Modern Sound of Jazz Rhythm: mmm-sock, mmm-sock, mmm-
sock . . . Oh boy. The rest of the band fell in—everyone got the message. First the
musicians, then the alligators, crowding round the stand open-mouthed. Johnson
turned his pale blue eyes to wink down upon me, jigging ecstatically in my corner,
and said out of the corner of deadpan lips, prison-yard style, jesus that fucken
brotherayours. (1974, 101–102)

Termed as ‘Orchestral Apparatus’ (see figure 2.41), this device was called many things

but is best known as the ‘snowshoe’. Within the patent-figure, we can see the part

labelled ‘7’ is a spring hinge (described as such in the text accompanying the patent),

and would return to open position by simply lifting the foot o↵ the device, similar to

that of a modern day hi-hat. It is likely, however, that this simple device was in use

before Berton patented it; if Ralph’s story is to be believed, and Vic was experimenting

with such a device two or three years before the patent appeared, other drummers were

likely to have been doing the same.

A curious story that predates Berton’s pedal comes from drummer Warren ‘Baby’

Dodds (b.1894–d.1959):

It was about the same time [1919] that I helped cause the sock cymbals to be
made. I was in St. Louis working on the steamboat and William Ludwig, the
drum manufacturer, came on the boat for a ride. He was very interested in my
drumming. I used to stomp my left foot, long before other drummers did, and
Ludwig asked me if I could stomp my toe instead of my heel. I told him “I think
so.” For a fact I thought nothing of it. So he measured my foot on a piece of
paper and the space where I would have it and where it would sit and he made a
sock cymbal. Two cymbals were set-up and a foot pedal with them. One day he
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Figure 2.41: ‘Orchestral Apparatus’ by V. Berton (filed April 24th, 1925). Google
Patents.
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brought one along for me to try. It wasn’t any good, so he brought another raised
up about nine inches higher. Well, I had just taken the cymbal o↵ the bass drum
because I didn’t want to bear that tinny sound anymore and I didn’t like the sock
cymbal either. (1992, 27)

This recollection of Dodds is curious. His work on the riverboats, between 1918 and

1921, shows that Ludwig was considering developing a left foot cymbal device, around

the time that the bass drum cymbal, struck with the cymbal arm protruding from

bass drum pedals at the time, was becoming unfavourable. While Berton was seeking

an e↵ect to accentuate the o↵beat in the mid-twenties, perhaps five years earlier the

inspiration was to o↵er a device that would deliver an onbeat cymbal, much like the

arm had done, that could be used or left aside as required. It is likely Dodds would have

stomped his left foot in time with the bass drum, as the music of that time was still

quite focused on the ‘onbeat’, whereas the o↵beat was less emphasised. Therefore, to

Dodds, this pedal would have served the same purpose as the bass drum cymbal which

was sounded by his bass drum pedal, which he had removed. This explains why he had

no desire to use a left foot cymbal pedal. It is also unclear if the pedal mentioned by

Dodds was similar to Berton’s snowshoe—he mentions raising the cymbals nine inches

higher, and this is not something that could be incorporated into the hinged planks of

the snowshoe. Instead, this sounds closer to another design, one that was likely inspired

by the growing popularity of Berton’s snowshoe design: the low-boy.

The device that came to be known as the low-boy arrived two years after Berton’s

snowshoe patent. The company responsible for it was Walberg & Auge who, in all

likelihood, took the snowshoe and improved its design. In 1927 an advert was circulated

to drum companies22 pitching their latest innovations: ‘The Cymballum’ which is what

came to be known as the low-boy, and ‘The Universal Cymballam’, describing what we

would now call the hi-hat. This advertisement is almost certainly the first instance of

either device in print. Drum companies readily incorporated Walberg & Auge’s devices

that same year; on May 28th, 1927, Presto-Times (an instrument retailer magazine,

similar to Music Trade Review) published an article highlighting these two new arrivals

in the Conn Drum catalogue:23

Other novelties listed in the new drum catalog are the Charleston Cymbal Holder
and the Universal Cymballam. The latter is the latest Charleston or sock pedal
with which all kinds of cymbal e↵ects are possible. Just the right height for working
with the hand and combinations of stick, hand and foot, make possible e↵ects

22Walberg and Auge rarely sold items directly, instead selling to drum companies to sell their products
under their own name. For example, between the 1930s and the early 1960s, “all five American
drum companies, Slingerland, Ludwig & Ludwig, WFL (later Ludwig), Leedy and Gretsch relied on
Walberg & Auge stands, holders, thrones, high-hat pedals and even bass drum pedals in their drum
lines” (Esposito, 2015, 7).

23The fact that Conn obtained the first licence to sell the Walberg & Auge cymballam pedals is not
surprising, as the company was a subsidiary of C. G. Conn and maintained a close relationship once
it gained its independence (Esposito, 2015, 8).
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never before obtained. The cymbals are adjustable to length of stroke. Any kind
of cymbals may be used as well as any make and size. Crashes can be choked with
the foot. Non-slipping, folding spurs insure a steadfast position. (Anon., 1927)

Ludwig immediately began advertising these two devices alongside the older snowshoe

pedal. Though Walberg & Auge first marketed the device as a ‘Cymballam’, this term

never caught on as the drum companies began to market the devices under various

other names. Figure 2.42 shows the first Ludwig advert in 1927, from The Ludwig

Drummer. It demonstrates the popularity of the Berton snowshoe model (“there are

more of these wooden pedals in use than all other cymbal pedal models combined”)

and so it remained in the catalogue while Ludwig cautiously introduced the lowboy

(what Walberg & Auge termed as the Cymballum) and the hi-hat (what Walberg &

Auge had termed as the Universal Cymballum) to see if they would become popular.

The images shown here are exact reproductions of the images featured on the original

Walberg & Auge circulation earlier that year. At the top is the pre-existing snowshoe,

bottom right is the low-boy (termed ‘‘Perfection’ Sock Cymbal’), and bottom left is the

hi-hat. Walberg & Auge’s advert, and Ludwig subsequent catalogue entry, makes clear

that the low-boy did not precede the hi-hat, as is frequently stated (this assumption

possibly came from examining a succession of Ludwig catalogues outwith The Ludwig

Drummer). The low-boy and the hi-hat were released simultaneously. The original

Walberg & Auge 1927 circulation describes the Universal Cymballam as “the ‘high

hat’ Charleston or Sock pedal,” and the Cymballum (low-boy) as being a ‘compact’

version. At the time of their introduction, they would have still been considered part of

the ‘trap family’—additional items that were by no means standard or even necessary,

and adopted by few drummers until the swing movement of the following decade where

the hi-hat was made a fully-fledged member of the drum kit, and helped cement the

crossed-hand style of playing we use today (right hand over the left hand). Like the

bass drum pedal, though to a lesser extent, there were still copy-cat devices circulating,

such as low-boy pedals that clashed cymbals together vertically rather than horizontally

like an orchestral percussionist (often called the Duncan Sock Pedal).

From the moment Walberg & Auge’s devices were distributed, the snowshoe design

became old fashioned. Despite this, all three designs appeared in Ludwig catalogues

from 1928 (figure 2.42) 1936. 1937 was the first year where Ludwig o↵ered only the

lowboy and the hi-hat, and by 1938, the hi-hat was all that was on o↵er. Other

drum retailers followed a similar pattern. However, nothing happens overnight; to

demonstrate the lasting appeal of the earliest of these devices, the snowshoe, some

early footage of the Louis Armstrong band shows Oliver Tines using a snowshoe as late

as 1933 (touring as ‘Louis Armstrong’s Harlem Hot Band’, in Copenhagen). Media

Example 7 shows the snowshoe pedal in use, both on the beat and o↵ the beat:

See media example 7 [05:14–05:50
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Figure 2.42: The Ludwig Drummer in 1927, advertising the snowshoe design (from
figure 2.41) alongside the two designs circulated by Walberg & Auge. This is the
first year these devices appeared in a drum catalogue, also appearing in C. G. Conn’s
catalogue that year.
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We can see from the footage that drummer Tines only uses the device for the loud

passage starting with the trumpet solo, and it is not used until this point. Such visits

from high profile bands like this across Europe were responsible for setting trends in

equipment as well as musical styles.

2.7 The End of the Early Drum Kit/Birth of the Modern

Day Drum Kit

As the hi-hat was introduced, and as it was gradually replacing the low boy as the

cymbal pedal of choice, the early drum kit was in its final evolution. The timing

fits rather neatly with the release of Benny Goodman’s recording of Sing, Sing, Sing

(Victor, 1937), a sensation of the swing era and one of the first and most famous jazz

arrangements to feature the drummer as a soloist. That drummer was Gene Krupa, and

he can be seen premiering Goodman’s arrangement in Hollywood Hotel in 1937. This

song epitomised the style to which the early drum kit no longer belonged; from now

on, the early drum kit was a thing of the past. Krupa’s choice of bass-drum-mounted

tuneable tom-tom (developed in partnership with Slingerland)24 and his championing

of the hi-hat fits perfectly with the new swing era, and his stardom ensured other

drummers followed. Catalogues began advertising the ‘Krupa style’ set, and the large

trolley-mounted drum kit (complete with Chinese tom-tom’s and trap tables) soon

disappeared. The drum kit seen in Hollywood Hotel is near identical to that of Ringo

Starr in the early 1960s, which is in turn very similar to the standard drum kit we use

today (see figure 5.1). The shedding of traps, the adoption of the hi-hat, and replacing

the Chinese tom-tom with tuneable bass-drum-mounted tom-toms are the three key

factors that heralded in the drum kit as we know it today. In this sense, Gene Krupa’s

popularity from the mid-1930s provides a useful historical point for the end of this

history of the early drum kit.

In asking ‘what defines an early drum kit against a modern one?’, there are many

answers, just as there are many evolutions and variations of the instrument, as outlined

in this chapter. If I were limited to only two words, I would favour the answer “pre-

Krupa,” as I suggested earlier in Chapter 1. However, having reached the end of this

chapter, it’s clear that the changes the early drum kit underwent were as numerous

and as radical as the change into the drum kit we know today. A longer answer would

24The first example of a tuneable tom-tom was actually first seen in a 1919 Ludwig catalogue (top skin
only). These were quickly dropped, as the decorative Chinese drum was still in favour. Photographs
of ‘Geo E. Lee Singing Novelty Orchestra’ shows an interesting drum kit with two tuneable tom-
toms as early as 1924. There are drum heads on the top and bottom, and while they can’t be tuned
independently, one rod connects the two heads to allow them both the be tuned simultaneously, much
like the snare drums of the time. These are unusual, and for the most part it wouldn’t be until the
early 1930s where a mid-step between the Chinese drum and Krupa’s modern day tom-tom appeared;
the bottom head was tacked on much like the Chinese drum, but the top head was tuneable. Krupa
was the first to commission and use top-and-bottom tuneable tom-toms as we know today.
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observe that the early drum kit displays more obvious traces of its heritage; Chinese

instruments such as the decorated Chinese tom-toms and temple blocks are on display,

and one would hear ‘ricky-ticky’ timbres played on the instrument. The modern drum

kit, compared to the early drum kit, has its heritage hidden far more, and drummers

today would be forgiven for not realising where (for example) the tom-toms they play

on originally came from. Structural di↵erences are another tempting defining feature,

though harder to pin down. Just as it was in the 1910s and 1920s, we all have our own

ideas on what does and does not constitute an early drum kit: recently when I was

temping with ‘Alex Mendham & his Orchestra’, a 1920s dance band based in London,

I was setting up my drum kit (a modern, though minimal, kit), and as I went to set

up my hi-hat (just in case I needed it), the bandleader took once glance and said “you

won’t be needing that !”
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Chapter 3

Recorded Music: Its relationship

with the early drum kit, its

problems, & what it can tell us

Since jazz is an improvisational music, recordings o↵er perhaps the only valid way
of its preservation. (Williams, 1973)

I asked Chauncey Morehouse [(b.1902–d.1980), drummer with the Jean Goldkette
Orchestra] ‘do drummers really play that way, as we hear on the recordings?’ and
he said ‘Absolutely not. Absolutely not’ (Giordano, 2014).

The early drummer in the midst of early jazz music—a developing instrument and a

developing genre—was more likely to improvise than most. The first jazz band to be

credited with immortalising their improvisations on record was ‘The Original Dixieland

Jass Band’, yet Schuller (1986, 180) asserts that drummer Tony Sbarbaro was the

only member to actively improvise and stray from set parts that the rest of the band

faithfully reproduced at each performance. Drummers were often given free rein in

this way, encouraged to completely deviate from the music, if they were good enough.

Baby Dodds’ time with the Charles Edgar band began in 1928 with a trial period, where

Dodds was given a spontaneous cymbal solo in the middle of a song. This was a trick

that the orchestra liked to try on new drummers, but upon hearing Dodds excel at this

passage, Edgar said to him afterwards: “Baby, you don’t need to read that music, just

beat those drums any way you want” (Dodds, in Hodes and Hansen, 1977, 101). For

the researcher interested in how the early drum kit was used, Williams’ view (quoted

at the start of this chapter) is shared by many, and recorded music seems the obvious

choice. This chapter will examine the relationship between the early drum kit and this

vital piece of technology (so often used as a key source when researching early jazz),

and also why we must take extra care in using recordings to inform us of drum parts

in particular. Recorded sound, and what it can tell us about the early drum kit, has
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been given to a separate chapter rather than discussed throughout, as it is important

to examine not just what is on such recordings, but what these recordings can tell

us—or put another way, what they can’t tell us. Recordings of interest—concerning

the drum kit—begin around 1913, where record companies began to take notice of

dance crazes sweeping across the country (Gelatt, 1956, 188–189). Before looking at

the relationship the drum kit had with recorded music during the first two decades

of the twentieth century, I will examine the role sheet music has played, and to what

extent it can represent in what style early drummers really played.

3.1 Sheet Music

Early New Orleans drummer Abbey ‘Chinee’ Foster (b.1900–d.1962) discusses the

culture surrounding drummers and musical notation:

The number one bands, they wouldn’t hire a drummer that could read! Now—
don’t that sound awkward? But you know why? Do you know why they wouldn’t
hire a drummer that could read? ‘Cos he’d play too much ‘music’, and he couldn’t
swing the band! Because right now, if you’re playing with a symphony orchestra, or
something like that, well, it calls for a reading drummer. But you see, a drummer
playing in an orchestra for dances, he’s got to think, he’s got so much thinking to
do, because if he’s reading the music, he’s not gonna swing the band. He’s got so
much to use outta his own head . . . because sometimes the music [notation] is so
empty, that it don’t swing with the band. The beat’s in there, but still, there’s
not enough beat to swing that band . . . If I feel that that music [notation] don’t
have enough support for the band, I’m gonna add something to it, or even take
something away from it . . . I feel I can swing it, because that music, that drum
music is not enough support, there’s too much empty spaces in there, well I’m
going to fill in. (Foster, 1961)

While it can be said that early drum kit players didn’t play strictly from music notation,

it would be untrue to say that drummers couldn’t read music or that music notation

didn’t play any part in what drummers played. Foster described adding to, or taking

away from, sheet music, meaning that for at least some of his drumming he used sheet

music as a starting point. It would be strange indeed if this were the case, as the roots of

jazz drumming–and indeed the drum kit as an instrument–has a military background.

Sheet music written for the Fife and Drum Corps gave a promising start to the

drummer’s relationship with sheet music. Much like sheet music for other instruments,

this was used to both preserve but also to instruct. Interviews with first-generation

drum kit players show that they learned how to play drums from marching bass

drummers or (more commonly) snare drummers who came from the marching tradition,

and were readers of sheet music. One famous ‘pre-drum kit’ instructor was Louis Sr.

‘Old Man’ Cottrell [also Cottrelle, Cantrell, Contrell] (b.1878–d.1927), who taught
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drummers Albert Francis, Ernest Trepagnier, Baby Dodds,1 Happy Goldston, Ernest

Rogers, Minor & Tubby Hall, Paul & Louis Barbarin, Cie Frazier, William Brundy,

Alex Bigard, Freddy Kohlman (Wood, 1998, 126). He is credited with being one of the

first to introduce the press roll into the first jazz bands, a technique championed by

Baby Dodds throughout his career. Another instructor frequently mentioned by early

drummers is John [also Joseph] McMurray [also MacMurray] (b. c1878–d. c1920),

a snare drum player with ‘Perez’s Imperial Orchestra’, all of whom read music. As

black instructors, Cottrell and McMurray were responsible for teaching young black

drummers in the city. A ‘pre-drum kit’ instructor widely known to be responsible

for the output of many first generation white drummers2 was George Vital[e] ‘Papa

Jack’ Laine (b.1873–d.1966). In recalling lessons with Papa Jack Laine, we know that

military rudiments were passed down in a very formal manner, through recollections

from drummer Alex Bigard:

I studied with Cottrell for three years. Studied on a drum pad in Carl Fischer’s
drum method book. Cottrell stressed time keeping. Cottrell was strict. In paid 50
cents for lessons twice a week. I was expected to practice two hours a day. I used
a practice pad for lessons and for practice. Cottrell didn’t want me to use a snare
drum until I had practiced for about nine months. After he began lessons, Cottrell
would emphasise rolls. (Bigard, 1961)

Yet these military rudiments, so formally used in marches were more loosely applied to

the drum kit: “The main di↵erence between the military style of playing and that of

ragtime drummers was in the feeling of improvisation imparted by the performer, for

the general concept of ragtime drumming lies in its improvised quality” (Brown, 1976,

133).

Drum instruction manuals from the time also give us an insight into how drummers

learned their instrument, and they show that rudiments such as the roll Cottrell passed

to his students were emphasised. Charles E. Harris’ How to Play Drums in Modern

Dance Orchestras, Including the Use of E↵ects (1925) gives instruction almost entirely

in notation which the modern drummer would recognise today. It begins with a short

summary of music notation theory, demonstrating various clefs, rhythmic divisions and

subdivisions, and instructs the student to hold the sticks in what we would regard today

as traditional grip. Fundamental rudiments are notated (“music for the side drum is

usually written in the third space of the stave, it does not matter much however where

it is written, as the Drum only produces one tone”). The importance of the press roll,

the primary function of the snare drum for an early drummer, is made obvious: “the

Roll should be thoroughly practiced as it is the key to all beatings of the Side Drum; if

1Dodds also talks fondly of Walter Brundy (b.1883–d.1941) as an instructor (Dodds and Gara, 1992,
7,27–28,39), who Louis Armstrong describes as “the best reader of them all” (Armstrong and Brothers,
1999, 125).

2Though lighter-skinned black musicians who could ‘pass’ also played with Laine (Charters, 2008,
67–68).
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this is not completely mastered the pupil will never become a good performer” (Harris,

1925, 9). Snare patterns are notated for various dances: the march, ‘valse’ [waltz],

mazurka, bolero, and slow march. In general, the emphasis on military rudiments is

more in-depth than for the drum kit player of today: Harris’ manual gives notation

on a single paradiddle, stroke paradiddle, flam paradiddle, drag paradiddle, and stroke

and drag paradiddle. Text is used to accompany the notation at times, instructing

the player to hit either the snare drum, the hoop, or the sticks themselves (hitting a

stick that is resting on the snare drum skin at an angle). When it comes to cymbal

technique, Harris illustrates that the primary position to play either the Turkish or

Chinese cymbal is to have the left hand permanently poised to choke the cymbal, while

the right hand alone is used to strike. Harris notates the various ways to play choked

cymbal as follows: an ‘o’ above the note indicates that the cymbal is to be played

with the tip of the stick while the cymbal remains choked with the other hand, and a

staccato note indicates the cymbal is to be struck on its edge (across the stick, i.e. with

the middle of the stick). Cymbal notes marked with a marcato are to be struck lightly

with the tip of the stick, played with an open left-hand immediately choking after the

cymbal has been struck. Cymbal notes marked “Cym.short” have a similar instruction,

only the cymbals are to be struck harder. Cymbal notes marked L.C. (loose cymbal)

are to be struck on the edge (across the stick) and left to ring out (Harris, 1925, 13).3

Of course, such detail to cymbal choking isn’t familiar to drummers today, as choking

itself is far less common, and when it’s done, it rarely needs subcategorization in the

notation. In chapter 4, drummer Nicholas Ball talks of making a particular study of

this, which is not surprising considering the detail and attention that was given to these

subtle variations in timbre at this time. Harris gives over a dozen notated exercises in

simple hot cymbal rhythms, mixing the various kinds of choking techniques specified

earlier. Instruments not used today by the drummer are also discussed, such as the flex-

a-tone, and the slapstick. The latter has some rather detailed and intricate notation

which is unusual to see, not only because this instrument isn’t regularly used any more,

but because how much attention and notated examples are given. The section on

traps begins by suggesting a technique to play the [Chinese] tom-tom with a heavy

accent: Harris suggests laying one left stick flat over the drum, and striking it with the

right stick: “By lifting the left quickly, the tone of the Tom-Tom comes out full. It’s

di↵erent and good for heavy accents” (Harris, 1925, 20). Harris suggests mixing traps,

and to illustrate this he provides one bar of eight quavers with each note having an

abbreviation written over it: T.T (Chinese tom-tom), C.B (cowbell), H (hoop of bass

drum), W.B (wood block). These are placed seemingly at random over the notes, and

3Of this last instruction, Harris clarifies “The better and more e↵ective way is to use a tympani stick
(soft stick) and let the cymbal ring in this way” (1925, 13). This aligns with Vince Giordano’s
recollection of his encounter with drummer Freddie Moore (b.1900–d.1992), asking how to achieve the
cymbal sound he heard on early records. He was told by Moore that they all used to use timpani
sticks (Giordano, 2014).
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he suggests that for practice, the player switches the letters around to see how many

ways the combination can be played. Harris goes on to give a full page of a complete

example drum part that includes all these traps and more, such as the triangle, rattle

and even a motor horn.

Written two years later, Eric Little’s instruction manual Fifty Breaks for Cymbal

and Drums (1927) gives similar attention to detail with regards to various ways to

choke the cymbal. Through music notation, he di↵erentiates between choking an open

cymbal, striking a choked cymbal (allowing it to vibrate somewhat against the stick

held by the choking hand) and hitting an already-choked cymbal (1927, 1). Between

Little and Harris, it seems that drummers of this time payed particular attention to the

timbre of the choked cymbal, and it was a key element of the drummer’s sound palette.

Little’s notation key is noticeably di↵erent from Harris’, in that he places the snare

drum at the top of the stave (the treble clef ‘e’), rather than the position that Harris

uses.4 What is made clear across both drum manuals is that the examples merely give

the drummer short examples to use, ideas to reconstruct into their own drum parts, in

order that they may be spontaneously improvised on stage or on record: “the following

exercise is given to enable the student to have an opportunity of using his own ideas

as to when to use the various e↵ects” (Harris, 1925, 20).

Evidence suggests that using sheet music as a mere guide to form their “own

ideas” is exactly what happened. Early New Orleans drummer John Batiste [also

Baptiste] ‘Bat’ Mosely (b.1895–d.1962) recalls that when playing drum parts for dance

orchestra, he would play the introduction as written, but would then improvise until

near the end, before going back to the music for guidance (Mosley, 1961). This seems

to explain how sheet music would be used by drummers: as a guide. Another drummer,

Christopher ‘Black Happy’ Goldston (b.1894–d.1968) would use sheet music to tell him

which timbres to use, rather than any set parts. The instruction to play the wood

block, cowbell, or temple blocks would be given in the sheet music (Goldston, 1959).

New Orleans drummer Baby Dodds describes his first experience upon joining the King

Oliver Band:

When I got there the first piece of music they put in front of me was Canadian
Capers. I asked Joe [Oliver] how he was going to play it. He said from ‘the left
hand corner to the right hand corner; from top to bottom. The trio was in the
middle of the number. I said, “Kick o↵,” and Joe kicked o↵. I read that piece of
music down, from side to side and went back to the trio. I had played that number
once and knew it, so I began playing my old style of drums. (Dodds and Gara,
1992, 33)

Here, Dodds describes the relationship a drummer had with sheet music; something to

follow for the first time playing it, but when Dodds came to a section he had played only

4However, drum notation even today is still not completely standardised.
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once before, he settled in to using his ear rather than reading. Dodds then describes

the process of backing-up his band, which didn’t involve sheet music.

It was up to me to bring out di↵erent expressions for the outfit. If I would be
drumming straight and felt that a roll would bring out an expression I used that.
Or if I were playing along and felt that beating the cymbal would help the number,
I would do that . . . It was my job to study each musician and give a di↵erent
background for each instrument. When a man is playing it’s up to the drummer
to give him something to make him feel the music and make him work . . . I studied
each player individually. I had to study their method of improvising and to know
what they intended to do. And when the band came in as a whole, in ensemble, I
had to do something di↵erent again. (Dodds and Gara, 1992, 39)

Yet, the extent of the use of sheet music amongst early drummers such as Dodds is

speculative. Kenney (1994, 56) summarises the many references Dodds himself made to

his use of sheet music to conclude that Dodds (and therefore many drummers like him)

learned musical notation “only incompletely” and was only able to ‘spell’ rather than

read. Yet in examining the testimonies so far, it is interesting to see an equal mixture

of black and white musicians talking about their experiences with reading music. This

does not favour the generalisation that historians have often applied to New Orleans,

where the whites and ‘Creoles of Colour’ situated uptown were the readers, and the

black musicians situated downtown were the improvisers.

It is also worth reminding ourselves that the early drum kit was used mainly in

two scenarios: dance music (dance halls big and small, ballrooms, function halls, bars,

and even outdoor advertising on horse-drawn wagons or motor cars) and in the theatre

(silent cinema, minstrel shows, any sort of public entertainment that went beyond the

songs themselves—the domain of the trap drummer). Sheet music was both used and

not used in each scenario. Looking at the dance band drummer, the Kirk Collection:

Dance Band Index 5 (Indiana State University) has digitised hundreds of dance orchestra

arrangements between 1900–1923, the majority of them with full drum parts, showing

that at least in the initial arrangement of a piece of music, sheet music was provided

for the drummer. Looking at the theatre musician, early British drummer John Pearl

Spears gives us an account of the importance of sheet music:

He [the drummer] has to have several years’ experience in playing dance work
before he ever undertakes a theatre position, even though o↵ered to him, must be
able to read the manuscript music at sight no matter how fast the tempo, to be
able to watch his music, the stage and the leader at the same time and at all times.
He is supposed read his bell parts at sight have a complete line of all kinds of traps
and be able to use them, stand up and play a xylophone solo when requested and
in a first class house be proficient on the tympani, and any number of other things
. . . if he does not get these satisfactory, the drummer soon finds he is soon replaced
by a drummer who can. (Spears, 1943, 118)

5hhttp://library.indstate.edu/rbsc/kirk/kirkdanc.htmli.
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The association of sheet music with the theatre trap drummer is reinforced by other

accounts from early theatre drummers, such as Rackett (1931, 14). However, that is

not to say that theatre trap drummers were not improvisers; numerous accounts of

drummers playing in silent picture houses describe a scene of trap drummers watching

for anything that appeared on screen, and hastily finding the trap, or sound e↵ect, to

mimic it.

In the United States, the music a drummer played was becoming more ‘arranged’ as

Northern cities like Chicago required a higher level of professionalism from the bands

coming from the South. Prohibition (1920–1933) meant that the large ballroom in the

North needed to o↵er more to fill their venues, in lieu of alcohol. O↵ering entertainment

other than music for dancing became common, and dance band drummers had to

revive the techniques of theatre show trap drumming once again. To play such shows

musicians were required to join the musicians’ union, which involved passing a test for

reading sheet music (Charters, 2008, 169). Even without the musicians’ union reading

test, reading music for the 1920s stage show was as demanding as Spears’ previous

account. The drummer had to accompany a variety of ever-changing vocal soloists,

dance numbers, with slick transitions between them, and all at a variety of tempos,

often without rehearsal. The level of reading required was high, and many drummers

from New Orleans who travelled North spent their time studying music with local

teachers (Charters, 2008, 167). However, for the dance sets, the role of music notation

probably remained an interpretative guide.

In my interview with bandleader Vince Giordano, who possesses an extensive

collection of sheet music from 1920s dance orchestras, it became clear that drummers

did have access to detailed sheet music, but it was unlikely that it was played accurately,

and used only as a structural guide.

Giordano: When we play original drum music it’s usually too busy, and too
rudimentary . . . it’s nice to know where the breaks are, y’know, if there’s a brass
break, or saxophone break, then y’all stop there, but generally I would say that
the drum parts of much of the music comes out of a more militaristic-type style.
And I think most drummers put those things away; improvise their own stu↵, look
for breaks—of course, if they’ve got a bell-note, or a chime-note in there, or a hot
cymbal break, they would do that.
Archibald: So they would use it just for structure. It was, at least notated?
Giordano: Oh yeah, every chart’s got a drum part. (Giordano, 2014)

Inconsistencies between di↵erent drum kits, a di↵erence in reading ability amongst

drummers and the sheer potential for improvisation makes Giordano’s account a likely

scenario, and echoes the findings from accounts of early drummers. The drummer was

also one of the few musicians in a 1920s dance orchestra who did not play as a section.

A clarinettist is unlikely to deviate from the written score because the part is no doubt

doubled (in unison or in harmony) by another clarinettist or alto saxophone in the

section. The same goes for any members of the brass section. The drummer is not in
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this position and has a very good reason not to be bound by the notes on the score. For

this same reason, it would be no surprise if the bass player (tuba, sousaphone, string

bass) a↵orded themselves the same liberty.

As Williams (1973) suggested at the beginning of this chapter, in questioning

drummers’ sheet music as a tool to determine what or how early drummers played their

instrument, a problem may be found in drummers’ frequent improvisations. Schuller

(1986, xi) summarises the di�culties of studying a performance, as it “passes in an

instant; it is in motion and cannot be frozen in time,” unlike that of a painting, or a

musical score, concluding that “the jazz historian therefore is forced to evaluate the only

thing that is available to him: the recording” (1986, x). However, transcribing recorded

music could prove insightful for those looking to reproduce or better understand how

the early drum kit was played. Cummings (Joyce et al., 2012, ix) discusses the

merits of transcribing: “Transcription . . . remains the best current practical means

of freezing musical action in time so that detailed musical analyses may be undertaken

. . . [transcription] compliments a reliance upon the ear with a carefully notated musical

document”. Transcriptions of recorded jazz music are common, and have been used

by both the scholar, looking to analyse, and the musician, looking to replicate or learn

the art of improvisation for themselves. We shall see later in this chapter that 1920s

musicians often learned in this way. For reasons that will become clear, transcriptions

are most often carried out for leading horn instruments, less commonly for rhythm

instruments, and least of all for the drum kit. There are very few instances of published

drum transcriptions of early recorded jazz music, though one example is Sam Morgan’s

Jazz Band: Complete Recorded Works in Transcription (Joyce et al., 2012). The

transcriber here is John Joyce Jr., an active drummer, which perhaps explains why

he took the time to include the drum part amongst his transcriptions. In doing so

he faced significant challenges, namely a lack of audibility in the drum part amongst

the other instruments. These challenges form the basis of this chapter, and a↵ect

the way one listens and learns as well as transcribes. In tackling this, Joyce opted

to fill in the inaudible parts based on the parts that are audible, using a “peripheral

knowledge” (Joyce, 2016) of the style. He does this by using other tracks recorded by

the same band, other bands from the same area, time period etc. Transcribing only

what you hear would result in a “sketchy, fragmented part” (Joyce et al., 2012, xliii),

and was not what was played, merely what was picked up by the recording equipment.

What we do not have, is sheet music that the drummer played. The transcription gives

us only an interpretation, but hopefully an informed one. It can guide the listener to

fill the gaps and hear a continuous drum part over a recording that would otherwise

leave us guessing.
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3.2 Acoustic & Electric Recording Technology

If we are to be fully aware of just how accurately the drum kit was represented on

early recordings, a brief outline of the technology involved is necessary. From 1850, the

delivery of communications through electricity—telegraph technology—ensured that

inventors would be kept busy in a thriving industry over the next two decades. It was

in searching for improvements in telegraph technology that inventor Alexander Graham

Bell discovered the means to transmit live sounds over electrical waves, leading to the

invention of the telephone. Another inventor, Thomas Edison, also at the forefront of

both of these technologies, was well aware of the new research in this field. Edison

used the pioneering results of other inventors, such as the phonautograph, invented by

Edouard-Léon Scott de Martinville in 1856. It consisted of a stylus on a thin membrane

that sketched sound waves so they could be studied visually, though Edison was the

first to use this to audibly reproduce sound in December 1877.6 Edison named his

device the phonograph, whereby a cylinder wrapped in tinfoil would allow sound wave

etchings from a thin membrane, allowing audio reproduction when the process was

reversed. The next ten years saw Edison try and perfect his cylinder phonograph, but

because of lapses of enthusiasm he turned his attention to other inventions. In 1886,

Emile Berliner patented the gramophone, similar to Edison’s phonograph but using a

flat circular disc rather than a cylinder. This inspired Edison to redouble his e↵orts on

his invention, and the battle between Edison’s cylinder and Berliner’s disc began.

Initially, the primary purpose for this exciting new technology was as a dictation

device for businesses, and these machines were mass produced across the country.

However, by the end of the nineteenth century, the poor results of home recording and

poor quality of the playback, rendered these machines all but useless. The industry then

tried to find another use for them, and somewhat successfully implemented travelling

phonograph exhibitions, features in penny arcades, whereby up to fifteen people could

listen in, through tubes, to pre-recorded cylinders.7 These discs would contain speech,

instrumental sounds/music, and miscellaneous entertainment (Millard, 1995, 42). This

was an important step in establishing entertainment over dictation as a function of this

technology, as Millard (1995, 42–43) explains: “The poor sound reproduction did not

6French scientist Charles Cros actually conceived this invention only months earlier, where he described
what was to become Edison’s phonograph in a sealed letter dated 30 April 1877, but failed to gain the
means to produce a working model. Cross had his letter opened and made public in December of that
same year, presumably after reports of Edison’s successful experiments in America. It is acknowledged
that the two men were working independently from one another (Gelatt, 1956, 24; Osborne, 2016, 10).

7This revelation that the recording of these cylinders needed to be carried out by professionals
under stricter conditions and surroundings was the first step in establishing the recording
studio—a skilled profession, not for the amateur—and the consumer/listener, who would buy
these recordings but not make them. However, it is interesting to uncover that the home
recording feature in the very first home cylinder devices was used by some drummers to record
themselves; The UCSB Cylinder Audio Archive has a cylinder containing the home recording of
drummer William McKenzie (as stated on the recording) recording a military snare drum solo
hhttp://www.library.ucsb.edu/OBJID/Cylinder13128i.
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seem to a↵ect the enjoyment of recorded sound by the public listener, who (unlike the

stenographer and typist) did not have to strain to hear every word.” These machines

became, in marketing terms, a listening device rather than a recording device.

By the last decade of the nineteenth century, both Edison and Berliner were

looking to find a way to mass-produce pre-recorded cylinders or disks. Once this

was in place, there was intense competition to determine which company would

triumph over the other. Edison’s cylinder and Berliner’s disc had, by this point,

resulted in three competing companies known as the ‘Big Three’: Edison’s ‘National

Phonograph Company’, Berliner’s ‘Victor Record Company’, and ‘Columbia Records’,

(who initially took the pragmatic step of producing both cylinders and discs). This

competition was waged on two fronts, both of which have never disappeared throughout

the history of recorded music: improving technology (the quality of recording and

reproduction/playback), and the marketing potential of recording popular artists. Of

the latter, one of the first big pushes towards marketing the artist, rather than the

technology, was in recording well known opera singers. Stars such as Enrico Caruso,

Adelina Patti, Nellie Melba helped to set this trend, and eventually replaced the

inventor as the key selling point (Millard, 1995, 61). As we know, the disc ultimately

triumphed over the cylinder, probably for a multitude of reasons; Millard (1995, 129)

writes of the public’s inability to discern between subtle technological triumphs (in

retrospect we now know that the Edison cylinders were superior in sound quality) and

based their decision on the ability to operate and store the flat discs (supported by

research carried out within the Edison company c1910–11). A number of other factors

are presented by Osborne (2006), such as the public’s dissatisfaction with the more

conservative repertoire released by the Edison company. Also, Devine (2013b) provides

evidence that the recording process of the gramophone yielded a louder sound than the

cylinder, with the possibility of recorded sound being able to accompany live dancing

for the first time, adding another selling point.

Up until 1925 the improvements in this technology were small, and came from the

design and operation (playback) of these machines, but little changed in the recording

process taking place in the studio. In this acoustical era of recording, the performers

would direct their sound into a conical horn (or multiple horns), the apex of which was

connected to a diaphragm (usually thin glass). The horn collected the air disturbances

from sound waves and concentrated them into a small space, allowing the vibrations

to travel through the diaphragm. Attached to the diaphragm was a cutting stylus,

inscribing the sound waves onto a soft wax cylinder rotating below it. This meant that

the entire energy for the actual recording came from the original sound itself. There

was no amplification between the musicians and the groove cut into the wax, and no

way to make a small sound into a larger sound. A loud record was only possible if the

musicians played loudly in the first place, but not too loud as to saturate and distort

the etching. The musicians would have to be positioned just right. The balance of the
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band was determined by sight, trial-and-error, or examining the grooves after the take.

To play the take back would destroy the wax, yet this was often done to determine

how the record would sound, and then the band were asked to play it again, in exactly

the same way. When necessary, musicians would have to crowd around the horn and

play in uncomfortable positions, trying to replicate their style of playing from much

more relaxed atmospheres outside the recording studio. The unnatural placings were

described by 1920s bandleader Paul Whiteman:

We filed into a tiny, dusky room, barren, crowded and uncomfortable. The
acoustics were far from perfect in the studios of those days. In the middle of
the room stood a tower, made up of four ladder-like supports tapering to a narrow
point. This pylon was about eight feet high. Four recording horns, which looked
like megaphones, were attached to the pylon in the form of a four-leaf clover. Four
or five of us gathered around each horn so that we’d be close enough for the stylus
(recording needle) to pick up the sounds we made. My boys had to be athletes.
When a solo passage was to be played, the musician would move up close to the
horn and play directly into it. Then he had to back out in a hurry, dodging out of
the way of the next man who was hurrying toward the pylon. (Whiteman, 1948)

Musicians would often be placed in positions where communication wasn’t possible, as

players couldn’t face each other. Some studios took steps to alleviate the problem, as

described in one source: “In locating the instruments to gain the desired e↵ect several

of the men are faced in a direction rendering it impossible for them to see the leader,

and in order that they may follow his direction intelligently the walls of the room have

been provided with a series of large mirrors” (Anon., 1903, 11). Other studios tried to

pre-balance the band, as there was no option to do so post-production, by placing the

musicians on stools of various heights. Figure 3.1 shows two photographs taken from

Gennett’s New York studio (their main studio was in Richmond, Indiana). In the top

photograph we can see special chairs that have two levels, to help balance the sound into

the five recording horns. Rods hang from the ceiling with clothes-pegs, for attaching

sheet music. The bottom picture shows these chairs in use, with the conductor leading

the ‘New York Philharmonic Orchestra’, some of whom are facing backwards. It is

obvious that conditions were far from ideal; the conditions under which the musicians

performed were not the same as those they played in outside the recording studio.8 This

was also the first time musicians experienced something that is all too familiar with

recording artists today: fear of the recording studio leading to unnatural performances.

New Orleans drummer Baby Dodds describes his experience recording with the King

Oliver band:

8In a brief discussion with Larry Starr on this point, he asked “are they today?”—I would concede
that no, they are not (having played in studios many times myself), and they probably never will
be (the psychological pressure of playing at ones best will always remain, at the very least), but the
di↵erences in the acoustic days of recording, as described by Whiteman, should be acknowledged as
being far greater.
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Figure 3.1: Top: Empty recording laboratory, Gennett studios, 11 East 37th Street
New York (reproduced from Giddings et al., 1926). Bottom: Members of the New
York Philharmonic Orchestra playing on recording chairs of various heights. Gennett
studios, 11 East 37th Street New York (reproduced from Giddings et al., 1926).
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It’s a di↵erent feeling to be recording that what it is playing for a dance. You
are more careful than when you’re not recording. If you make a bad note, or if
a guy’s paying a horn and his lip slips, it’s just too bad. When you’re playing
for a dance, your lip can slip and you wipe it with a handkerchief and go right
on. A drum can go after something and miss it, and mess up all the time. Well,
in recording there’s no correcting. You can get very unnerved, Nobody wants to
make a mistake, recording. But they make plenty of them not recording. (Dodds,
1955)

We can broadly define the acoustic recording era between 1890–1925, or 1914–

1925 if we are to restrict the content to ragtime/dance band music that may have

included a drum kit. If we maintain an interest in the early developing drum kit,

which lasts another ten years (as least in terms of the scope of this thesis), then this

instrument saw the birth of the electric recording era, which began in 1925. It was

during World War I that research into wireless telephony (radio technology) brought in

the first workable microphones and amplifiers (Gelatt, 1956, 219). While Edison and

his competitors were battling over recording technology, pioneers such as Lee De Forest

were using radio technology to transmit live musical performance to radio receivers as

early as 1910 (Millard, 1995, 136). The recording industry was unfazed, as the prospect

of commercial radio was tangled in competing patents for what seemed like years to

come. However, in 1919 the American Government formed the ‘Radio Corporation of

America’ (RCA) and gathered all patents under its company. The method of capturing

and delivering sound was entirely di↵erent, and in its early stages was inevitably poorer

quality than the sounds Edison and his competitors had long been working on. However,

this technology did not remain inferior for long. By the early 1920s, the radio industry

became responsible for declining sales in the record industry (Horning, 2013, 32). The

‘Big Three’ initially prevented their artists from appearing on radio, and missed no

opportunity to criticise the fidelity—even to the extent that “the Victor and Edison

companies released comic records that parodied the awful noises coming out of radio

loudspeakers” (Millard, 1995, 137). By the end of 1924 (in time for the Christmas

season) radios had largely overcome this di↵erence in fidelity. The radio was now

o↵ering louder volume, by means of its vacuum tubes, delivering a “booming, brilliant

sound that could fill up a room” (Millard, 1995, 139). An article written for Variety

magazine in 1924 describes the lack of progress/response from the recording industry:

‘Radio has been blamed for cutting in on the records,’ said one recording artist;
‘but I think it’s not the fault of the radio at all—it’s the record’ [sic] own fault.
But [sic] that I don’t mean the recorder is to blame, but the manner in which the
songs are “canned.” Radio in its few years of existence has progressed at leaps
and bounds, which today they’re still making records in the same style they did
10 years ago. The disk may be a little stronger and smoother, but an orchestra
still adheres to the same method of registering its musical sounds on the wax. The
recordings managers are content to continue “canning” songs like they did years
ago. They do not experiment to reduce an exact recreation of the orchestra’s music
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for instance. Instead, certain instruments must come forward and actually blast
into the reproducing horn in order to register. (Anon., 1924)

The above quotation paints a picture of a complacent recording industry, and the end

of that year saw the profits of Victor and Edison’s record companies fall by over 50%

(Millard, 1995, 138). It prompted the recording industry to compete with the fidelity

radio was providing. Adopting the ‘if you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em’ approach, the record

industry adopted similar technology as fast as they could, and the ‘Big Three’ adopted

it the following year, making 1925 the dawn of electrical recording. Columbia, who had

ties with the pioneering radio company Western Electric, introduced electrical recording

technology early in 1925. OKeh records introduced their own (inferior) ‘Truetone’

system in April 1926 in an attempt to circumvent Western Electric’s licensing fees, but

was acquired by Columbia and changed in October that same year. Victor followed a

similar timeline, adopting electrical recording in October 1926 (Joyce et al., 2012, xvi).

Electrical recording not only had the benefit of the radio sound, it also gave a
much wider and more faithful reproduction of the range of sounds hear by the
human ear. The great advantage of using an electrical equivalent of sound waves
was that the diaphragm in the microphone required only the smallest movement to
record a wide range of frequencies, while the diaphragm in the acoustic reproducer
moved in a direct physical relationship to the sound waves. The microphone
diaphragm moved about one-tenth the distance of the acoustic diaphragm to record
the loudest sounds, and its weight was one-twentieth of the Edison recorder. The
microscopic movement of the electrical diaphragm meant that it could provide a
uniform response to all extremes of the sound spectrum and little of the distortion
of the acoustic method. (Millard, 1995, 143)

Over the next few years this was implemented with various degrees of success. Artist

and repertoire manager (A&R) Nat Shilkret explains the conditions of the early electric

studio:

Our engineers, not having the time to experiment with the new method, tried
various ways to position the orchestra and the piano. When electrical recording
began, there were no soundproof studios. The new method was extremely sensitive
and picked up outside noises: the policeman’s tra�c whistle, kids’ yelling, boat
whistles, automobile horns, etc. We had the policemen attempting to keep the
streets quiet, but there were noises that they could not control . . . Electrical
recording required a good deal of experimenting before we could control it. A
questionnaire was handed to the two committees asking our opinion of electrical
recordings. The older men were against it, and the younger men were for it, even
though it was still in a crude stage. (Shilkret et al., 2005, 58–59)

With this in mind, we should not be so eager to try and neatly summarise the fact that

the drum kit could not be recorded in the acoustical era, and come 1925, it could then

be recorded in full.
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3.2.1 An aside: UK and US Technology Timelines

I will take a moment to explore the timeline and di↵erences of the UK studio recording

scene, as some of the sources throughout this thesis comes from the UK publication

Melody Maker. An article from this publication, ‘Recording and Broadcasting—a word

on the technical side’ (Anon., 1929c), describes how England was very much behind

America in this regard, with dance band records in particular. This was due to the

ability of American studios to record string bass,9 and when English studios had finally

caught up, “no sooner had the Americans mastered the string bass problem than they

turned their attention to drums.”

Today, no dance band drummer in America goes on a recording session without
his side drum and bass drum, and not only that, but he plays both throughout the
whole of the performance in exactly the same manner as if he were on the stand in
public—sticks or wire brushes on the side drum, the usual two or four beats to the
bar with his pedal on the bass drum. In England no drummer ever takes his bass
drum on a recording session. The English companies say drums won’t record—at
least not when played continuously with the rest of the ensemble. (Anon., 1929c)

This puts the English drummer around five years behind the American drummer in

terms of what was brought into the studio. The article mentions certain American

records released that year that have full drums: That’s a Plenty, by ‘Mi↵ Mole and

his Little Molers’, (Parlophone, No. R.421) and I’d Rather Be Blue by ‘Nat Shilkret

and his Orchestra’ (H.M.V. B.5609), the latter, the author claims, being “one of the

first dance records to be issued in the UK in which drums were used throughout.” It

is unclear whether UK studios were still using acoustic recording technology, but the

author talks of his recent visit to an American studio, and observed that the walls were

“lined with a special substance, resembling in appearance the composition of cork, but

quite hard, like cement,” referring to sound-proofing measures that the Americans were

taking that the British were not. Perhaps it was this, rather than the fact that England

had not taken up electrical recording, that made American recordings so much better,

and allowed the drum kit, in full, into the studio.

Contrarily, there is evidence to suggest that the UK was as quick as the Americans

to use electrical recording methods. An interview given by American singer Sophie

Tucker describes an American’s perspective of an UK studio:

The next phase, was, of course, electrical recording. Although this was invented in
America, it is astounding to relate that England was much quicker in the uptake in

9The double, or ‘string’ bass is perhaps the only other instrument to find itself at a disadvantage to the
same extent as the drum kit in the acoustic recording studio. The tuba/sousaphone was frequently
substituted into a ‘recording band’ (named to openly acknowledge the di↵erence between these bands
and live bands) during this time (Humphrey, 1968, 4), and wasn’t heard properly on record until 1927
(Steve Brown with the ‘Jean Goldkette Orchestra’, I’m Gonna Meet My Sweetie Now) (Joyce et al.,
2012, xxxii).
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this matter, for although it had been designed in America a matter of eight months
at the time of my second trip to England in 1925, yet this new science of recording
had not come into e↵ective use in the States, and actually my first experience of
it was in your [England’s] H.M.V. peoples studios at Hayes, where I recorded a
few numbers. The mike was at that time fixed to the top of a heavy pedestal,
and it was enveloped in heavy green felt. This was to prevent blasting, because, I
suppose, in the experimental stages the operators were using too much energy, and
rheostats had not then been perfected. Still the immediate results were wonderful.
When singing for records you were able to assume a much more comfortable and
natural poise than before, and the records themselves reproduced ever so much
more clearly. (Tucker, 1928)

Tucker talks of the di↵erences in studios between America and England:

The actual studio where the artists perform is a room so contracted as entirely
devoid of echo, and the editing room, where the plant and controls are installed,
is behind transparent glass wall, through which the recording engineers watch the
artists and control the rheostats . . . these engineers wear headphones, through
which they hear the performance exactly as it will sound on the finished completed
record. This enables them to control the apparatus to get the best results. They
can vary the volume at will. (Tucker, 1928)

The above describes a recording studio we would be familiar with today. While

the picture Tucker gives is of UK studios readily embracing new technology over

American studios, this seems more like an isolated experience when reading other

reviews throughout Melody Maker at this time. In reviewing ‘Mi↵ Mole and his

Little Molers’ rendition of That’s A Plenty (R. 421), drummer Stan King is praised

for using pioneering techniques, implied by the author to be superior and evolved

to drumming happening in the UK. The author refers to the “great strides made in

American recording . . .

. . . which permit of both bass and side drums being used exactly as they are when
a band plays ordinarily in public have given Stan King great chances, which he does
not fail to take. Not only does he supply a rhythm which is as rock solid as it is
delightfully lilting—and this is most important in this record because, remember,
there is no bass instrument and the whole of the foundation rhythm has to be
carried by piano and drums—but puts in some breaks which are just about the
last word in modern rhythmic drumming and should not be: missed by anyone,
least of all dance band drummers, who, in this country, are all too often inclined to
forget that it’s all very well to be tricky but that rhythm is what is wanted. Note
that Stan plays four beats to the bar on his pedal most of the time. (Anon., 1929c)

Above all, this review, when contrasted with Tucker’s, paints a picture of inconsistency

amongst studios, both across the United States, and the UK.

3.3 Drums in (or out of) the recording studio

There certainly is an abundance of primary sources describing the need to remove drums

from the acoustic recording studio. Through my archival research, the earliest source
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comes from The Phonoscope in 1899. It talks of instrument placement in relation to the

recording horn: “Snare drum, three of four feet away. Better omit the bass drum. It is

likely to spoil the e↵ect, as it does not record well” (Anon., 1899, 2). From this early

stage, the bass drum was reported as a problem, but there seems less of a problem with

the snare drum. A similar article appeared in The Phonogram: “if you wish to record

the snare drum, it should be placed close to the horn, just a little to the side. The bass

drum and cymbals should be left out entirely, as they do not record at all well” (Noyes,

1902). A year later the cornet was described as “peculiarly e↵ective” while the bass

drum was “disappointing” (Williams and Corbin, 1903, 61). That same year the Edison

Phonograph Monthly describes the process: “In making a band record bass drums are

never used, as these blur or ‘fog’ the record; cymbals are seldom used and snare drums

in solo parts only” (Anon., 1903).10 This problem seemed to persist into the next

decade, as Herbert C. Rideout, advertising manager of the English faction of Columbia

Records, describes the recording room of c1911, insisting that “the big drum never

entered a recording room” (1940, in Gelatt, 1956, 180). In 1914 The Talking Machine

World published an article, ‘Making a Band Record for the Phonograph’, explaining

the “di�culties experienced in securing a satisfactory record of band music.” It talks

of using a horn considerably larger than the horn used for other kinds of recordings

(48 inches long, eighteen inches in diameter), presumably to better-record the bass

instruments, which it describes as being placed three-to-five feet away. This doesn’t

seem to help in recording the bass drum however, as it states “bass drums and cymbals

should never be used, as they have a tendency to fog the record” (Anon., 1914b). It

provides a diagram illustrating the optimum position of the instruments (figure 3.2).

The snare drum position is similar to The Phonoscope (Anon., 1899), though slightly

closer. This set-up (snare drum with no bass drum) seems a common occurrence,

lasting into the 1920s, as a photograph published in Record Research (DuPage, 1961,

2) shows the ‘Original Memphis Five’, depicting Jack Roth on drums, who is seated

at a snare drum only, with no other parts of the drum kit in sight. The caption below

labels the group as a “recording unit.”

These reports are often backed up by recollections of studio conditions from

musicians. Cornetist Wild Bill Davidson (b.1906–d.1989) recalls his recordings with

the Chubb-Steinberg band in 1924–25: “Drums couldn’t be used on the recordings,

because the needle used in the process would jump the grooves when a drum beat;

cymbals were used instead” (Davidson, 1961). Abbey ‘Chinee’ Foster recalls of his

192511 recordings of Black Rag, Original Tuxedo Rag, and Careless Love with the

Oscar ‘Papa’ Celestin band, saying that “drums wouldn’t record then,” so he only used

10It would be over ten years before Edison Phonograph Monthly would report that the snare drum was
no longer a solo instrument in terms of recording. It was reported in 1914 “a trio of banjo, piano
and drum, is worthy of special attention, as it is the first time these three instruments have been
successfully recorded in combination by us” (Anon., 1914a).

11In his interview, he mistakenly dates these to 1927.
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Figure 3.2: ‘Diagram Showing Position of Each Instrument in Making a Band Record’.
In The Talking Machine World, (Anon., 1914b).

his cymbal and wood block (Foster, 1960). Drummer Chauncey Morehouse did not

use his bass drum in the acoustic studio (Giordano, 2014). The previous source from

Variety magazine in 1924 (“Radio has been blamed for cutting in on the records . . .

”)—marking the end of the acoustic period with the realisation of the clarity of radio

sound—concludes with the sentence, “a drum has never been reproduced on wax.”

Paul Whiteman, in his 1926 memoir Jazz, also describes problems for the bass drum in

the acoustic studio: “One of the changes we made when we found that ordinary drums

could not be put on the record was to use the banjo as a tune drum. The tympani and

snare drum record, but the regular drum creates a muddy and fuzzed-up e↵ect when

other music is going” (Whiteman and McBridge, 1926). Finally, an article from Melody

Maker describes the conditions of a drummer in an acoustic studio at the time.

Drums are the one set of instruments which cannot be used in recording in anything
like the same manner as they are when playing to an audience. This is because
the notes of these instruments induce a sound wave, the vibrations of which are so
long that they have little or no e↵ect on the sensitive diaphragm which is the ear of
the recorder. The Bass Drum does not record at all at least, it merely gives a dull
rumbling sound nothing like it really is, and the side-drum, although recordable for
solo work (such as is found in such numbers as “Toy Drum Major”) only succeeds
in blurring the general rhythm when used in conjunction with other instruments.
When recording all the drummer has to do is fill in the cymbal beats and now and
again perhaps add a few e↵ects such as clog-box, chimes and such like. I know
of a drummer who drew his recording fee five guineas in this case for playing just
one beat on a cymbal, and if ever they stop using pianos in syncopated bands I
shall try to be a drummer at least when the band is playing for the discs. (Mackay,
1926, 25)

It is clear that throughout the entirety of the acoustic recording period, there is ample

evidence that the full drum kit, particularly the bass drum, was unwelcome in the
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studio. These sources span decades from the beginning right to the end of acoustic

recording technology. The issue of the snare drum is less clear, inconsistent at best. As

we have seen, some sources say it is acceptable for solo work only, as early as 1903 in

Edison Phonograph Monthly, but also as late as 1926 as mentioned in Melody Maker.

This is contradicted by sources claiming the snare drum is fine in combination with

other instruments (Anon., 1914a), whereas other sources do not mention any problems

of recording the snare drum and include it in their instructions for placing instruments

around the recording horn (Anon., 1899, 1914b). As for the cymbals, many sources

instruct that they be treated like the bass drum; seldom or never used (Noyes, 1902;

Anon., 1903, 1914b). Yet Wild Bill Davidson describes the cymbals as the ‘go-to item’

to replace the drums (Davidson, 1961). It is clear that, to some extent at least, the

acoustic recording era is inadequate to represent just how jazz bands actually sounded

on the bandstand, with the misrepresentation of the drum kit being the main reason.

While photographs of recording bands in the studio during this the acoustic era

are scarce, there are a number of photographs taken at Gennett studios during the

first half of the 1920s that show an inconsistent picture, in terms of what drumming

equipment was brought in. Gennett studios, though small and independent, is deemed

one of the most important record labels of the early 20th century, keen to record the

popular music of the day (early jazz and blues, and ‘old time’ country music) before the

more-established record labels saw the marketing potential for what they considered

“lowbrow musical forms” (Horning, 2013, 28). Though the recording room was cramped

and kept unnaturally warm (the studio lacked heating panels and this was the only way

to ensure the wax stayed soft enough to record on), the recordings put out by Gennett

are said to display a particularly accurate portrayal of early dance bands, as Horning

(2013) describes Gennett engineer Ezra Wickemeyer:

Because the recording sta↵ did not possess the professional musical expertise
to interfere with the artists’ natural presentation of the music, they allowed
musicians to express themselves freely. Thus, Gennett recordings have preserved
an unadulterated account of early jazz and old-time country music that recording
directors at major labels would have attempted to polish and refine. (Horning,
2013, 29)

Richmond photographer William Dalbey had the fortunate habit of photographing

many of the bands that passed through Gennett studios, in the same studio room,

and the same position (musicians pictured with their instruments). This makes for

an informative comparative study. Significantly, no black artists ever seem to have

been photographed in that room, although Gennett recorded both black and white

bands. Figures 3.3–3.10 show the inconsistencies in drummers’ equipment within the

same studio,12 presented in chronological order. Figures 3.3, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, &

12All show the acoustic recording method, made obvious by the presence of the recording horns.
Gennett stopped recording acoustically in 1926, switching to electrical equipment (Rockwell, 2008).
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Figure 3.3: ‘Art Landry’s Call of the North Orchestra’. Taken at Gennett studios,
Richmond, Indiana, June 2, 1923. Stan King, drums. Taken from the cover of (Dahan
and Irmscher, 2016).
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Figure 3.4: ‘Hitch’s Happy Harmonists’. Taken at Gennett studios, Richmond, Indiana,
February 23, 1924, recording Ethiopian Nightmare (Gennett 5402). Earl McDowell,
drums.
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Figure 3.5: ‘The Wolverine Orchestra’. Taken at Gennett studios, Richmond, Indiana,
February 18, 1924. Vic Moore, drums.

Figure 3.6: ‘Guy Lombardo and his Royal Canadians’. Taken at Gennett studios,
Richmond, Indiana, March 10, 1924. George Gowans, drums.
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Figure 3.7: ‘Charlie Davis and his Orchestra’. Taken at Gennett studios, Richmond,
Indiana, October 24, 1924. Doc Stultz, drums. In Hardy (December 1975–January
1976, 60–61).
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Figure 3.8: ‘Bix Beiderbecke and his Rhythm Jugglers’. Taken at Gennett studios,
Richmond, Indiana, January 26, 1925. Tom Gargano, drums.
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Figure 3.9: ‘Hitch’s Happy Harmonists’. Taken at Gennett studios, Richmond, Indiana,
May 19, 1925. Earl McDowell, drums.

Figure 3.10: ‘Miami Lucky Seven’. Taken at Gennett studios, Richmond, Indiana,
sometime between March 1922–January 1928, based on the dates this group recorded
at Gennett. Earl McDowell, drums. In Dahan and Irmscher (2016, 61).
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3.10 show drummers Stan King, George Gowans, Doc Stultz, Tom Gargano,13 and

Earl McDowell playing on nothing more than a trap rack with minimal traps (one

cymbal, one woodblock), with no drums used at all.14 Figure 3.5 shows drummer Vic

Moore using what would be a full drum kit (China cymbal, Turkish cymbal, cowbell,

woodblock, and snare drums) if it weren’t for the fact that there is no bass drum. His

snare drum is heavily dampened. It is this photograph, along with figure 3.8 that led

Brown to the conclusion that drummers did not bring their bass drums into the studio

because of restrictions on space rather than any matter of recording restrictions (1976,

94). However, this can’t be the case, as there are two photographs that show the

same band—‘Hitch’s Happy Harmonists’—from a session in 1924 (figure 3.4), and 1925

(figure 3.9) showing drummer Earl McDowell using a bass drum with his full set-

up (which includes cymbal and Chinese tom-tom). A snare drum is likely present,

obscured behind the bass drum. Unfortunately this isn’t reflected in the corresponding

recordings; the full set of drums depicted in figures 3.4 & 3.9 cannot be heard any

more than the recordings from the other Gennett session photographs. The Gennett

photographs show that two horns were used, though five or more could be used “to

capture sound from a larger group of performers or from di↵erent parts of a piano, for

example, and these were connected up via Y-shaped metal connectors joined to the

horn with rubber tubing” (Beardsley and Leech-Wilkinson, 2009). This early form of

mixing was unfortunately largely inconsequential for the drummer; although we can

see a full drum kit in figure 3.9, the track from that session, Bone Yard Shu✏e, has no

audible drums at all, save for a muted cymbal on the backbeat. There is certainly no

trace of the bass drum on this recording. Rather than conclude that McDowell didn’t

use his drums, it is more likely that he did (as he took the trouble the bring them in,

unlike some other drummers at Gennett) and was merely not recorded e�ciently.

It is clear that studios like Gennett could, at least sometimes, accommodate the

bass drum in the acoustic record era, so why did so many drummers fail to bring their

full setup to the studio? The inconsistency in the Gennett photographs stem from

inconsistencies and uncertainties in the recording process itself. The ever-developing

‘trial-and-error’ techniques used by di↵erent recording engineers led to inconsistencies—

bands having di↵erent experiences based on which engineer was working on a particular

session. This obviously depended on which studio bands recorded in, though even

within one studio, musicians would come across di↵erent engineers on di↵erent days

(which is one explanation of the inconsistencies seen across figures 3.3–3.10). Drummers

no doubt shared their experiences of going into the recording studio, and word may

13The recording made in this session, Davenport Blues, is of poor audio quality, but what percussion
there is to hear supports what is in the picture; there is a prominent muted cymbal rhythm but little
else.

14This setup was described by New Orleans Musician Charlie Bocage (b.1900–d.1963), who recalled
that in his recording experience with drummer Louis Cottrell and the Piron band, these were the
only drums allowed (Bocage, 1960).
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have spread from bands who had more conservative engineers, and this resulted in

drummers simply not bringing their bass drum to a session that may have otherwise

allowed it. The earlier sources discussed in this chapter probably had a knock-on e↵ect

for studios that came years later, and the assumption that the bass drum could not

record at all remained.

While it is informative to compare figures 3.3–3.10 in order to see the inconsistency

of drummers’ equipment brought into the same studio, it is also instructive to compare

each photograph with the same band’s appearance outside the recording studio. In

doing so, we may be assured that these drummers did indeed use full drum kits in

their day-to-day work, and their diminished equipment (as seen in figures 3.3–3.10)

was only for the purposes of the studio. The Gennett collection seen so far represents

the following bands:

Figure 3.3: Art Landry’s Call of the North Orchestra
Figure 3.4: Hitch’s Happy Harmonists, 1924
Figure 3.5: The Wolverine Orchestra
Figure 3.6: Guy Lombardo and his Royal Canadians
Figure 3.7: Charlie Davis and his Orchestra
Figure 3.8: Bix Beiderbecke and his Rhythm Jugglers
Figure 3.9: Hitch’s Happy Harmonists, 1925
Figure 3.10: Miami Lucky Seven

If we then pair each photograph to its counterpart—that is, a photograph of each

band outside the studio—we may see just how ill-represented the drummer was in the

recording studio:

Figure 3.11: Art Landry’s Call of the North Orchestra (Compare with figure 3.3)
Figure 3.12: Hitch’s Happy Harmonists, 1924 (Compare with figure 3.4)
Figure 3.13: The Wolverine Orchestra (Compare with figure 3.5)
Figure 3.14: Guy Lombardo and his Royal Canadians (Compare with figure 3.6)
Figure 3.15: Charlie Davis and his Orchestra (Compare with figure 3.7)
Figure 3.16: Hitch’s Happy Harmonists, 1925 (Compare with figure 3.9)
Figure 3.17: Miami Lucky Seven (Compare with figure 3.10).15

Figures 3.11–3.17 are selected to be as close to the date of the Gennett appearances as

possible, for better comparison. Figure 3.11 shows ‘Art Landry’s Call of the North

Orchestra’ and shows the band using a trap table, two suspended cymbals—both large,

at least one of Chinese design—two Chinese tom-toms (one very large), attached to a

large bass drum. A gong is shown, stage-left. This is a particularly elaborate trap table

kit (the middle stage of the three early drum kits described in chapter 4.3), designed as

much to be a visual showpiece as a musical one. Compared to its counterpart, figure 3.3,

15There is no photograph to compare to figure 3.8, as ‘Bix Beiderbecke and his Rhythm Jugglers’ were
a band made especially for the recording date, and therefore didn’t perform as a group outside the
studio. However, most of the musicians were selected from Gene Goldkette’s band, who were using
a drum kit at the time.
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Figure 3.11: ‘Art Landry’s Call of the North Orchestra’, representing the set-up outside
of the recording studio. February 1923. Stan King, drums. Compare with figure 3.3.

Figure 3.12: ‘Hitch’s Happy Harmonists’, representing the set-up outside of the
recording studio. Compare with figure 3.4. Earl “Buddy” McDowell, drums.
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Figure 3.13: ‘The Wolverine Orchestra’, representing the set-up outside of the recording
studio, 1924. Compare with figure 3.5. Vic Moore, drums.

Figure 3.14: ‘Guy Lombardo and his Royal Canadians’, representing the set-up outside
of the recording studio. Taken at Port Stanley, near London, Ontario, summer of 1923.
Compare to figure 3.6. George Gowans, drums.
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Figure 3.15: ‘Charlie Davis and his Orchestra’, representing the set-up outside of the
recording studio. Taken at the Spink Arms Hotel, Indianapolis, Indiana, 1922 or 1923.
Compare to figure 3.7. Lee Ridgeway, drums. In Hardy (December 1975–January 1976,
56–57).

Figure 3.16: ‘Hitch’s Happy Harmonists’, representing the set-up outside of the
recording studio. Compare to figure 3.9. Earl McDowell, drums.
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Figure 3.17: ‘Miami Lucky Seven’, representing the set-up outside of the recording
studio. Compare to figure 3.10. Drummer may be Bernard Whelan.
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it is a very di↵erent instrument; in the studio, drummer Stan King is reduced to a ‘trap

rack’, a flat table used often in the studio, on which various items can be placed (in this

case a cymbal and perhaps a woodblock). Comparing figure 3.7 to figure 3.15 shows

the same band but two di↵erent drummers—Lee Ridgeway in figure 3.15, and Doc

Stultz in figure 3.7—nonetheless, the latter shows that the Charlie Davis Orchestra are

used to playing with a full drum kit which is not seen in their studio photograph. Like

Stan King, drummer Doc Stultz is reduced to a trap rack with woodblock and spring-

mounted cymbal (figure 3.7). Drummer Vic Moore fares slightly better: figure 3.13

shows his set-up with the Wolverines as a ‘console kit’ (the first stage of the three

described in chapter 4.3), where he uses a Chinese tom-tom, cowbell, woodblock, and

Turkish-style cymbal attached to a large bass drum. We can also see his snare drum.

In the studio, figure 3.5 shows Moore using the trap rack to better e↵ect than King.

The clarity of the photograph shows that he uses two trap racks to mount a cowbell,

woodblock, a Chinese and Turkish cymbal, and a snare drum heavily muted with a piece

of rubber. This is much closer to the drum kit that Moore was used to, merely missing

the bass drum. Figure 3.6 shows drummer George Gowan with ‘Guy Lombardo and his

Royal Canadians’ using the trap table with a suspended cymbal and perhaps one or two

items—figure 3.14 shows Gowan using a console kit consisting of bass drum, cymbal,

tom-tom and snare drum. He is greatly compromised in the studio. Figure 3.10 shows

the drummer with the ‘Miami Lucky Seven’ using the studio trap rack holding only a

woodblock, yet figure 3.17 shows him using a drum kit with a bass drum. All drummers

so far seem to be greatly compromised and are playing mere representations of their

instrument. The exception comes from Earl McDowell playing with ‘Hitch’s Happy

Harmonists’. On both occasions photographed in Gennett studios, he brought his full

drum kit, exactly as it was outside of the studio. For the session in 1924, figure 3.4

shows a drum kit identical to figure 3.12 (tom-tom and cowbell attached to a large bass

drum bearing the band name with two lightning bolts across it—the cymbal seen in

the former may be obscured or not present in the latter). Curiously, McDowell is using

the trap rack to display his traps in the studio, rather than having them attached to

the bass drum, as was his set-up normally (actually two trap racks, with an additional

circular table to display the tom-tom). Perhaps this was to better-isolate these sounds,

to help remove any buzzing/contact noises between these items and the bass drum,

or perhaps the trap rack elevated these items to a more advantageous position near

the recording horn. When this band returned to Gennett we can again compare two

identical drum kits in figures 3.9 & 3.16. Why McDowell brought his full drum kit for

these sessions, while other drummers used a mere fraction of the components of their

full instrument, remains unknown. The only certainty is, that while the evidence shows

the inconsistencies in recording drums across studios, these photographs highlight the

inconsistency recording drums within the same studio. While every musician in the

early recording studio was subject to discomfort, awkward positioning, and cramped
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conditions, and all musicians undoubtedly had to alter the way they played, only the

drummer was forced to lose most of his instrument,16 when immortalising the sound of

early jazz for generations of new players listening and learning.

So far, the evidence seems to paint a clear picture: the drum kit seems to have not

been recorded in full during the acoustic period, with the main problem being the bass

drum (the fate of the other components seems to be less clear, or at least inconsistent).

Yet even this may not be quite so straightforward. Brown (1976, 94–95) writes “the

earliest examples of recorded ragtime and jazz indicate the pioneer drummers recorded

e↵ectively with the bass drum.” Strangely, this seemed more common with the early

ragtime bands of the 1910s rather than the jazz bands of the 1920s. One example is

the famous Livery Stable Blues by ‘The Original Dixieland Jass Band’, hailed as the

first ever jazz recording. The bass drum is very clearly played on beats 1 and 3. There

is still speculation as to how this was played, with some maintaining that the ‘thud’

heard on this recording is double drumming using the butt of the drum stick, though

Figure 2.11 (chapter 2.2.2) shows that it was likely Sbarbaro used the bass drum pedal

in these sessions. As to how the bass drum came to be used in this recording when it was

clearly not welcome in the studio, may be down to a particularly competent recording

engineer. Of these historic sessions, trombonist Eddie Edwards recalls, “the recording

director was a young unknown assistant, Charles Souey. He did such a wonderful job

with the band that he soon became top recording expert for Victor and later was sent

to London to straighten out H.M.V.” (Edwards, in Hodes and Hansen, 1977, 109).

Charters (2008, 142) writes that Souey recorded Sbarbaro 25 feet from the recording

horn, the furthest distance reported in these recollections so far. Perhaps the size of

this studio allowed for such a placing, and allowed Sbarbaro to use his full drum kit

and be picked up by the recording horns without saturating the sound.

While the fate of the drum kit in the acoustic studio was inconsistent at best,

evidence that early radio could handle a full drum kit can be found in photographs

from the early-to-mid 1920s. Two images from 1925 demonstrate this: ‘The Hastonians

Dance Orchestra’, pictured “in the [KFXX radio] studio” (Anon., 1925c, 5) with a

bass drum, suspended Chinese cymbal, snare drum, and Chinese tom-tom; and ‘The

Sweeney Radio Orchestra’, pictured in the “studio from which they broadcast their

selections” (Anon., 1925b). Both shown in figure 3.18, we see the band with full drum

kits (bass drum with traps, suspended cymbal and snare drum) sitting comfortably in a

horseshoe-shape around a microphone placed on a pillar. These support the timescale

described earlier, where radio began to surpass the recording industry with electric

recording technology. This was happening in the radio studio as early as 1922, as

figure 3.18 shows two bands in the radio studio using full drum kits. These are the

earliest photographs of a microphone being used to capture a full drum kit performance.

16Except in the case of Earl McDowell, it seems!
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Figure 3.18: Top: An unknown band broadcasting from the Detroit News Auditorium
(in McLaughlin, 1922, 139). Bottom: ‘Ted Lewis and his band’ (bottom) broadcasting
from the makeshift-looking Union Trust Co.’s radio station in Cleveland, Ohio, at 7pm
on Tuesday 24th October 1922 (from hwww.jazzhound.neti c�Mark Berresford).
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While these photographs do not prove that the drummers actually used their bass drums

depicted in the photographs, it is likely that they would have, as previous photographs

have shown that drummers would not have brought their bass drums in if they weren’t

going to play them. We can also see from figure 3.18 that in both instances, the

drummers and the rest of the band are able to position themselves far more naturally

than the conditions of the acoustic studio allowed.

As interesting as it is to see full drum kits on radio broadcasts as early as 1922,

what did one actually hear at the other end of an early radio broadcast? A report on

the drum kit’s sound over radio in 1922 casts doubt that this greatly improved on the

acoustic method: “traps carry well over the radio because of their sharp, clearly defined

characteristics. The bass drum is too low and slow” (Anon., 1922b). In 1925, where

radio was said to have given real competition to the acoustic recording studio, Radio

Age describes the conditions of radio recording as being similar to what we have heard

of the acoustic studio: “The arrangement of an orchestra in the [radio] studio is in

many respects similar to the plan used in making phonograph records. The violins are

placed within a few feet of the microphone; the saxophones six or eight feet; the brass

instruments fifteen feet and the drums are eliminated entirely” (Schonemann, 1925,

32). One year later Radio Broadcast wrote of the state of drums on radio: “Perhaps in

95 per cent of the radio receivers in use to-day, it is impossible to hear a note as low

as that given by a drum” (Morecroft, 1926)

Though claims cast doubt on the night-and-day change that early electrical

technology brought (it may not have been instantaneous) it did bring comparative

clarity to the sound of early jazz bands. There was a good reason that this technology

was adopted by the ‘Big Three’, heralding the electrical recording era. A 1925 report

from Billboard magazine gives insight into the first changes that this technology brought

with it.

Much is being said for and against the new electrical recording process with which
a few of the larger phonograph laboratories are experimenting. Altho [sic] many
improvements over the old system are noted, there is no question . . . that many
more changes will have to be made before the new way can be said to be perfect.
For the first time in recording history, the piano is distinctly heard on the finished
record when the electrical process is used. But it is observed that the banjo, an
important factor in recording due to the piano’s comparative silence, provides a
clash under the new system, and so leaders who have been anxiously watching
results have, in many cases, decided to eliminate banjos from future dates. Also,
drums, never before used on dates, will enjoy an unusual vogue now, as they will
be able to be heard to distinct advantage. (Anon., 1925a)

Rather than emphasising clarity overall, the first thing to notice was how it complimented

some instruments to the disadvantage of others. Today we regard the banjo as an old-

fashioned sound in jazz—perhaps its demise was due to change in recording techniques.

Similarly, the article predicts the rise of the saxophone in jazz music: “The saxophone
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will find electrical recording a boon, as saxophone ‘focusing’ will no longer be necessary.

Thus many saxophonists formerly unable to plan dates will now be able to enjoy an

extra source of revenue.” Of particular interest to this paper, the article states that

drums will enjoy an “unusual vogue,” both acknowledging their under-representation

previously, and how they may now begin to be used properly in the studio. The article

shows recording technology (or its limitations) played a significant role in determining

what went into the recording studio, having a direct impact on the music. While

this chapter aims to explore the extent to which this happened to the drummer’s

equipment, it is interesting to know that this had an e↵ect on other instruments too.

While electrical recording undoubtedly brought greater clarity to recordings, it required

new considerations, balances, and a readjustment of what instruments comprised the

band.

Recording orchestras are busy figuring out new recording combinations under the
new plan. As previously mentioned, instruments formerly neglected will be put in
and others now used may have to be cut out, temporarily at least.

All are agreed, however, that electrical recording makes for greater volume and
clarity, with all artificial results eliminated. Then, too, it will be possible to record
in greater comfort, as the chairs o↵ many heights previously used are no longer be
[sic] necessary. (Anon., 1925a)

The article alludes to the chairs seen in figure 3.1, and how the positioning in the electric

studio is now much more natural. Drummer Max Bacon (b.1906–d.1969) provides a

sketch of a typical positioning of a dance band in an electric recording studio, shown

in figure 3.19. It seems much more naturally spaced and less restrictive than figure 3.2

(though still not exactly the same as on the live stage, as Bacon points out). As

Figure 3.19: ‘Average layout of band in studio’ (Bacon, 1931).

studio engineers experimented with this new technology, the electrical era did indeed

allow drummers to bring their bass drum into the studio, making it increasingly more
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common for drummers to use their bass drums, and full equipment. A 1928 recording

of ‘Snooks Friedman and his Memphis Stompers’ playing Washington and Lee Swing

demonstrates a lively tempo driven by a thundering bass drum on every beat of the

bar. Max Bacon writes: “With the progress of electrical recording all the various

bits and pieces of the drummer’s kit came into general use. Thus it is that we find

the modern recording drummer staggering to the studio with a full kit of drums and

then some” (1931). Yet, inconsistencies remain. Clarinettist Barney Bigard recalls a

recording session with Duke Ellington in 1928—almost certainly recorded in an electric

studio, considering the date—where drummer Sonny Greer turned up but had to sit

out because the studio simply could not record the drums (Bigard and Martyn, 1987,

59).

The inconsistency that persisted, even in the early years of the new electric

technology, can also be demonstrated by comparing takes from the same recording

session. ‘Charlie Johnson & His Paradise Band’ recorded Walk That Thing for Victor

Records in 1927, September 19. Victor records was in the habit of recording three

takes, publishing the best one, preserving second-best, and destroying the third.

Discographer Brian Rust lists these three versions as 47532—1, 47532—2, and 47532—

3, respectively (2001, 906). While #2 that was released, both #1 and #3 were put on

hold (which was unusual), and have since surfaced in reissues during the 1950s.17 This

gives us a rare opportunity to compare three takes, and it shows that the main di↵erence

between the takes is not the tempo or arrangement—these remain consistent—but the

balance of the instruments. The unissued first take has by far the clearest drum sound,

and we can hear very clearly drummer George Stra↵ord playing an o↵beat cymbal,

but also light snare drum, perhaps using brushes, in a swing pattern, and the louder

crisp snare drum played with drum sticks. The second and third take have far less

drums; perhaps this was the norm after decades of having very little drums present in

the studio through restrictions in technology.

Even when we find evidence of full drums kits (or at least, drum kits with bass

drums, though one assumes that when the bass drum made it into the recording

studio, there was no reason to leave anything else at the studio door), it is unlikely

that drummers here were playing in a way resembling their performance in, say, a

dance hall. A restriction that applied to the whole band and not just the drummer,

irrespective of whether acoustic of electric, was that everything was in the hands of

the ‘A&R’ (‘Artist & Repertoire’ manager, sometimes referred to as the ‘recording

master’). One such A&R was Eddie King, an executive at Victor records and a veteran

at cutting discs (Gracyk and Ho↵mann, 2000, 299). A well-known authoritarian, King

was responsible for recording the first records of the Jean Goldkette band, a group who

were making a name for themselves as performers of ‘hot’ jazz music in the mid-1920s

17‘The Complete Charlie Johnson Sessions’, EPM Musique FDC 5110.
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(greatly helped by new talent Bix Beiderbecke). Upon their first trip to Victor records,

A&R Eddie King had them record ‘sweet’ music rather than the hot music that had

gone down so well in the ballrooms and dance halls. Furthermore, King didn’t have a

taste for improvising, and was likely responsible for Beiderbecke’s short-lived time with

the band. The band tried many times to get around the arrangements that King forced

on them (De↵aa, 1992, 73–74). If the band didn’t like it, the label would threaten

to move onto other groups (Gracyk, 1995, 25). If another A&R was in the studio

things could be drastically di↵erent. Nat Shilkret worked for Victor near the end of

Eddie King’s employment, and took over after he left for Columbia records in 1928.

In a 1982 interview (though published some years later) arranger for the Goldkette

band Bill Chalice contrasts Eddie King with Nat Shilkret, saying that Shilkret let him

do whatever he wanted (Chalis and De↵aa, 1988). An A&R like King could have

serious consequences for the drum kit in the studio, as Goldkette’s drummer Chauncey

Morehouse recalls that Eddie King only allowed his own drum equipment to be used. An

ex-drummer himself in the John Phillip Sousa band, he had meticulously experimented

with his various percussion items, and had his pre-approved house cymbals which he

insisted every drummer use. Vince Giordano, already quoted as having interviewed

Morehouse before he died, says of King:

Whether it was Paul Whiteman, or Jean Goldkette, or Roger Wolfe Conn, if they
were in New York and Eddie King was there, it’s the same cymbal that you’re
hearing, the same set of cymbals, and he [King] demanded that, because they did
a lot of tone tests, and what worked best. (Giordano, 2014)

Discographer Brian Rust also talks about King, when cataloguing tracks by ‘The

Virginians’ and listening musicians he writes, “The Victor files show no drummer,

but the occasional cymbal crashes and chimes may have been played by Eddie King,

the musical director for Victor at the time” (Rust, 2001, 1743). Nat Shilkret, who

remembers King as a good drummer in his day, recalls that King had a cymbal he

was fond of, which he brought to Victor’s recording studios for bands to use, and that

he would go into the recording room and hold the cymbal himself, “ready to strike

it at spots at which he thought it would help.” Shilkret remembers that he and the

other younger engineers were tired of this, and began hitting the cymbal themselves

unbeknown to King, to chip away at the cymbal until King was compelled to throw it

away (Shilkret et al., 2005, 68). Shilkret, unlike King, liked to experiment and try new

ideas. Prior to the advent of electrical recording, Shilkret was one of the first to use

multiple horns at Victor studios:

My determination to get a better sound and have my musicians use their own
instruments, I experimented, and I was fortunate enough to have an engineer who
worked with me, despite the objection of the head recording engineers, the four
Sony brothers. Up to this time [1924] a large horn was used to record the whole
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orchestra . . . By experimenting with horns for each instrument, the improved sound
of the Victor Salon Orchestra created a popular demand. (Shilkret et al., 2005, 40)

Certainly the inconsistency in the studio demonstrated so far—between studios and

within the same studio—the discrepancy between what equipment was used and not

used, was largely due to which A&R the band had on the day. This also explains the

inconsistencies across both acoustic and electric studios. The strict A&R may also

be responsible for a generalisation that black bands were ‘hotter’ than white bands,

who played ‘sweeter’ music. There are of course many exceptions, usually in finding

‘hot’ white bands such as ‘The New Orleans Owls’, or the Jean Goldkette Band,

who famously outplayed the Fletcher Henderson band in New York, on October 6

1926 (Sudhalter and Evans, 1974, 183–186). Upon listening to much of the mid-1920s

recorded output, one may be forgiven for coming to this conclusion—and many have

done—but white bands in the studio had much stricter A&Rs (Charters, 2008, 266;

Giordano, 2014). For example, fresh from their success in out-playing the Fletcher

Henderson band in New York, and seeking to seal their reputation as the ‘hottest band

in town,’ the Gene Goldkette band headed to Victor studios only six days after their

triumphant New York show. Expectations were high (an article in Billboard predicted

these recordings would “scorch the wallpaper o↵ the studio walls” (Sudhalter and Evans,

1974, 187)), but as Goldkette arranger Bill Challis recalls, they hadn’t reckoned on A&R

Eddie King’s interference:

We’d forgotten all about him. Nobody in the band liked him, and when we went to
Victor a few days before the date to check out the tunes we’d selected with them,
we discovered King had already selected the songs he wanted us to play. He game
‘em to Horvath, who gave ‘em to me with an apology and said to arrange them as
best I could. But boy, were they ever dogs! Charlie argued with him, and told him
the tunes weren’t what the band did nor what they wanted. But King won the
argument . . . He told Charlie that if we didn’t like his selection he’d find another
band to do the tunes. So we got together for one rehearsal before the recording
date, and you should have seen the guys’ faces. I mean, these songs were just the
worst! . . . there was one really putrid one called ‘Hush-a-bye.’ King was convinced
it’d sell, but we thought it was just so punk. Even if it had been good, I wouldn’t
have liked it. (Challis, in Sudhalter and Evans, 1974, 187)

The record then, not only misrepresented the drummer, but misrepresented bands

in every way (certainly white bands like Goldkette), even down to the very music the

band played. In terms of accurately recording instruments, however, it was the drum

kit that su↵ered the most, and it was this that was often responsible for a record lacking

the feel of a live performance. A review of Jean Goldkette’s Orchestra Don’t Be Like

That in Melody Maker notes the stark di↵erence clear drums can make to the record,

though the author remarks that this di↵erence is more or less pronounced depending

on the playback equipment used:

The most outstanding thing about these titles is that in ‘I’d Rather Be Blue,’
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side drum (with snares o↵) and bass drum also, it sounds to me are used all
the way through. I have played this record both on a big electrically amplified
gramophone, and an ordinary portable. On the former the addition of drums made
a truly astounding di↵erence, supplying that “body” and depth that records lack
when compared to the actual personal performance of the band. On the smaller
instrument, however, the di↵erence was only barely noticeable. (Anon., 1929b)

This review also tells us that as late as 1929, four years after electrical recording

became common practice, clear drums “all the way through” on a record was still worth

commentary. Recording and broadcasting companies were clearly aware that drummers

were not being represented on record, and that this was a↵ecting sales (particularly

as radio began to show better results here when competing against the acoustic studio

records). Figure 3.20 shows an advert from Talking Machine World in 1927 for a

new playback device for radio, the ‘Crosley Musicone’. Titled ‘Drum Notes Not Only

Heard—But Identified’, in marketing this device the advert focuses, not on the overall

clarity, or volume, but targets the drum sound, depicting two pictures of drummers and

their equipment. This shows that drums, more than anything else, were lacking in this

area. The description is telling of the problem: “Thousands of radio listeners will now

realise for the first time that radio orchestras have drums.” Though radio was known to

have had an advantage over record companies in this area, drum clarity was clearly still

a problem. Other adverts appeared at this time, all targeting the drum kit as a reason to

help market their improved sound. One such advert for radio playback was advertised

in Talking Machine World (1928), with the ‘Neutrodyne-Plus’ focusing on drum sounds

as its selling point (“drums are not lost—they’re there!”). Playback devices for records

were similarly advertised, again choosing drums as the reason to purchase the new

product. The Talking Machine World advertised the ‘Magnaphon’: “The drum beats

that sounded like mu✏ed taps . . . will issue forth through the instrumentality of the

MAGNAPHON, with a lifelike mellowness and brilliance” (1927b).

It would be some time before the drum kit was truly recognisable and represented

in full, on record (or broadcast), and by the time it was, it was closer to the instrument

we know today, rather than the instrument at the heart of this thesis. In seeking to

understand the perception of the drummer throughout popular music history, including

the drummer’s place in music today, Matt Brennan writes that “despite the centrality

of the drum kit in live jazz at the time, the kit was marginalised in the studio prior to

the advent of electrical recording, and this technical decision impacted on our ability

to accurately retrospectively assess the relative aesthetic importance of the kit at the

time” (forthcoming 2019). This began with a very literal misunderstanding, when

musicians began to use other musicians’ records to learn to play their own music. Mark

Katz (2010, 77–81) considers jazz recordings an essential teaching tool for musicians

learning and developing the genre, citing the availability of the ‘Original Dixieland Jass

Band’ records as a fundamental enabler for Bix Beiderbeck’s foray into jazz. The ability

to play the record over and over again to learn the parts is the jazz musician’s first
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Figure 3.20: Advertisement for ‘Crosley Musicone’, using the drum sound as a
marketing point. The Talking Machine World (1927a).
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steps into learning the craft. American cornetist Jimmy McPartland (b.1907–d.1991)

describes his experience, as his friends heard, for the first time, recordings of the ‘New

Orleans Rhythm Kings’: “We stayed there from about three in the afternoon until eight

at night, just listening to those records one after another, over and over again. Right

then and there we decided we would get a band and try to play like these guys” (in

Shapiro and Hento↵, 1955, 119). The influence of early recordings was the catalyst

for many bands. The next stage was using these recordings to learn the style, which

McPartland goes on to describe:

What we used to do was put the record on . . . play a few bars, and then get all
our notes. We’d have to tune our instruments to the record machine, to the pitch,
and go ahead with a few notes. Then stop! A few more bars of the record, each
guy would pick out his notes and boom! We would go on and play it. It was a
funny way to learn, but in three of four weeks we could finally play one tune all
the way through. (in Shapiro and Hento↵, 1955, 120)

European bands were no di↵erent. During the Spring of 1948, Baby Dodds travelled to

Europe with Mezz Mezzrow’s band, and commented on how his drumming had been

interpreted from Europeans listening to his records:

While abroad I came into contact with quite a few of the European jazz bands.
A fellow named Claude Luter has a little band in France and he’s got the same
instrumentation that King Oliver had. I think they played very well. He plays a
lot like my brother because he learned to play by listening to his records. They
studied the old records very carefully and tried to get everything down as perfectly
as they could. Since they only had the records to teach them they played on the
style of our music. Of course on the records they could hear only the cymbals and
wood blocks and that is what they mostly used, since they couldn’t hear the snares
and bass drum as distinctly. (Dodds and Gara, 1992, 91)

In an interview with Tony Sbarbaro (Sbarbaro and Christian, 1959), he talks of his trip

to London in 1919 where he was surprised to see a band with two drummers, and who

“couldn’t understand how a trap [foot pedal] was worked.” This indicates that while

woodblocks, cowbells, and ‘traps’ in general were used by the early jazz drummer, it

is likely that recorded music placed an extra emphasis on these instruments, partly

because these were the parts that came through on the record, and partly because

drummers were encouraged to use these more, or exclusively, in the studio. Baby

Dodds realised this, and rather than play parts of the drum kit that wouldn’t come

through, began to use only parts that could.

When I first began to record, I was with the Oliver band . . . It was then I began
to use wood blocks, the shell of the bass drum and cymbals more in the recording
than I usually had, because they would come through. Bass drum and snare drum
wouldn’t record very well in those days and it was my part to be heard. (Dodds,
1955)
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This, in turn, influenced the next group of aspiring bands, who would hear this in

the records and emphasise these parts not just in their visits to the studio, but in

their live performances as well. Passing down early drum technique, then, was like a

game of ‘Chinese whispers’. This echoes the recollections of ‘Original Dixieland Jass

Band’ trombonist Eddie Edwards (b.1891–d.1963): “Tony Spargo [Sparbaro] had to

beat only on the cow bells, wood blocks, and sides of the drums. As a result a great

many drummers were influenced who heard only the record and didn’t realise that the

bass and snares were integral parts of Dixieland drumming” (in Hodes and Hansen,

1977, 109). James Joyce writes “The only percussion parts that are clearly audible are

such high-pitched sounds as wood blocks, temple blocks, cymbal, and the occasional

tom-tom. What are consistently inaudible—if indeed, they are being played at all, are

the core instruments of early jazz trap sets: snare and bass drum” (2012, xliii). When

listening to early jazz recordings, unless one has a photograph of the session as with

the Gennett sessions discussed earlier,

. . . one is left with one of two assumptions: either the drummer is keeping time
on snare and bass drum throughout the recording (as he did in live performance)
and their frequencies are inaudible, or he is limiting himself to only such high
pitched sounds (blocks and cymbals) as can be picked up by early recording
apparatus. (Joyce et al., 2012, xliii)

As we can tell from examining the Gennett photographs, both of Joyce’s assumptions

are correct.

The way in which the recording studio has diminished the role of the drum kit

in early jazz music can be seen in other places. Before the twentieth century, the

tsimbl, a hammered dulcimer, was a commonly-found instrument in klezmer music. It

fared poorly in the studio, where early recording technology could not capture it; the

piercing tone of the clarinet, however, was captured very well. The tsimbl has largely

disappeared from klezmer music, while the clarinet is now one of the most prominent

instruments in the genre—both results are undoubtedly due to the influence of these

early records (Katz, 2010, 39). This can of course work the other way. In early jazz

performance today, one is as likely to see a tuba or sousaphone as a double bass, yet

this substitution was initially only done to compensate for the early recording studio’s

poor handling of the double bass. Such is the case with the drum kit: the sound of

these wonderful records will lead to a desire to replicate it live, and certain instruments

and sounds become more than just studio practice.
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3.4 Volume & Brushes: Recording Limitations Shaping

the Drum Kit

Having questioned the role that recording and broadcasting had in (mis)representing

the drum kit, what role did it have in shaping the instrument itself, and the way it

was played? In summarising the e↵ect electrical recording had on the drummer and

the gradual de-stigmatising of the drum kit in the eyes of the recording engineer, Matt

Brennan discusses the example of Baby Dodds’ recording experience during the 1920s:

Compare, for instance, the drumming of Baby Dodds on the acoustically recorded
King Oliver sessions of 1923 for Gennett with the electrically recorded Jelly Roll
Morton sessions for Victor in 1927. In 1923, Dodds recorded with suspended
cymbal, woodblock, and snare drum (photographs show cowbells as part of his
setup but they are not audible on the recordings). Dodds did not record between
1924 and 1926, but in 1927 he returned to the studio with Morton’s Hot Peppers,
bringing his entire drum kit with him including snare drum, cymbal, woodblock,
rom-rom, and bass drum. (Brennan, forthcoming 2019)

This does seem like an example of electrical recording giving an opportunity, at last,

for drummers to use their full instrument. Yet even here, recording technology placed

a significant restriction on Dodds, as he describes the same Hot Pepper sessions:

Besides making records with Jelly’s band, John [Dodds] and I also made trio records
with him [Jelly Roll Morton] . . . He added the clarinet and drum parts but he didn’t
want these other instruments to stand out. He just wanted to feel us, not to hear
us. Because he wanted the drum so very soft I used brushes on Mr. Jelly Lord. I
didn’t like brushes at any time but I asked him if he wanted me to use them and
he said “Yes.” So I played the whole number with brushes instead of sticks . . . On
the Wolverine Blues I decided to try using my Chinese tom-tom. I figured it would
change the beat yet still sound good, and Jelly left it in the record. (Dodds and
Gara, 1992, 75)

The microphone may have been able to record the full drum kit more successfully than

acoustic technology, but as there was still no post-production or mixing, the drum kit

could clearly still dominate a recording. This influenced Dodds to try new things—

not necessarily a bad quality, but it did encourage him to play di↵erently. The use of

Dodds’ Chinese tom-tom is, in my opinion, a welcome timbre in the record. However,

his use of brushes was clearly accommodated begrudgingly, as Dodds discusses a similar

request that was made of him earlier in his career:

Joe was always making suggestions for the improvement of the band. In 1923 I used
very heavy sticks. One day Joe told me, “I want to try to get you to beat light,”
and he brought me some wire brushes. It was a new thing and I was probably the
first guy that ever worked with wire brushes in this part of the country. But I still
beat heavy even with the brushes and Joe said, “You’d beat heavy with two wet
mops. Give me those things. Take your sticks back.” I didn’t like the brushes and
couldn’t get anything out of them. It seemed lazy to me. (Dodds and Gara, 1992,
38)
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Oliver’s request was probably not specifically for recording sessions, but for general use

with the band. Before the introduction and regular use of amplification for the rest

of the band, the early drummer would have to be even more aware of their volume

amongst a largely acoustic band. In researching the origins and prominence of the

washboard, one may want to look to the element of ‘surrogacy’ (coined by Johnson

(2003), discussed in chapter 2.3.2), but also the possibility that this was used as

an instrument to cut through in the studio without being too loud, as a recording

substitute.18 The distinction between drummers who could and could not play quietly

was made early; New Orleans drummer Chester Jones (1913–1984) distinguished

between “soft” drummers and “rough” drummers, who played loudly (Jones, 1961).

While this applied (and still does) in live performance, as illustrated above by Dodds,

the recording studio was particularly sensitive to volume, and even for the drummer

fortunate enough to be using their full equipment, brushes were often a solution to the

excessive volume the drum kit produced. We can see from figure 3.5 that the snare

drum was muted in the acoustic studio—it was likely necessary in the electric studio

too, at least in the early days of the technology. Drummer Fred Moore (1900–1992)

first recorded in 1930 with the King Oliver band (Rust, 2001, 1271) and recalled that

though he brought his bass drum into the studio with him, it was wrapped in a heavy

blanket (Giordano, 2014). Just as the drum kit was ill-suited to recording technology, it

seems that the volume of the instrument amongst unamplified instruments also proved

a problem. The drum kit and the way it is played, therefore, has been partially shaped

by its own volume, and the way recording studios and acoustic bands reacted to this

volume. Volume is something that has hampered, influenced, and inspired drum kit

performance. It continues to be an issue when performing, practicing, and discussing

the drum kit’s place in popular music today (Smith, 2016).

The first brushes, patented in 1895, were for killing flies (Bigelow), but it wouldn’t

be until the early 1920s until drummers adopted them to quieten down their drums

(and for a time, were known as ‘the swats’). Before drummers thought to use the

wire fly-swatter, the sand block was used for similar e↵ect. There is good reason

to believe that sand blocks were used for imitation rather than noise reduction; to

imitate a sand dance, where the dancer would throw sand on the floor and shu✏e

their feet, creating a swirling swishing sound similar to the jazz brush playing that

followed. Though not seen today, this form of entertainment lasted until the 1950s

and can be seen in various film footage, such as Bill “Bojangles” Robinson’s final

film appearance in Stormy Weather (Robinson, 1943), and Ned Haverly19 in Yes Sir,

18Baby Dodds discussed this substitution for Johnny Dodds’ band in 1928, “on Johnny’s dates . . . I
played washboard instead of drums” (Dodds, in Hodes and Hansen 1977, 101). Trumpeter Ed Allen
(b.1897–d.1974) goes further and says, for his recordings with Clarence Williams, “washboard was a
good substitute for drums, as bass drums wouldn’t record in those days anyway” (Allen, 1961).

19Grandson of J. H. Haverly, owner and promoter of the largest minstrel troupe in the late 19th Century,
‘Haverly’s United Mastodon Minstrels’. In the film, Ned Haverly appears in blackface.
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Mr. Bones (Haverly, 1951). A more obscure example can be found in Mel Brooks’

History of the World: Part I (Hines, 1981), performed by Gregory Hines in his film

debut.20 In each example we can see extraordinary talent, but also a common theme:

in the first example, an African American performing in 1940s America and—though

connotations of an ‘Uncle Tom’ image have been debated—it is demonstrative of a

typical role portrayed by an African American in Hollywood at the time; in example

two, a white man performing blackface minstrelsy, actively partaking in the prejudices

of the era; the third, portraying an African slave. The roots (whether justified or

assumed) of the sound of the sand dance and its use in early jazz are clear and adds

to the global picture of the drum kit discussed in chapter 2.3. These sounds were

marketed to white musicians, eager to adopt African-American timbres, but less eager

to show the respect they deserved (Ludwig’s 1928 catalogue advertised the ‘Ludwig

Sand Blocks’ as being “nigger shu✏ing e↵ects”). The sound of the sand dance gave the

drums not just a new timbre and something to imitate, but a way of monitoring the

volume of the instrument. The earliest drum catalogues included sand blocks (Dodge,

1907; Acme, 1911, Ludwig 1918), and featured in Ludwig’s catalogues throughout the

1920s, 1930s, into the 1940s. Throughout the catalogue entries, they were marketed

as good for radio and theatre use, and for their soft timbre (“swish, swish swish—for

soft shoe dancing” (Ludwig & Ludwig, 1927, 60)); clearly they were desirable as a

noise-reducer. In describing trumpeter Mutt Carey (b.1891–d.1948) in his early years,

Preston Jackson (1902–1983) recalls

The softer the band played, the better Mutt played. The drummer used sandpaper,
there being no wire brushes at that time. You could hear every instrument. They
seemed to blend better than the average band nowadays. Whenever the band
became noisy, Mutt would look back and sideways and say, “Sh, sh,” meaning get
down softer. (in Shapiro and Hento↵, 1955, 40)

New Orleans musician Johnny St. Cyr (1890–1966) recalled that before wire

brushes were introduced, drummers used sandpaper during low-volume parts of an

orchestration, “soft choruses,” featuring the strings, after the first chorus or two of the

tune (St. Cyr, 1958). As wire brushes were made for another purpose, the claim to

the first use on the drum kit is disputed, and vary from Jelly Roll Morton between

1917–1923 (Morton, in Lomax, 1993, 64), to Vic Berton in 1921 (Berton, 1974, 100).

It is likely that drummers were using fly swatters in the late 1910s (photographic and

anecdotal evidence), perhaps as early as World War I (Feather, 1957, 125). When

Ludwig introduced the ‘Ludwig Synco-Jazzstick’ in 1923, it was as a “sand block

imitation,” and became so fundamental to the drummer’s sound that a mere three years

later there appeared a description in The American Mercury, “that truly American

instrument, the common or garden fly-swatter, with which he brushes delicate rasps,

20Here, Hines mixes the sand dance with the Shim Sham.
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like etherealized sandpaper scraping, o↵ the top of the snare drum” (Osgood, 1926,

391). “Delicate” and “ethereal” make it clear where the value lay in brushes. In an

interview with string bassist Chink Martin, he said that the drummers he came in

contact with used brushes so that all the other instruments could be heard; the drums

can “out-drown” all the rest put together. He told his drummers to use fan brushes

all the time: “Don’t get wild, we want to feel it, and that’s all” (Martin Sr., 1966).

Brown (1976, 118) says that of the numerous photographs taken before 1920, none

show brushes being used. This is true, except for one photograph taken in 1919 of The

Bandstand at Tom Anderson’s, Rampart Street. It shows Paul Barbarin with either

brushes, or whisk-like sticks, made from bundled straw (much like a patent from 1921

by C. A. Riek) (photograph in Keepnews and Grauer, 1968, 10). One piece of evidence

that dates even further back is found in revisiting figure 2.26, which gives an illustration

of the ‘Little Man in the Tin Shop’ using brushes. This source comes from 1890, which

is five year prior to the first patent of brushes (Paton, 2010), and even then this patent

was for a device made to kill flies. What is more likely is that what we can see pictures

are home-made ‘broom whisk’ sticks (bundles of straw or similar) that were thought

up by the theatre trap drummer out of necessity, in order to provide ‘swishing’ sounds

for the theatre. Whether this was isolated from the development of wire brushes being

used by early drummers decades later, or they had direct influence, is unknown.

Recordings and film footage of drummers using brushes date from the mid-1920s.

Brown writes “the sound of brushes is conspicuously absent from jazz recordings made

before the late 1920s, however, acoustic recording techniques may have restricted their

use in the recording studio” (1976, 119). This is unlikely, as the limiting conditions of

the acoustic and early electric studio would be the perfect excuse to champion their

use.

3.5 Concluding the Issue of Misrepresentation

Undoubtedly the recording has provided the most interesting, informative, and

rewarding tool when researching how early jazz music was played, yet in the early

recording studio not all instruments were created equal. While clarinettist Jimmy

McPartland could hone his craft, staying up late and replaying parts of records to learn

his solos note-for-note, the aspiring drummer was not so fortunate. Some analyses have

been done of early recordings with a focus on the drum parts (as found in Brown, 1976)

yet the purpose of this chapter is not to add to them (though there is always more to

be done here), but to discuss the extent to which recordings can paint an accurate

picture of drum parts in this time period. In many ways they cannot. The purpose of

this chapter is not to discredit the findings and conclusions of such analyses on drum

kit recordings—rather, to better interpret past work and to carry out future work fully

informed. The misrepresentation of the drum kit should be considered in order to
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project an accurate picture of what was really played—much like Joyce et al. (2012),

using what he can hear as well as ‘peripheral knowledge’ to construct a likely drum

part. We have seen that taking early recordings too literally resulted in an emphasis

on woodblocks, as these recordings gave them an unequal weighting in the recording

studio (and in some cases, not realising a bass drum was part of the drummers set-up at

all). Without considering the influence that the studio had on the drum kit, it will be

more likely that the sounds of the records are replicated instead of the music that was

played outside of the studio in the late 1910s and 1920s coming to life again. The more

we know about the conditions drummers were subject to, the better position we are in

to take what we can hear, and extrapolate better-informed ‘peripheral knowledge’.

Having discussed the role recordings played in representing the early drum kit, we

now have a more complete picture in answering the question posed in chapter 1. In

asking ‘what are the influences behind the construction of the early drum kit, and who

are its creators?’ we may now combine the results uncovered so far. From chapter 2,

the early drum kit has been influenced by African, European, Asian cultures, the

instruments and people from these places, and the way they were perceived in America

by white Americans. The innovators were the drummers themselves, experimenting

with home made pedals, adding new sounds to their drum kits. Inventors and drum

companies trialled new products (as found in numerous patents and catalogues), though

not every instrument was originally intended as such, with items such as household fly

swatters being repurposed. This particular example highlights that the drum kit’s

own volume played a part in shaping how and where it was used. Ultimately, this

chapter adds to this answer by showing that, although recordings are presented here

for the most part as a source of misrepresentation, this misrepresentation nevertheless

had a profound influence on this instrument’s use and development. With that in

mind, it is not necessary to completely go against what one hears on a recording. The

limited technology may have forced the drummer to use a woodblock instead of a snare

drum, but such recordings at the time influenced how other drummers played live,

and were perhaps responsible for the woodblock featuring more in live performance—

so today, using the woodblock frequently both is and is not an accurate portrayal of

the drummer’s out-of-studio experience. Viewed this way, limitations in the recording

studio helped shape the drum kit’s performance practice outside the studio. Drummers,

in search of a way to decrease the volume of their instrument amongst an unamplified

band, found alternative ways of playing. In the case of wire brushes, what was a

limitation gave the drum kit a new timbre and the drummer a new playing technique.

These limitations, and drummers’ response to them, are part of what shaped the drum

kit but are also part of how it has been recorded in history, and how it has been

interpreted since.
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Chapter 4

An Autoethnography

When using historical research, examining first-hand accounts of performers, photographs,

and recordings may still leave the researcher one step removed from understanding what

it was like to play an instrument no longer in use today. In an attempt to address this

issue, to remove any element of ‘unrelateability’, I obtained my own early drum kit and

toured with it regularly over two years, documenting my experience. In some respects,

this is my autoethnography. I will show how my experience contributed towards a

greater understanding of my musical instrument from the perspective of a performer

as well as a researcher. In undertaking the performance of an early instrument, I set

this study amongst the practice of ‘historically informed performance’ to discuss the

role period instruments can play in uncovering new information.

The practice of using one’s own experience for the purposes of research may have its

drawbacks—bias and sample-size are unavoidable problems—but it can give a greater

authority to the researcher in describing an experience, as an autoethnographic study.1

Before any observations could take place I had to source and construct my

instrument, providing me with many insights in itself. I began this project in 2013

and played regularly until 2015, mostly with a Newcastle-based band, ‘Rob Heron &

the Tea Pad Orchestra’, who play a variety of early American popular music including

ragtime and early jazz, which suits the early drum kit very well. My objective was to

play in an early style that complimented the music, and add to my own understanding

of my instrument, and its function within such groups.

1A somewhat light-hearted source of inspiration for this point of view came from research carried
out by Justin O. Schmidt, who in 1983 systematised and compared certain properties of insect
venom (Schmidt et al., 1983). In 1990 he revised his study (Schmidt, 1990) and allowed himself
to be stung by 78 di↵erent insects in various parts of the body, describing the pain in vivid detail, now
known as the ‘Schmidt Sting Pain Index’. Pain is a good example for an autoethnographic study, as
not only is it very personal (one has to feel pain in order to understand pain), but to have authority
in describing pain, it is best that it comes from one who has experienced it. This study caught
my attention not just for its interesting and unusual content, but for its methodology in obtaining
authority on a subject by experiencing it first-hand.
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4.1 Past Studies

Though such studies designed to investigate musical instruments are rare, Hardie

(2002, 287–293) discusses recent examples of bands or projects designed to investigate

how early jazz must have sounded. Many of these bands used early instruments

where possible. Such bands include ‘The New Leviathan Oriental Performance’, ‘The

Louisiana Repertory Jazz Ensemble’, and a project undertaken by British trumpeter

Humphrey Lyttleton, ‘Gonna Call My Children Home’. For the latter project, Lyttleton

formed a band in 1986 that included a drum kit similar to Dee Dee Chandler (of the

John Robichaux Orchestra, seen in figure 2.15, chapter 2.2.3), in an attempt to recreate

the sound of the elusive Buddy Bolden band. Most interestingly he reconstructed the

bass drum pedal Chandler used. Lyttleton not only attempted to recreate the sound

of Bolden, but in the case of the drummer, the experience of constructing a home-

made instrument, just like Chandler did with his pedal. Revival of early jazz music

(‘Dixieland revival’ or ‘Trad. Jazz’) occured from the late 1930s, throughout the 1940s,

and taken up later in the UK, helping to fuel a revival throughout the 1960s. Revival

periods have come in waves ever since, up to the present day. Initially, any criticism

directed towards this music was from those making new forms of jazz music (referring

to the revivalists as ‘mouldy figs’), but later the accuracy of the revival began to be

questioned:

It seems to me that far from being true and faithful to some far-fetched notion of
purity the New Orleans fanatic is not doing justice to those musicians he or she
purports to admire. We were all purists once in the sense that we wanted in the
dawn of the New Orleans Revival to seek out the roots of jazz and revel in those
whom we perceived as the originators for their honesty and integrity. But our
purity of endeavour was mounted on quicksands of partial information and much
misconception. (Wood, 1998, 27)

As well as informing the researcher about a musical instrument, autoethnography can

give a wider understanding of how music was played, and can help fill the gaps and

add to the “partial information” Wood refers to.

For the most part, revival bands did not use early drum kits. Even today, during

several visits to New Orleans, a city famed for its preservation of traditional jazz

music, I found the vast majority of drummers playing early or traditional jazz on

a modern drum kit. However, throughout my time playing in early jazz circles, I

became acquainted with the few drummers who do. The drummers I met were equally

interested in research, constantly learning and striving to improve the knowledge of how

early drummers played. This community of early jazz musicians (not just drummers)

became a great source of knowledge, and talking with each other and sharing knowledge

added to what I was discovering myself.

In 2015 a study named ‘The Bolden Cylinder Project’ (Hancock) was undertaken,

with an aim to reproduce the recordings said to have taken place (but lost) by jazz
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legend Buddy Bolden. This was achieved by using recording equipment that would

have been used at the time, rather than ‘period’ instruments. Through experimenting

with the position of the drums and bass, Hancock was able to maximise the sound

recorded for his final takes and experienced what it was like for a recording musician

around the year 1900, and what it took to produce the earliest jazz records. Drummer

Hal Smith, part of the project concludes:

We did not take an academic approach to Buddy Bolden’s music. There were no
bar-by-bar instructions on how and what to play. Rather, we came to the project as
jazz musicians, following our own instincts. As the session progressed, we became
more comfortable with the idea of playing and improvising in a style that only
survives in the written recollections of Bolden’s sidemen and those who actually
heard the band. (Smith, in Hancock, 2015, 36)

Going out and playing this music for oneself—that is, to act as “musicians” and not

“academics”—may seem like picking sides, but that doesn’t mean that one can’t inform

the other. Viewed another way, the “academic approach” could have the element

of ‘discovery by doing’ as a methodology, which is what Hancock achieved here. I

undertook a similar approach, but one that focused entirely on the experience of

performing, rather than the recording process.

Another study relevant here, ‘The Early Minstrel Show’ recreated “a typical

minstrel show of the late 1840s” (Winans, 1985). Unlike ‘The Bolden Cylinder Project’,

the study concerned itself with musical instruments rather than recording technology.

The team used a minstrel-show banjo from the 1850s, which was lower in pitch, and had

di↵erent tonal qualities from the modern banjo, for which they adjusted their playing

styles accordingly (‘frailing’ or ‘clawhammer’ for the banjos, while the violin was played

in a “folk fiddling style”). A specially-made tambourine was constructed for the project,

which had larger and fewer discs than seen today, and the bones used were animal rib

bones or facsimiles. The liner notes describe some discoveries, or considerations, that

came from engaging with this music on a practical level:

Two pairs [of bones] were used, one in each hand, held between the fingers and
played with a rapid wrist action to produce a castanet-like sound capable of great
rhythmic complexity. We found the bones to be very distracting during the vocal
parts, so they were silenced then; we do not know whether this corresponds to
minstrel-show practice. (Winans, 1985)

This doesn’t prove that bones weren’t used over vocals parts, but it does lead us to

question whether they were, where there would be no reason to before. I hope to

question similar practices that I have previously taken for granted while engaging with

my own early drum kit.

Undertaking the study of a musical instrument for the purpose of academic

research is familiar in the field of ethnomusicology. In a paper entitled Learning to
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Perform as a Research Technique in Ethnomusicology, Baily (2001) discusses one of

the earliest examples: in 1934, Jones (1934) attempted to disentangle the observation

made by Hornbostel (1928) that some African rhythms were “syncopated past our

comprehension”. Jones argued that in order to understand these rhythms’ complexity,

one must “join in African band and learn to take one’s part”. Bailey highlights John

Blacking as another ethnomusicologist who learned to perform musical instruments as

a methodology of field research (Blacking, 1967, 1973). Bailey’s own studies serve as

another example, in his learning of the Afghan dutâr (Bailey, 1976). Ethnomusicologists

will often have many objectives in learning to play a musical instrument, such as

gain acceptance or insight into the culture to which the instrument belongs. In

summarising these objectives, Baily (2001) first points to its use in helping solve

‘Seeger’s Dilemma’ (Herndon, 1974): the disconnect between describing the wordless

experience that is music.2 This is the closest motive to my own. Rather than

undertaking “direct investigation of the music itself” (Baily, 2001, 94), it is the musical

instrument that is my primary focus.

A recent study with similar aims (autoethnography for the purpose of study of a

musical instrument) was undertaken by Renato Moreira Varoni de Castro, in a work

titled Performance and Autoethnography in Historical Ethnomusicology: Di↵erentiating

the Viola and the Violão (2016). Castro describes his intention to compare the viola

caipira to the violão:

I establish a comparison between these instruments by becoming aware of the
sounds, techniques, embodied sensations and any impressions that arise from the
performances. I proceed by performing a repertoire which is common to both
instruments in turn, and paying attention to the ways in which the experience of
performance di↵ers . . . I investigate my own experience of playing, listening and
sensitively interacting with the viola [caipira] and the violão in performance to
grasp how they di↵er from one another. (Castro, 2016)

This is one of the few published studies in which this research method has been applied

to gain greater understanding of a musical instrument. Just as Castro compared one

early instrument with its modern counterpart, comparison to the modern-day drum

kit in my own study is inevitable. It is a familiar point of reference both to me and

to drummers interested in my research, who have experience on the modern drum kit

but not the early drum kit. When seeking the experience of a professional viola caipira

player in order to compare their experience with his own, Castro chooses someone

fluent in both instruments, writing “his dual expertise facilitated a complementary

analysis of the technical variations in performance between them [the old violão and

the modern viola caipira]” (2016, 55). Castro remains one of the few to describe the

process of playing an instrument as research on the instrument itself, a ‘performance

2It may be said that the research of Schmidt (Schmidt et al., 1983; Schmidt, 1990), mentioned
previously, was attempting a similar solution to ‘Seeger’s Dilemma’ in a di↵erent subject area.
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as methodology’: “Playing an instrument can be part of predominantly archival music

research: it is a way of ‘experiencing’ the archive or the document collected and gaining

insights during the process” (2016, 38). However, this method when used in isolation

can be restrictive, as Castro writes

I recognise that interaction with instruments is constrained by the impossibility
of knowing the ‘actual’ technique used to play them and that the imprecision
or incompleteness of the scores may also not allow a detailed interpretation of
the music. Nevertheless, the procedures of performing and comparing di↵erences
between the viola [caipira] and the violão can be informative for revealing aspects
‘hidden’ in performance. (Castro, 2016, 41)

This is also the case with the early drum kit. Playing this instrument will not guarantee

a complete understanding of how early drummers played; I have di↵erent playing

techniques, having learned on a modern drum kit, and I am aware of musical styles

that may cloud the way I try and recreate early drum playing. I am not approaching or

experiencing this music for the first time, and my experience will ultimately result in a

di↵erent understanding, approach, and technique than drummers who grew up playing

the early drum kit, living through its evolutions. However, used alongside with the

pervious chapters, this should reveal more information that Castro says is “hidden in

performance”. This is especially relevant here, as poor recordings of early drummers

hides many elements of their performance. Castro summarises the benefits of such

research:

Some musicologists tend to trace an evolutionary line from the most basic
forms of musical instruments to the most advanced, as if older instruments were
underdeveloped modern ones. The viola [caipira], when mentioned, is normally
seen as a ‘primitive’ chordophone in an evolutionary history of the classical
guitar (violão). I contend that this kind of perspective is unaware of, or fails
to include in its historical construction, the performers’ perspectives regarding
these instruments. An apparently ‘simple’ task can reveal a great deal about
the di↵erences of the instruments and allow complementary interpretations of the
historical traces available. (Castro, 2016, 53–54)

For my own instrument, while an evolutionary line can be drawn (and indeed, it has

been), as a performer this feels like a very separate instrument that produces a very

distinct sound from the modern drum kit, and it requires a di↵erent playing technique.

One way in which Castro’s study di↵ers to my own is in his selection of songs. Castro

had to choose several pieces to learn from some thirty sheet music compositions for the

viola caipira. These pieces were carefully composed for that instrument in particular.

For my own performances on the drum kit, it mattered less what piece of music I

chose to play; the popular music that was happening in the first two decades of the

twentieth century when played on the drum kit, was often improvised, changed from

performance-to-performance, and was not always notated. It was, however, important

that whatever music I played replicated the style and sound of the music of this time.
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The value of this research lies in its ability to engage with others. As a performance,

usually in public, this type of research is engaging by nature, and can inform the

audience at the same that it informs the researcher. Over the course of two years

of playing my early drum kit across the UK, Ireland, and mainland Europe, I was

frequently asked questions about the early jazz music we played and about my early

drum kit by drummers, other musicians, and general audience members. This music

and this instrument aren’t commonly heard or seen today, and it was an excellent

opportunity to demonstrate early jazz in public venues, and show people where the

drum kit came from. My drum kit was unusual and eye-catching, and when curious

audience members came up to me after each show and ask me about my instrument, I

was able to share my research and my experiences as they occurred.

4.2 Current Musicians

While this chapter is rooted in my own experience, I have taken time to interview

early drum kits players and other musicians involved in the early jazz scene, both in

the UK and the United States. Their interviews (and other published interviews) are

integrated throughout this chapter to strengthen, reflect on, or contradict my own

findings. Primarily, these musicians are Vince Giordano, Paul Wells, John Joyce Jr.,

and Nicholas D. Ball.

Vince Giordano, a specialist in jazz music from the 1920s and 1930s, formed

his Grammy award-winning ‘Nighthawks Orchestra’ (originally known as the ‘New

Orleans Nighthawks’) in 1976, and currently performs regularly in New York City. His

primary instrument is the bass saxophone, but plays double bass, tuba/sousaphone,

and sometimes drums. He has performed at the Smithsonian Institute, Carnegie Hall,

Lincoln Center, Metropolitan Museum of Art, and Jazz Festivals around the world,

as well as recording early jazz music for films and television shows. Vince Giordano’s

personal collection of early jazz sheet music is one of the largest in the world, and he

has taken the opportunity to interview early drummers such as Chauncey Morehouse

to better understand the style the music he plays. Giordano collects instruments from

the 1920s and 1930s, and own several early drum kits.

The Nighthawks’ drummer, Paul Wells attended the jazz studies program at

William Paterson University, and has performed and recorded internationally with

a diverse selection of artists, including ‘The Duke Ellington Legacy’. While Vince

Giordano plays his own collection of period bass instruments (tuba, sousaphone, bass

saxophone, aluminium double bass), he also provides a 1928 Leedy drum kit for Wells

to play on. However, some items are a mixture of old and new, much like my own

set-up:

There are some modern things, he’s got a modern throne there [drum stool], I
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mean I used to have the old pedals but y’know, after eighty years, or ninety years,
some of the stu↵ just wears out. There’s so many things that you can try to do,
but up to a point you gotta make the men, and the drummer happy, or else he’s
gonna say “I’m not gonna play this thing, ‘cos it’s rickety.” (Giordano, 2014)

Wells’ full set-up with the Nighthawks is as follows: 14x28 1929 Ludwig bass drum

with calfskin heads, a 7x14 Slingerland Radio King snare or a 6.5x15 Leedy Broadway

Standard brass snare, a 12” or 16” Chinese-style tom-tom, and a 27” Ludwig timpani.

His Istanbul Agop cymbals include 12” 30th Anniversary hi-hats, a 12” Turk choke

cymbal, a 16” Agop Signature crash/ride, an 18” Agop Signature Chinese with rivets,

a 14” Trash Hit stacked with a 14” 30th Anniversary cymbal, and a 16” vintage gong.

His percussion rig includes a Deagan vibraphone or Premier glockenspiel, orchestra

chimes, temple blocks, a woodblock, a cowbell, pop cymbals, and a ratchet. Wells

plays on a wide variety of percussion instruments and traps that drummers used—the

glockenspiel and chimes would be considered outwith most drum kit players’ area of

expertise today.

John Joyce, Jr. is an associate professor of music at Tulane University, and

editor of The Jazz Archivist. He is also the co-founder, musical director, and

percussionist for ‘The Louisiana Repertory Jazz Ensemble’. Devoted to the historically-

accurate performance of early New Orleans jazz, they base their performances upon

transcriptions from period recordings. They have been recipients of the Smithsonian

Institution’s Doubleday Prize and have performed at the Grammy Awards, John F.

Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, Smithsonian Institution, and Harvard, Yale,

and Princeton Universities, among many other domestic and international venues,

attracting favourable reviews and coverage in the New York Times, People Weekly,

High Fidelity magazine, and elsewhere.

UK drummer Nicholas D. Ball began by leading his own band, ‘Albert Ball’s Flying

Aces’, and has since gone on to make a career performing early jazz with ‘Alex Mendham

& His Orchestra’, the resident band at the Savoy Hotel, London. Ball also plays in

‘Richard White’s Fivers’, ‘Pasadena Roof Orchestra’ and ‘Vitality 5 Jazz Band’. Like

Joyce, Ball works as arranger for his groups, often working from his own transcriptions.

Ball discusses his own set-up:

[A] drum kit from about that period [1910], which I found for 15 in a London junk
shop. There’s a big (24.5”) but very shallow single-headed bass drum, with a 12”
wooden snare drum and a 10” single-headed Chinese (i.e. untunable) tom-tom.
All of these drums have slightly warped shells and have to be fitted with calfskin
heads—modern plastic heads are perfectly round and don’t fit! Then there is a pair
of cowbells, a pair of ‘skulls’ (temple blocks), a woodblock, and usually one or two
small cymbals mounted on a hanger. Sometimes I’ll also use a china-type cymbal
mounted vertically on a post screwed into the side of the bass drum shell. (Ball,
2011)

Giordano, Wells, Joyce, and Ball are all active musicians who engage with the drum
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kit in early jazz music and, to varying extents, the early drum kit. One other thing they

have in common is that they actively research early jazz history. What became obvious

to me as I spoke with each of them is that a knowledge of this early instrument goes

hand-in-hand with an active interest in the music and culture surrounding it. Their

insight as instrumentalists and also historians has complimented my own research a

great deal.

4.3 Historically Informed (Jazz) Performance?

In the classical field Early Music authorities make it a condition of authentic
performance that the performers use original or replica instruments of the period
in which early compositions were composed. They also adopt instrumentations,
and technical and stylistic attributes fashionable at the time the composition was
written. It seems reasonable to apply a similar rule to the recreation of early jazz
music, and to ask what were the original instruments and playing styles of Early
Jazz. (Hardie, 2002, 230)

Historically Informed Performance (HIP) is an approach to the performance of Western

classical music, most commonly the Medieval, Renaissance, and Baroque eras. At

its most basic level, it means performing music with special attention given to the

performance conventions and technology present when the piece of music was composed.

Hardie’s book (quoted above) is about, and titled, Early Jazz, and in considering early

jazz performance today, it is unsurprising to see him compare ‘historically informed

performance’ of classical music (HIP, also referred to as period performance, authentic

performance, or HIPP) to the recreation of early jazz music. They both seem to have

been active and fashionable at the same time; HIP gained momentum in the 1960s, and

whereas HIJP has its beginnings in Britain some decades earlier, reaching its zenith in

the 1950s, it retained its popularity into the 1960s. As criticism of the HIP movement

appeared, there also appeared scepticism towards the trad. jazz revival, and the term

‘mouldy figs’ was liberally used by beboppers who viewed musicians striving to recreate

the sounds of the past as backwards-looking regressives. If I we were to continue this

comparison, I may coin the term ‘Historically Informed Jazz Performance’ (HIJP). In

presenting HIJP alongside HIP, I intend to show that, although similar in many ways,

there are fundamental di↵erences that shield the former against much of the criticism

levelled toward the latter. And, though not the first nor last to voice it, the best known

source of criticism towards the HIP movement has come from Richard Taruskin.

The title of Taruskin’s collected essays on his critique of the HIP music, Text &

Act (1997), is telling of his primary complaint with early music performers: that they

give authority to a preserving ‘text’. “Central to this concept,” Taruskin argues, “is an

idealized notion of what a musical work is: something wholly realized by its creator,

fixed in writing, and thus capable of being preserved” (1997, 277). This, he argues, leads
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to HIP practitioners placing too much value on objects, and not enough on the people

performing them. Taruskin insists that ultimate authority rests with the interpreters

rather than the texts, “for texts do not speak for themselves” (1997, 185).3 Taruskin’s

objection to reducing music to a ‘text’, an object, can manifest in one of two ways:

being only truly preserved in a musical score, and being only truly realised through

a period instrument. In prioritising either (or both), one may try to re-create the

composer’s inner experience of the piece and allow the composer’s intention to ‘speak

for itself’, “unimpeded by that base intruder, the performer’s subjectivity” (Taruskin,

1997, 93).

This both does and does not apply to HIJP performers. Early jazz performers have

no notion of a composer as the authority, let alone the score they may have written

down. Many early jazz songs are Tin Pan Alley creations, since adopted and remoulded

in various forms across many di↵erent bands and arrangers. An HIJP group wanting

to perform ‘Chinatown, My Chinatown’ may be aware that it was written by William

Jerome and Jean Schwartz in 1906, but most likely they would be aware of the various

jazz recordings made twenty years later, securing its place as a jazz standard. To a HIJP

musician, these performances are of more interest than the first-ever performance, or the

one the composers intended when it was written as a show tune. Viewing the music as

a text, a preserved object, is not a criticism one can level at HIJP. Perhaps, then, as the

idealisation of a particular performance, something to recreate note-for-note. Though

this does happen,4 there is one element to the music involved in HIJP that exists to

a far greater extent than in HIP: improvisation. Furthermore, this is valued as being

fundamental to the value of both the recordings, but crucially, fundamental to the value

of modern performances. Improvisation remains an element on which each performer’s

merit is based. To therefore idolise a recording as ‘the text’, the authority, would mean

striving to recreate a particular performance note-for-note; this would be regarded,

for the most part, as uncreative. In 2006 Wynton Marsalis, a vocal supporter of the

preservation of jazz music, performed a tribute to Louis Armstrong’s well-known ‘Hot

Five/Seven’ recordings. In her article ‘Re-enacting Historic Jazz Performances’ (2017),

McMullen unearths a review by Chris Kelsey (Jazztimes) which criticised Marsalis’

strict adherence to the past:

The music worked as an homage or a revival. On a deeper level, however, it lacked.
The ground covered was too familiar, the treatment clichéd and overly reverential.
The wild and wooly spirit of discovery that speaks to us from the original Hot
Five recordings was nowhere to be found. Therein resides the central point: That
very air of adventure, that ine↵able spark of inspiration provides the essence of
what makes the best jazz great. It’s what separates the original Hot Fives from

3Small (1998) makes a similar argument, levelled at the notion of all music rather than specifically HIP.
4‘The Bratislava Hot Serenaders Orchestra’ are one example of a band working today that aim to do
this. Their performances recreate exact recordings, even the solos, note-for note, tempo-for-tempo,
with extraordinary accuracy.
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a skilfully executed, well-meaning tribute. I wish Marsalis had made that point.
Unfortunately, I’m not sure he understands it himself. (2006)

Kelsey criticises Marsalis for approaching jazz as an artefact that must be preserved,

the same way Taruskin criticises HIP for approaching music as an object, rather than a

process that encourages communication with others, spontaneous exploration and risk-

taking, and openness to new changes performance-to-performance. One interpretation

of this criticism may be that by recreating a performance note-for-note, one is further

away from what Louis Armstrong was doing; for he was improvising. Improvising in

performance is a defining feature in what it means to be a jazz musician (be it early

jazz, swing, bebop, or beyond). So if, as Taruskin asserts, an ‘idealized notion of

what a musical work is’ is central to the concept of seeking authentic performance,

HIJP presents a bigger problem. Where is the fixed text here? Questioning this leads

to the main di↵erence between the two practices: HIP musicians use performance to

recreate the work, whilst HIJP musicians use the work to recreate performance, and

in doing so HIJP avoids much of Taruskin’s criticism. Here, the performance is the

work; a viewpoint championed by Small (1998). The performer’s subjectivity, rather

than being considered a “base intruder,” is always highly valued. And, whilst being

inspired (or ‘informed’) by the improvisations of early jazz players captured on record,

early jazz performers want to sound, above all else, like themselves.

The context in which HIP and HIJP occur adds another point of di↵erence. Goehr

remarks that “Bach did not intend to compose musical works” (Goehr, 1992, 8); in

Bach’s time, pieces of music were composed for functional or ritual purposes, often

intended as ‘one-o↵’ compositions, rather than to be performed, and re-performed as

art-pieces in (“that most anachronistic of all settings” (Taruskin, 1997, 93)) the concert

hall. For the most part, performances of early jazz take place in the same settings, and

the for the same purpose, as they always have: in pubs, music bars and clubs, for

dancing and general entertainment. In this sense, the pursuit of a performance which

is a recreation of an event, more akin to how it would have been when this music was

new, seems entirely plausible. Until, of course, a further objection is raised: the context

in which this music was heard. A criticism levelled towards HIP, it remains equally

relevant for HIJP: this music can never be heard as truly new, exciting, cutting-edge.

1920s music, played today (even when played spontaneously, maintaining a balance

between idiomatic stylised playing and using one’s own improvisations) will sound like

1920s music, and will be recognised, identified, as music from the past.

Returning to Taruskin’s objections on the search for authentic performance being

contained in a text, such as score, or a specific musical performance; if they don’t

apply to HIJP, what of his thoughts on period instruments? This obviously applies

directly to my autoethnographical approach, and the habits of many (though by no

means every) HIJP performer. When asked by an interviewer whether he would like to

play Mozart on an eighteenth century piano, Austrian pianist Friedrich Gulda replied,
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“only if you give me an eighteenth century audience” (in Badura-Skoda, 1984, 477).

No doubt to Gulda, as a piano player in the twentieth century, to play a piece of music

on an early piano in its developing form would be a regressive step. This demonstrates

a conflicting train of thought to that of someone seeking to play on an early instrument

to increase the authenticity of the performance. Gulda’s attitude may have been that

early musicians at the time were seeking out modern (that is, modern to them, at the

time) instruments to perform on, and so an authentic performer today would strive to

do the same. However, his answer may be very di↵erent had he been, say, a violinist.

And while the music of composers such as Domenico Scarlatti are frequently performed

on today’s modern piano, it is not considered unusual or regressive to use a harpsichord,

the instrument for which Scarlatti likely composed. The fact that classical music is still

widely performed today, and the instruments at the time of these compositions were

often in transitional form, makes it quite natural that such debates be at the forefront of

classical music performance. I put the issue back in the court of HIJP in my interview

with bandleader Vince Giordano, when I asked him how important he considers, and

to what extent does his 1920/30s orchestra use, period instruments.

I know there are a lot of people who are very serious about the idea of that, but
unfortunately in today’s world, I don’t have the dedication of a lot of musicians to
get a cornet cornet like Bix [Beiderbecke] used, or a trombone like Mi↵ Mole used
. . . it would be wonderful, it would be really great . . . but what I can say about
that: it’s nice to have that, however, I’d like to make my statement, that if you
took a Yamaha trumpet, or cornet, and gave it to Manny Klein or Bix Beiderbecke,
or took a [modern] Selmer saxophone and gave it to Frankie Trumbauer, all those
artists would still sound like Frankie Trumbauer and Bix Beiderbecke. It’s really
the soul you are committing to this music, its not the really physical thing. It’s
nice to have a painted bass drum here from 1928, with the light inside of it and
some suspended cymbals, and I have an aluminium bass here form 1929, and that
tuba came from Bob Ysaguirre—who played with the Don Redman band—it’s
from 1936, and my bass saxophone which is not here yet is a gold plated conn from
1926 . . . (Giordano, 2014)

Giordano clearly values the use of period instruments (the interview continues in the

same vein!); they’re “nice to have,” but the point Giordano makes, in no uncertain

terms, is that they are absolutely of secondary importance to the performers themselves.

Knowledge of the style, idiomatic players, are what Giordano values most, period

instruments or otherwise. Taruskin makes the same point when he writes, “Yes, indeed,

in the right hands the period instruments can make all the di↵erence! But, in “the

right hands”—that is, hands rightly schooled, controlled by minds rightly stimulated—

so could any instruments . . . ” (1997, 275–276). If Gioradno may be temporarily

and involuntarily elected spokesperson for HIJP, then the main critic of the early

performance movement and the jazz musicians interested in early performance are in

alignment on the issue of period instruments and their role in HIJP.

Where does this leave my autoethnographic approach? For I am not wanting to use
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my period instrument to add an extra element (“it’s nice to have . . . ”) to my already-

informed performance, but to aid in the process of informing me in the first place, to

get a more complete idea what it was like to play an early instrument, and how this

might alter the way I perform on my instrument. Performance here becomes a tool to

learn, not to demonstrate. In acknowledging the similarities between HIP and HIJP,

I know which criticisms do and do not apply as I move forward with my research. In

closing this discussion and moving onto my experience on the early drum kit, I’ll end

on an optimistic note, with Taruskin discussing the merits of using period instruments,

done in the right way:

By dint of study and application, including application to the task of learning to
play a new—er, old—instrument, the best specialist performers get much closer to
their chosen repertory than their “mainstream” counterparts manage to do. Like
mother seals, they can distinguish the individual features of what look to outsiders
like undi↵erentiated, interchangeable beings; and they can impart their awareness
of individual di↵erence to their audiences. That is why their renditions can seem
revelatory. Di↵erence is what they reveal. How insulting it is to imply that all it
takes is the right instrument to achieve this, or that using the right instrument is
what gave the players their vision. It is just the other way around: those who have
the vision will want to use the old—er, new—instruments. (1997, 306)

4.4 Construction of my Early Drum Kit

One characteristic of the early drum kit is that it has no settled or standard form. This

presented a problem when building my own—what ‘version’ should I choose? Broadly

speaking, it is possible to categorise the early drum kit into the three stages (though

within each stage, there was still variation). The first kind, from the very earliest drum

kits and most popular during the 1910s to the first half of the 1920s, was called a

‘drum outfit’. This was simply a drum kit with everything (toms, cymbals and traps)

attached directly to the bass drum, and was probably the most common or popular

type of early drum kit overall. The term ‘outfit’ (meaning ‘whole set’) was not applied

to the drum kit until drum manufacturers decided to sell drum kits pre-formed as a

whole. Up until this point drum catalogues advertised component parts and hardware

(such as clamps to attach these items to the bass drum), and drummers arranged these

to their own taste, constructing/designing the drum kit themselves. This explains the

variety across drum outfits. The first full drum kit marketed by a drum company

is often credited to Ludwig, in their 1918 catalogue, advertising a ‘Ludwig Complete

‘Jazz-Er-Up’ Outfit’. In fact, Walberg & Auge had marketed a full drum outfit a year

earlier in their 1917 catalogue, the ‘Perfection De Lux Drum Outfit’ (the full catalogue is

published in Esposito (2015, 163)). The Walberg & Auge drum outfit is more elaborate

than Ludwig’s ‘Jazz-Er-Up’: Ludwig’s consisted of a snare, bass pedal, and bass drum,

attached to the bass drum a side cymbal, two-tone woodblock, and a Chinese cymbal
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hanging from a ‘L-shaped’ cymbal mount. The Walberg & Auge outfit had attached

to the bass drum a side cymbal, cowbell-set (four di↵erently sized cowbells), rattle,

woodblock, Chinese tom-tom, and Chinese cymbal (mounted on a spring). This kind

of drum kit was favoured by Tony Sbarbaro of the Original Dixieland Jass Band, as

can be seen in in figure 2.24, chapter 2.4.3, showing his 1917 setup.

These drum kits grew bigger and more elaborate as drummers added more traps,

with influence from the theatre and silent cinema. Eventually drum manufacturers

catered to this by introducing the trap table to place them on, and it proved a

particularly e�cient way to mount the Chinese temple blocks. This is the second

stage of early drum kits. As discussed in chapter 2.4.1, temple blocks (introduced into

America around 1923) did not provide a radical new timbre to that of the Chinese

woodblock, which had been used by drummers at least a decade earlier, but they were

much more visually appealing objects. The trap table o↵ered a way to mount them

so that it would maximise the aesthetic appeal of the drum kit on stage. An article

from The Music Trade Review in chapter 2.4.1 talks of the temple blocks in 1923 as a

relatively new item. It was around this time that the earliest trap tables were seen. The

earliest evidence of a trap table comes from a U. G. Leedy patent filed in August 1921

(see figure 4.1). The patent text writes of “an instrument support table which may be

readily attached to and detached from the bass drum . . . of su�cient length to provide

ample space for the various implements and instruments which the drummer may desire

to attach.” Portability was also a consideration, as the table and all accessories were

designed to fit inside the bass drum when dismantled. Although the patent was granted

in 1923, this was produced at the start of 1922, as an article from Music Trade Review

reads:

The complete outfit weighs but forty pounds, and includes a bass drum, work
table, crash cymbal holder, fibre carrying case, snare drum, Fraser pedal, pedal
cymbal, crash cymbal, woodblock holder, cowbells and a pair of hickory drum
sticks. This entire outfit can be packed within the bass drum and slung over the
shoulder by means of a strap and carried conveniently on a street car or in an
automobile. (Anon., 1922a)

One year later the first trap table appeared in Ludwig’s 1923 catalogue, the ‘Ludwig

Hold-All Trap Rack’. Unlike figure 4.1, this table was not mounted across the bass

drum, but stood separately on a stand, to the side of the bass drum over the snare drum.

By 1927 the trap table became more of a standard form for the drum kit, rather than

an oddity, appearing in Conn’s 1927 catalogue. An article in Presto-Times describes

Conn’s entry as “the very latest in drummers equipment and is described especially for

the jobbing drummer” (Anon., 1927). The “jobbing drummer” would typically play

many di↵erent types of show, from dancehall to theatre, to silent cinema—and would

naturally have many traps. The trap table was marketed to this type of drummer,

allowing a portable outfit that could hold a variety of items. The same year, Ludwig
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Figure 4.1: ‘Drum and Trap Combination’, U. G. Leedy. Filed August 5, 1921, granted
May 22, 1923, 1,456,242. The first instance of a trap table.
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moved the trap table to the bass drum itself, rather than as a separate item. However,

it did not stretch across the bass drum symmetrically like would become the norm,

but from the middle of the bass drum jutting out to the left.5 By 1928, Ludwig had

incorporated the full trap table (though they still marketed the asymmetric ‘half’ trap

table and the free standing trap table). However, the 1928 catalogue also featured a

new style of drum kit.

The third and final stage of the early drum kit may be described as the ‘console kit’.

These were drum kits where the large bass drum was surrounded by a free-standing

metal frame, either as a square ‘box-like’ shape, or curved to better-fit around the bass

drum. The two metal parts surrounding the bass drum would meet at the top and

incorporate a trap table, so in some respects these were very similar to the trap table

drum kits. However, they had a complete frame independent from the bass drum,

sturdier (often on wheels), and while the drummer could mount all the usual traps

on the trap table, heavier items could be mounted on the sturdy metal frame, such

as Chinese tom-toms and cymbals. Sometimes the snare drum would be mounted on

these frames, meaning there was no need for a snare drum stand. The entire drum

kit could be conveniently wheeled on and o↵ stage. Large ‘swan neck’ cymbal holders

could be mounted, and such items were often responsible for these drum kits being the

largest, grandest, and most elaborate forms of the early drum kit.6 Drummers such

as Sonny Greer played a console kit (with the Duke Ellington Orchestra), whose drum

kits serve as examples of the grandeur one could achieve on stage. A simple version

of the console kit was demonstrated earlier in figure 2.36, showing Chick Webb seated

behind a frame with minimal parts. These drum kits, like the trap table drum kit and

the drum outfit, faded in popularity as Gene Krupa brought the modern drum kit into

fashion in the mid-to-late 1930s.

For my own drum kit, I wanted something of a showpiece, more elaborate than the

simple drum outfits of the early twentieth century, and yet finding or constructing a

console kit (namely the frame that went around the bass drum) proved too di�cult

and expensive. I therefore decided to construct a trap table drum kit, a design which

also appealed to me as most trap tables allow for a standard sized washboard (an

instrument I also play) to be inserted horizontally on the table. The design I followed

was based around a detailed advertisement which I found in a Leedy catalogue from

1930, shown in figure 4.2. The depicted design was identical to advertisements from

previous years, but this made it clear how the trap table deconstructed and provided

5This asymmetrical ‘half board’ was clamped at one side to the tuning rods of the bass drum in the
centre, and hung o↵ the left side of the drum unclamped. The accompanying text reads: “The new
Ludwig Trap-Board saves you a lot of fuss and annoyance due to traps and sticks falling or being out
of reach when you need them”.

6Though not the standard form of a drum kit today, metal frame ‘sca↵olding’ is not uncommon in larger
drum kits today, ever since the 1970s, where rock music became bigger and heavier, and drummers
required many more tom-toms and cymbals around them.
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Figure 4.2: Advertisement for ‘Leedy Trap Table’, 1930, p.59
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a clearer model to build from. The image bottom-right of figure 4.2 shows the table

dismantled, and this was easy to replicate. My own table is shown in figure 4.3 (from

hereon, numbers within this diagram will be prefaced with ‘#’). I obtained the wood,

20” by 14,” and added a raised frame of wood around all sides except the side facing the

drummer (making it easy to slot a washboard or regular traps in and out). I covered

the wood contained within the frames with a red felt material, and I painted the wood

black. I drilled holes around the edges of the table (#1–4), and along the back (#5–8).

This allowed me to insert threaded rods into holes #5–8 to mount the Chinese temple

blocks, and as the diagram shows, these threaded rods were tiered to correspond to the

ordered size and relative pitch of the temple blocks. I inserted a short threaded rod

into #1 to allow me to mount the Chinese tom-tom, as well as two short rods in holes

#2 for a cowbell. Holes #3–4 were for ‘swan neck’ suspended cymbal arms (one is

shown as #9, and was placed in hole #4, allowing for the option of adding a second in

hole #3). The hardware used for the arm was simply a hollow metal pole bent into the

required shape. This was done by hand, and made from thin metal—cymbals from the

1910s and 1920s were small and thin and did not need the support that today’s heavy

stands provide. #10–11 show two rods that the table would sit on; at positions #1–2

holes were also drilled into underside of the board where these rods would slot into.

This was to serve the function of the trap table support seen in the bottom-left image

of figure 4.2. While this image shows the trap table mounts clipping to the wooden rim

of the bass drum, my own mounts (figure 4.3, #10–11) have hoops at the end. The

hooped ends clip onto brass bumps that were on the bass drum, which were originally

used for strapping the bass drum to a body harness, for marching. This trap table was

easy to dismantle, and I had no trouble setting it up and packing it down for every

show.

One of the main purposes of the trap table was to e↵ectively mount my Chinese

temple blocks. I obtained a set of four temple blocks from a friend visiting from the

United States, where early drum parts are more readily found than in the UK. These

were not from the early 1900s, but were most likely made during the Dixieland revival

in the 1960s. My Chinese tom-tom, however, is from the 1910s/1920s, and still has the

spring inside (discussed in chapter 2.4.2), which indicates that it was made in China

and imported to the United States. To mount it to the table I could have used the

ring but I was worried about the stability of such an old instrument, and feared the

ring may pull out of the drum. Instead I screwed in a new bracket to the wooden

body of the drum, which attached to part #1 of figure 4.3. The measurements given in

Leedy’s advertisement, figure 4.2, fits the dimensions of a standard (‘large’ or ‘family

size’) washboard. The bulk of my trap table was taken up by my washboard, while

any smaller traps could sit in the uncorrugated section at the top of the washboard,

or in the space in-between the legs at the bottom of the washboard. I have used many

washboards, old and new, sourced from the UK and US, and they all fit the table.
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Figure 4.3: My completed trap table, fully dismantled.

The washboard could easily come o↵ to be played vertically with thimbles, or remain

on the table to be played horizontally with sticks. The traps that sat on my trap

table alongside the washboard were two bird whistles from the ‘Acme’ company, still

in business today since its conception in the 1870s. This company was responsible

for providing many of the whistles advertised during my period of study. I used an

‘Acme 4850 Tug Boat Whistle’ (three tubes, three tones), and a ‘General Bird Warbler’

(“Authentic Nightingale, Blackbird, Thrush and other spectacular sounds”).7 The

Acme Bird Whistle I used was very similar to the one advertised in their 1911 catalogue.

This whistle consists of a thin tube, through which a pure high tone was produced, but

when filled slightly with water, this whistle would ‘bubble’ through, creating a rapidly

warbling whistle that resembled a chirping bird.8 We know that the variety of traps

in the 1910s and 1920s was vast, but it is also the case that they often came with no

instructions, and their purpose was far from obvious. While my tug boat whistle was

7hwww.acmewhistles.co.uki
8In the spirit of using animal noises etc. for novelty e↵ects, the ‘Tug Boat Whistle’ was used for playing
a track called Steamboat Blues (Rob Heron & the Tea Pad Orchestra), and the ‘General Bird Warbler’
was used for playing Pick Poor Robin Clean (first recorded by Luke Jordan in 1927).
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straightforward to operate, my bird whistle took some time to figure out and perfect

(getting the water level just right and tilting it at just the right angle to get the best

sound). British drummer Dan Ingman wrote an article in The Melody Maker, discussing

drum equipment from ten years earlier and how unintuitive some of the traps could be:

Periodically, I would send for a selection of the latest gadgets, purely on the
strength of the brief descriptions in the catalogues. Often I was surprised when I
received the goods I had ordered, and had to guess at their uses. Once I received
a small hollow wooden box (about the size of the average wood block), in the top
of which was a coiled wire spring. Accompanying this was a sort of egg-whisk
with a wooden handle and a little piece of metal with holes punched in it, just
like a miniature nutmeg grater. This last, I eventually discovered, fitted over the
shoulder of the side drum stick. Both this and the egg-whisk a↵air were used to
scrape the spring in the box. I thought at the time that this was a very poor sort
of gadget, and after trying it out in di↵erent ways (to the intense annoyance of
my fellow bandsmen) I eventually discarded it, and it lay around for years, until I
either gave it away or threw it away. (Ingman, 1931)

While Acme still make many of their traps today, most traps from the past have

faded into obscurity. It is left to collectors and enthusiasts to retain and rediscover

their sounds and the methods of playing them. One such enthusiast is Nick White,

who collects and documents many traps from a variety of early drum companies. His

website hosts photographs and videos, demonstrating the sounds they produce and how

to play them.9 As early drummer Dan Ingman shows, the catalogues of the time gave

no indication of the method or technique used, and they did not come with instruction

manuals. Therefore, the practical knowledge Nick White imparts is very valuable to the

drummer interested in how early traps were used. He demonstrates that traps needed

to be accessed fast, picked up and used with one hand, and put back down within easy

access. It sometimes takes a long time to work out how to use the trap sound to its

full potential. My completed trap table is shown with my completed early drum kit in

figure 4.4.

I used two small Turkish cymbals (one pictured on the far-left side of figure 4.4,

the other absent from the photograph). At 30cm in diameter, they are smaller than

today’s crash cymbals (which are usually between 36–46cm), and considerably smaller

than the ride cymbal (40–60cm). They remind me of what is known today as a splash

cymbal. Both my cymbals weigh 360g, compared to my modern crash cymbal (1,110g)

and ride cymbal (2,210g), and they can be flexed easily. A summary of today’s crash

and ride cymbals could help distinguish these early cymbals, as I’ve often been asked

questions by drummers such as, “are these crash cymbals?”. The ride cymbal did not

develop as a concept until the mid-1940s, where drummers, in the up-and-coming style

of bebop (such as Kenny Clarke) shifted their time-keeping from the hi-hat (which

had already been used as a time-keeping device, migrating from the snare drum with

9hwww.www.vintagepercussionsounde↵ects.comi
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Figure 4.4: My early drum kit, photographed on the day of completion.
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help from drummers such as Gene Krupa) to larger heavier cymbals. Looking for a

bigger sound (music was getting louder, a trend that continued throughout the century),

drummers began to use these cymbals, hitting them in an open fashion in the same

way we use crash cymbals today. The industry responded with purpose-built cymbals

for keeping rhythm, and purpose-built cymbals for hitting openly, which is how ride

and crash cymbals became distinct and standardised items. The Turkish cymbals used

by early drummers were neither a crash nor a ride, but were used for sharp and, often,

choked punctuations. Although the terms ‘crash cymbal’ and ‘ride cymbal’ are used to

describe cymbals di↵erent to those used on early drum kits in terms of their use and

construction, the term ‘crash cymbal’ was in use as early as 1910,10 and during the

1920s was applied to the small Turkish cymbal and Chinese Cymbal in equal measure.

I dated my cymbals with the help of an archive of Zildjian stamps compiled on

hhttp://robscott.net/cymbalsi. My K. Zildjian cymbal has a stamp reading “made in

Constantinople,” which dates it to any time before 1923, as the name ‘Constantinople’

was used for the city now known as Istanbul until the end of the Ottoman Empire in

1922. Using its stamp to date this cymbal more thoroughly indicates that it is closer

to end of this period. Dating my other cymbal in a similar way, ‘A. Zildjian’, it is

from 1929–1939. The cymbal on the right in figure 4.4 is a modern-make China cymbal

(‘China splash’), and it satisfies the conditions of being small and very thin, as would

have been the case in the 1920s. One (or two) Turkish cymbals and a Chinese cymbal

(as it was known) would be a common assortment of cymbals on a drum kit at the

time.

My snare drum can be dated to approximately the year 1900. The paper label

attached inside the drum indicates that it was sold by ‘Sherman, Clay & co.’, a

musical instruments retailer based in San Francisco from 1892–c1970s. There is no

mark indicating make, model, or year. However, several companies did produce near-

identical drums around the year 1900. Looking back at figure 2.15, drummer Dee

Dee Chandler’s snare drum has been cropped out; figure 4.5 shows this snare drum,

uncropped, next to my own snare drum. The design seems identical; the brass shell,

the wooden hoops, and the single tension rods that hook over each rim to tension the

skins. What I found most unusual about this drum was the 4cm wooden hoops, top

and bottom, which I found strange. Wooden hoop drums were preferred by many New

Orleans drummers such as Ray Bauduc, George Wettling, and Ray McKinley (Lewis,

1989). The shell is brass, and the skins which came with the drum were calfskin, but

had long since burst. The snare strands were not metal but thick cotton string, which

also gives an indication of its age. There was no lever in place to turn the snare o↵

or on, and was therefore permanently on,11 (though this did not stop early drummers

10Two 1910 entries for the term include The Fairmont West Virginian (1910b), and The Citizen-
Republican (1910a).

11Leedy did not manufacture its first lever snare drum until 1907 (Aldridge, 1994, 56)—other drum
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Figure 4.5: Left: Edward ‘Dee Dee’ Chandler and bass drum pedal c1896/7. Image
courtesy of the Al Rose collection, Hogan Jazz Archive, Tulane University. Right:
Author’s own snare drum

from improvising their own methods). Louis Armstrong (1999, 121) recalls drummer

Henry Zeno (1870–c1918) using a handkerchief under his snare drum wires to hollow

out the sound for a funeral march and how he would pull it out to play a march

with the snares back in use. A similar technique would have been used on this drum.

Controversially,12 I fitted a lever to the side of my snare drum, taking the opportunity

to replace the (broken) string-snares with a modern metal set of snare wires (which

actually brings the drum closer to a snare drum sold in the late 1920s, the date from

which my early drum kit is based).

I found my bass drum in a friend’s attic in Penrith, and was most likely used for

one of the town’s marching bands. The drum’s large, yet light construction, with metal

mounts on the side to strap to a body harness, predates anything that was designed

to sit on the ground. It is also rope-tensioned, which makes it likely to come from

the beginning of the nineteenth century, possibly earlier.13 Though rope-tensioned

companies have a similar timeline.
12Aldridge (1994, 4) warns against this, or any intrusion to the original integrity of the drum. “I also
hope that someone will read this book and spare a vintage drum another set of strainer holes.” My
apologies to Aldridge; I read his text after my renovation!

13Baby Dodds’ first bass drum was rope-tensioned (“I had to pull them to tighten and after they were
pulled a while the ropes got stuck”) (Dodds and Gara, 1992, 6).
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Figure 4.6: ‘Penrith Subscription Band’, courtesy of ‘IBEW’.

drums were used on the floor, these drums were not designed with this purpose in

mind—by the time drum manufacturers were making bass drums to be played on the

ground, rod tensioning had been introduced. The website referred to in chapter 2.1.3,

‘IBEW’, shows several photographs of Penrith marching bands from around the turn

of twentieth century, depicting bass drums remarkably similar to my own. Shown in

figure 4.6, listed as ‘Penrith Subscription Band’, we can see that the drummer had the

idea to put his marching drum on the ground (or in this cradle, a stand that protects

it from resting on the ground outside). The photograph is undated, though the clothes

worn by the band indicate c1920s. This drum shows metal mounts around the drum

which can be seen jutting out of the left-side rim at positions corresponding to ten

and two o’clock, designed to connect to a body harness. The metal hoops from my

trap table mounts, seen in figure 4.3, #10–11, would slot onto these. Figure 4.6 also

provides us with an excellent example of double drumming. We can see that the drum

that has been tightened in all but one area—one of the tassels is loosened and sits to

the viewer’s far left. My bass drum has an identical tuning system, and a fully-tuned

rope-tensioned drum would have all tassels pulled to the furthermost right. There is no

independent tuning of front and back skins; the single piece of rope tunes both at the

same time. My bass drum came with its original calfskin drum heads intact, and I had

no need to replace them. Looking at my own drum kit, figure 4.4 shows the bass drum
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steadied on the ground by use of bass drum spurs. These were designed to clamp onto

the rim of the bass drum and provided two purposes: to stop the drum from rocking

left-to-right (or from tipping over entirely, which can happen when the trap table is in

place), and to stop the bass drum from kicking forward. These are not readily available

anymore, and as it seemed to me inconsequential whether these were ‘original’ or not.

I therefore obtained two modern cowbell mounts, essentially the same design but built

for an entirely di↵erent purpose. My bass drum pedal is of modern design—on the

one hand this is justified, because as mentioned in chapter 2.2.3, modern pedals are

little-changed from Ludwig’s famous design. I did mu✏e the beater head somewhat,

to resemble the padded heads that were seen at the time, and deliver a softer mu✏ed

blow on the calfskin. This was clearly a consideration for early drummers, as the 1914

Ludwig & Ludwig catalogue featured a ‘Lamb’s Wool Cover for Pedal Ball’,14 to slip

over the drum beater. I had no desire to attach a cymbal onto the side of the bass

drum (I would also have had to attach a cymbal arm to my bass drum beater) because

this was decidedly old-fashioned by the late 1920s. Drummers such as Baby Dodds

were keen to remove this, as he describes the change he made to his drum kit in 1919:

“There was a side cymbal that used to be on the drum. I took that o↵, and then it

was a straight boom, boom, boom” (Dodds and Gara, 1992, 26-27).

The result of all this left me with an instrument very di↵erent to the one I had

learned to play on. The research carried out in previous chapters allowed me to

build the drum kit accurately in the first place, and helped me start o↵ in the right

general direction in my performing. Playing an instrument that had belonged to so

many musicians I had read about and listened to, opened up new possibilities and

understandings. Interviews I had read with drummers talking about their drums took

on a new meaning, because now I, too, had these drums. Later in 2014, on a visit

to New Orleans, I took a streetcar Downtown, and I recalled things I had read, such

as Avery ‘Kid’ Howard talking about transporting his drums on the New Orleans

streetcars—perhaps the very carriage I was sitting on:

That was one of the reasons to give it up [drumming]: it was too much to carry!
You had a load to carry. It was alright when I first started playing—I’d want to be
seen, I’d carry them ten, fifteen blocks, just so everybody would see me carrying
them, and that I had a job playing! . . . [the only alternative to carrying your drums
was] you had to get on a street car, go get a permit15—it was free—and get on
and o↵ the streetcar. It was too much trouble, see? (Howard, 1958)

Though Avery found it cumbersome to walk his drum kit all over town, it is interesting

14“Made to fit any Ludwig Pedal. Produces a soft full bass drum tone. Recommended for theatre and
concert orchestras. Made of best grade lamb’s wool felt. Attached or detached in a few minutes.
Will slip over the regular ball” (Ludwig & Ludwig, 1914, 32)

15Drummer Joe Rena (b.1987–d.1973) stated in an interview that the reason musicians carrying large
instruments had to have permits to ride the streetcars was that bass player Jimmy [James] Brown
(of the Manuel Perez Imperial Orchestra) fell o↵ a car and sued the company. The permits removed
the possibility of similar lawsuits (Rena, 1960).
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that this was even possible. My early drum kit was indeed portable and, as advertised

in figure 4.2, surprisingly light. My hardware fitted neatly into a small suitcase. Not

having a hi-hat stand helped, as this is often the heaviest piece of hardware. Though

my hardware (namely my snare stand) was modern-made, all hardware in the 1920s

was considerably lighter than today as it was built to support lighter items. Nicholas

Ball acknowledges that his drums are very light compared with modern drums, one

reason being that the cymbals were lighter as they didn’t need to compete with the

loud, amplified instruments of today. “I carry them on the Tube and on buses. Luckily,

playing the older type of music is good because the kit is lighter. I’ve never been told I

can’t take them on the bus but I do get some strange looks occasionally” (2014). While

I have also found my drums to be lighter, I rarely had such an authentic approach to

transporting them! Drummers today simply are not able to transport full drum kits

on foot, but these drum kits made it possible for the working drummer to walk drum

kits across town. Drum kits over the century have become larger, heavier, and louder,

at the expense of portability.

4.5 The Experience of Playing an Early Drum Kit

4.5.1 Practicalities

As a drummer used to playing a modern drum kit, there were several practicalities I

had to get used to. One was my snare drumming; the raised wooden rim meant that I

would often mistakenly hit the wood rather than the drum head, so I had to angle my

sticks much more. This kind of drum would have been played using traditional grip

in the left hand (I play matched), and the greater angle required to play this drum

would have been achieved naturally by using this grip. After several weeks I was used

to the new positioning and could execute accurate rim shots (hitting both the rim

and the head at the same time) as well as regular strokes. I found myself changing

sticks more often, between regular, padded, and brushes. For example, passages on the

Chinese temple blocks needed to be played with padded sticks. This was something I

had found out only part way through my time playing the early drum kit. Until then I

had been using regular sticks, mostly to get the required volume out of my drums, but

this resulted in the wood chipping, damaging the temple blocks. The trap table was

useful in this respect, making it easier to change sticks frequently.

Playing a rope tensioned bass drum intended for carrying had some practical issues

to overcome. Dobney (2004, 49) acknowledges the problems using rope-tensioned bass

drums: “The tugs used to tighten a rope-tension bass drum would be di�cult to adjust

because traps mounted on the drum would be in the way, and some of the tugs would

actually be under the drum.” I always tuned my bass drum before mounting the trap

table (this merely consisted of pulling the leather ears as far up, or in the case of warm
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rooms, almost as far up as they would go). Dobney then identifies another problem:

“With the tendency of the bass drum to ‘walk’ (only partially solved by the addition

of spurs), the tugs on the bottom of the drum, where it rested on the floor, would tend

to loosen as the drum was played” (2004, 50). This was a problem I had experienced

first-hand. Sitting a rope-tensioned drum on the floor inevitably results in one or two of

the tugs being trapped between the floor and the drum. When I kicked my bass drum

it pushed forward slightly, and the tug stays in place; resulting in the drum loosening. I

found that this problem is easily solved—one merely has to turn the bass drum around

so that kicking forward actually results in tightening the drum, or when it is at full

tightness, maintains its tension. Doing this was the determining factor in which way

my bass drum would sit.

Even when I prevented my bass drum from loosening, my bass drum still kicked

forward, as bass drums such as mine did not come with legs attached. Instead, separate

spurs were sold to attach to either side, sticking out perpendicularly from the drum. I

mentioned before that these were designed to have two purposes but the reality is they

served only one. They absolutely serve to prevent the bass drum from rocking side

to side, but they do little to stop the bass drum kicking forward. Modern bass drum

legs (attached to the body of the drum) both stick out to the side and away from the

drum, preventing it from kicking forwards. It was almost impossible to play my drum

on anything other than a carpeted surface without the drum moving, so I purchased a

device that clamps to the bottom of the bass drum (on the other side from the pedal)

and has spikes sticking out, a precursor to the strong legs found on drum kits today.

Perhaps this was not such an issue for early drummers as the instrument was not played

with the force as it is today (more on this later).

4.5.2 Tone & Feel

I found myself thinking less about the beats I would play and more about the sounds

and timbres that would fit best under the music. Generally speaking there were three

‘sound sets’ I used: ‘hot passages’ (cymbal chokes), ‘trap sounds’ (which Brown would

call ‘ricky-ticky’ sounds, which were played on the rims, temple blocks, or the sharp

timbres of the washboard), and snare drum press rolls. The hot passage cymbal work

was reserved for when the full band were playing, usually ‘going out’ at the last chorus;

the trap sounds were played for some instruments during their solo passages (I found

they went particularly well under the banjo and piano); the snare drum press rolls were

used for the main body of the song. Nicholas Ball discuss the tone of early drums, as

this is a subtle, yet important, distinction of the early drum kit.

Part of the attraction of older drums for me is not only that they look correct but
that they often sound ‘period’ the minute you pick them up and play them—and
by that I mean that often (to modern ears) they sound at best very ropey. If you’re
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used to the way drums sound on current records, whether it’s U2 or Beyonce or
whatever, then the chances are that to your ears, really vintage (pre-1950) drums
will sound terrible. But if you listen to very, very old records, the drums did often
sound looser, with flabby booming bass drums and snares buzzing all over the
place. At first it took some getting used to, but now, the dirtier the sound, the
more real, and the better I like it! (2011)

This is a nice way of redefining the perceived inferiority of an older or undeveloped

instrument, changing the perspective from ‘better/worse’ to considering that this

instrument provides a di↵erent timbre that could be more appropriate to a certain

kind of music. Playing an early drum kit is certainly a di↵erent experience to that

of a modern instrument: compared to the readiness in which a guitarist would try

a 70-year old guitar, or a violinist an instrument that is older still, most drummers

today would be extremely uncomfortable on an early drum kit. During events with

multiple bands on the programme, such as festivals, I found myself explaining to the

event organisers—with regards to a ‘drum kit share’—that I really should use my own

set and, furthermore, no other drummer should use mine because they would find it

uncomfortable to play.

I’ve often been dismayed how uncomfortable they’ve [other drummers] later said
they were behind my drums, and how di�cult they found period drums are to play
. . . Mainly I’d say it’s down to touch, or rather, the way these instruments respond
to being struck. The calfskin heads (which I use more or less without exception)
do respond slightly di↵erently to plastic heads—you can’t bounce as much, they’re
spongier, and ‘swallow’ the sound more. (Ball, 2017)

The ‘touch’ of the drums, and the way they are struck, makes a di↵erence, yet way

drummers should adapt isn’t readily known nor information available. Early drummers

today resort to trading tips and tricks, or listening to recorded music to match timbre

in a trial-and-error fashion. Compare the experiences of Vince Giordano and Nicholas

Ball:

I said [to Freddie Moore] “how did you get that fat sound out of the cymbals?”—
“here’s a secret for ya,” he said, “we use tympani sticks, I take a timpani stick and
you [makes a striking motion indicating hitting a cymbal] to make a ‘cho, cho, cho’
sound rather than a ‘chii chii chii’ sound”. See most drummers today, they go ‘chii
chii chii’—and some guys did that, but if you listen to a lot of recordings, it was
done with a timpani stick. (Giordano, 2014)

Sometimes you’ll be farting about on the drums, trying things out or practicing
or whatever and suddenly a sound will surprise you and you realise—‘Aha! That’s
that sound that so-and-so gets on such-and-such a record! Amazing!’ And then
you experiment further, and go back to the record to listen again, and so on. (Ball,
2017)

Experimentation with early drums is key, though this can be made di�cult through

lack of availability of equipment. Simply using modern technique unchanged on early
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drums isn’t enough. I was struck by the di↵erence my own 30cm Ziljian cymbal gave

out when ‘choking’ it compared to modern cymbals. It sounds so much closer to the

sound I want when playing early jazz music, and when I’m playing, or approximating,

the sound on a modern kit, I take this cymbal with me.

The playing of a choked cymbal accent on beats two and four has become one of my
favourite areas of study over the last few years. The various diameters and weights
of cymbals, the types of beaters or mallets used, which point on the cymbal was
struck, the lengths and decays of notes, and the internal dynamics within musical
phrases—close listening to records reveals a huge range in all of these factors and
allows you to identify particular drummers by one or two trademark touches on a
cymbal. And then imitate it, and learn from it! This range can be illustrated by
comparing the two extremes. First imagine long, sustaining crotchets played on
the bow of a medium-thick 16” cymbal with a soft mallet and choked briefly at the
end of each note, and compare that with a paper-thin 8” cymbal being struck hard
across the edge with a stick and choked o↵ immediately. Night and day! (Ball,
2017)

While it is possible to approximate style on the modern drum kit, the tone and

touch of early drums, which in turn influences the way one plays, is lost when using a

modern drum kit.

The reason for using vintage gear for me is entirely based on the sound because
the first thing you notice is that you just can’t get those sounds from modern
drums, and vice versa. The warmth and darkness of sound you can get from a
period snare drum fitted with calfskin heads and period (wire over silk) snares is
just unlike anything out there today. Then you have huge, boomy (26” to 30”)
bass drums, all the blocks and skulls and traps and all the other bits and pieces
that make the sound world of 1920s music so characterful, colourful and distinctive.
And then period trap add-ons like playing washboard, spoons and bocadaboc hand
cymbals—all of which have been considered part of the drum kit at certain points
in history but have fallen out of favour. (Ball, 2017)

4.5.3 The Music

The way I played changed due to the di↵erent components I was using, and its

idiosyncrasies compared with a modern drum kit, but also because the music I was

now playing brought its own di↵erences and considerations. Nighthawks drummer Paul

Wells describes various aspects of his performances with the Nighthawks orchestra. He

talks of beat placement, and the precision required for early jazz music:

The jazz of the ‘20s and ‘30s, especially in those faster tempos, had an incredible
precision. The musicianship was insanely high in those days. These bands were
probably playing three or four shows per day, every day. There was so much work
for them, and they developed an incredible way of playing together. And Vince
[Giordano] is trying to re-create that . . . A lot of it comes from Vince, because he
plays all of the bass instruments: upright bass, tuba, and bass saxophone. The time
feel is di↵erent for each of those instruments. The tuba, being a brass instrument
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that you have to put wind into, tends to sit a little more in the middle of the beat,
whereas the upright bass has a more urgent, on-top sound and feel. So I have
to make sure that I keep things consistent when he switches between those two
instruments. (Wells, 2016, 67)

It is interesting to hear of the considerations Wells makes for switches between the

double bass and the tuba (and I’ve seen Giordano switch between these instruments

between songs, and even within songs), accounting for lag in delivery of these bass

notes. This is something I hadn’t experienced with the Tea Pad Orchestra, having

only played with a double bass, though on occasion I have played with a sousaphone

in large spaces and the sound does arrive at a slightly di↵erent place, slightly behind

the beat. Wells goes on to talk about the stylistic di↵erences that distinguish the early

jazz music played on the early drum kit, compared with the swing style pioneered on

the drum kit we know today. Wells reflects on the style of music that surrounded the

early drum kit:

We do a little bit of swing, but the main focus is on pre-swing-era jazz, which has
a very di↵erent feel from swing-era music. In the swing era, the tempos slowed
down a little and the feels, the beat, got wider and a bit looser. The changeover for
the time feel from the snare drum to the hi-hat had a lot to do with that. The Jo
Jones hi-hat style was sort of a trademark of the swing-era sound. It made the feel
very di↵erent from press-roll time on the snare drum, which is the way drummers
mostly played time in the ’20s and early ’30s. (2016, 68)

Wells’ attention to detail shows why it is important with this music not just to have

the skill as a drummer, but the knowledge of the style of music. Giordano says that he

has four drummers in mind who can do this, and if they are unobtainable, he would

sooner find a musician to replace him on tuba or bass, so he can play drums himself. It

seems that for the drummer in particular, it is important to find an idiomatic player.

Early drummers, when considering their place in the groups they performed in, have

often been referred to as mere time-keepers, both by the early drummers themselves,

and subsequently by jazz historians, however it is important to bear in mind that the

skill and consideration displayed by Wells, and drummers like him, were surely used by

early drummers as well.

4.5.4 Temperature & Humidity

As shown in figure 4.4, I installed a light inside my bass drum. Initially I wanted

the aesthetic appeal the lightbulb gave to the drum kit, band, and stage. Bass drums

from this period often had a small trapdoor installed into the body of the drum, for

easy access to the lightbulb, to save the drummer from removing the skin of the drum,

which could often be a laborious process (especially so with my rope-tensioned drum).

Unwilling to cut this trapdoor into my drum, I was forced to untie the single piece

of rope that was tensioning my bass drum. This proved very di�cult and I had to
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make detailed diagrams of the knots so I could put it back together once I had accessed

the inside of the drum. It was common for drum catalogues throughout the 1920s

to advertise the service of adding a trapdoor in a bass drum, if desired (Leedy, 1926,

13). The light would serve as an excellent backdrop for any text or images on the

bass drum. While it is common today to see band names written across the bass

drum,16 bands in the 1920s frequently featured elaborate paintings on their bass drums.

These worked particularly well with a lightbulb shining behind them, and indeed were

designed with that in mind. For example, Leedy catalogues advertised several landscape

paintings: “Silhouette Scene . . . Dutch Windmill Scene . . . Dancing Girl Scene . . .

Venetian Boatman Scene”. The paintings “are of the order of stained glass art, and

are transparent. Objects do not opaque when lights are in use” (Leedy, 1926, 13).17

The advert appears underneath an advert “Electric Lights for Bass Drums,” which is

described as having two lights of di↵erent colour which flash intermittently. These lights

would usually be red and/or blue, but occasionally a white light would be found (Glass,

2012). Vince Giordano comments on the pairing of the lightbulb with the elaborate

paintings (often landscapes) found on bass drums, and discusses of his own painted

drum:

It was theatrical, and both Ludwig and Leedy had, in their catalogues, di↵erent
scenes, and the old piano sheet music—I collect sheet music—a lot of them [the
front covers] would have that exact scene [as the bass drum paintings]—they were
stock-made. And the interesting thing is, I read somewhere how they made it, I’ve
taken the drum apart, to check the light, and there’s the scene on the front but
the secret of how it looks so nice was inside, they put a translucent bunch of paint
that spread the light around so it . . . ‘cos I’ve seen people try to paint these things
today and put a light in it and it doesn’t work, it doesn’t work at all (Giordano,
2014)

The translucent paint Giordano refers to was painted on both sides of the drum skin,

and would react di↵erently to the blue or red light. Glass (2012) explains that the paint

had to be put on in a “stippled” technique (daubing directly onto the head, rather than

dragging the pain in a brushstroke fashion) so that when the drum was tightened the

drum wouldn’t crack.

There is no doubt that the lights found in early bass drums were used for aesthetic

e↵ects, but another purpose was to counteract temperature and humidity, which

a↵ected the natural calf-skins far more than drummers working today with plastic

heads may realise. New Orleans drummer Alfred Williams recalls that he had a light

in his bass drum and used it for its heat, rather than visual e↵ects. He said that if

it was rainy, the bass drum would “wear you out” (Williams, 1961)—presumably he

16Band names featured on bass drums throughout the 1920s, as it was a common practice amongst
marching bands (Brown, 1976, 121–122).

17Brown (1976, 123) points out that drummers could have custom scenes painted, for example if a
drummer had a residency at a club he may wish to have a scene from that particular establishment,
as well as topical news events.
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meant that it required a lot of e↵ort to get a tone out of the loose head. He used a 40

Watt bulb, and if the weather was bad, he would leave the light on all night, giving it a

nicer tone when it was time to play the drum (Williams, 1961). New Orleans drummer

Sammy Penn (b.1902–d.1969) also used a lightbulb in his bass drum, explaining that

it kept the inside dry and made it possible to keep the drum up to the correct tension.

He said that an old bass drum without a light inside can’t be tightened enough (Penn,

1960). New Orleans drummer Alex Bigard had six bulbs inside his bass drum to help

to control the e↵ect of high humidity. This helped him follow the advice of his teacher,

Louis Cotrell Sr., who advised him never to tighten or loosen his drum heads once he

had adjusted them to his liking—for with a heated lightbulb it would be possible to

adjust tensioning without having to alter the ropes or rods too much. Some drummers

used lightbulbs in their snare drum for tensioning purposes (Bigard, 1960). Perhaps the

most fantastical story of drums and humidity comes from an unpublished recollection

of Baby Dodds:

If I have my drums right in the room with me, I can tell just about what change
in the weather is going to be. You can be working, overnight you can find what
the weather is going to be. If it’s a nice dry day and the drums commence to fall
on you, you can bet it’s going to be sultry weather. So, they’re a pretty good
reminder for the weather. And, if it’s warm, and they’re going to have a change
in the weather, you’ll feel that with your drums. Your drum heads will go down
and they start to cracking, well, you know it’s going up or down. And you have to
careful about that. (Dodds, 1955)

Once drum manufacturers realised that the lights they supplied with bass drums were

being used by drummers for tensioning, it was not long before purpose-built heaters

were marketed in drum catalogues, as shown in figure 4.7. The heater makes the

distinction of providing tensioning while giving “no light,” and as it was designed for

this function, it probably would have been more e↵ective for this purpose than a light

bulb. The heater was marketed as early as 1914, in Ludwig’s ‘D’ catalogue. Both

heaters and lightbulbs were featured in, or advertised for, snare drums, but this was

much less commonly used in bass drums. This was clearly a practice that British

drummers employed as well, as Melody Maker published a ‘Q&A’, in which a drummer

writes in to ask about the correct way to use a lightbulb in his drum for tension

purposes. Drum expert Eric Little responds,

The heat will not damage the skins, providing the bulb does not hang too close to
them. Assuming that your drum is double-headed, the globe should hang exactly
central between the two heads—i.e., equidistant from each. As the heat from the
lamp will quickly cause the skins to tighten up, allowance must be made for this
when adjusting the tension of the heads prior to turning on the light. (Little, 1926)

Clearly drummers also had to compensate when tuning or tightening their drum with

the light turned o↵, allowing for extra tension once the light was turned on.
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Figure 4.7: ‘Electric Drum Heaters’, in ‘Ludwig & Ludwig’ catalogue G, page 83, 1919

Though it is clear the lightbulb served a dual purpose (Aldridge, 1994, 21), it is

unclear whether it was originally intended for aesthetic purposes, or for tensioning.

John Aldridge asserts that the original purpose of the lightbulb was to counteract

temperature and humidity (in Glass, 2012), and this coincides with recollections of early

New Orleans drummers. However, the issue is confused by the fact that many of these

drummers say that their drums used coloured lights and had alternator mechanisms

built in (Williams, 1961; Penn, 1960; Bigard, 1960).

Although I had installed the lightbulb in my bass drum for aesthetic reasons, I

noticed a di↵erence in the tone of the drum gig-to-gig. I played many gigs indoors

and outdoors, and this was enough to change the tone and audibility of the drum.

Though not rod tensioned, the basic rope tensioning mechanism allowed me to adjust

when the drum was too high-tensioned; in a small, hot room where the bass drum

was sounding too high pitched (and began to emit an audible note rather than an

indiscernible bass drum ‘boom’) it was possible to loosen the ropes to compensate for

this. This was particularly necessary when I was in a room where the bass drum was

already sounding too high, and I wanted to turn on the light for visual e↵ect, further

raising the tension. The opposite could prove di�cult. At outdoor shows where the

sun wasn’t shining, the bass drum would often become too loose, and not produce

enough sound. No amount of tightening the rope would bring the drum up to the

required tension. This is where the electric heater would prove useful, and it was in
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these scenarios that I used my light. Similar to Alfred Williams, who left his light on

overnight, on one particular recording session I turned on my light several hours before

playing, as the room was cold, and left it on throughout the day.

Unlike my bass drum, humidity and temperature were not problems I experienced

on my snare drum, due to the fact that I fitted modern plastic heads to my drum rather

than calfskin, which is di�cult to find (and apply to the drum) today. One notable

di↵erence between calf skin and plastic heads—indeed, the reason plastic heads were

eventually introduced—is that plastic heads are comparatively una↵ected by changes

in temperature or humidity. Nevertheless I found it impossible to reach the tension I

was used to on my modern snare drum with my early snare drum. This was due to a

combination of the wooden hoops, which were not able to support higher tension, and

the single rod tensioning clamping from one hoop to another, bypassing the possibility

of separate tension between top and bottom heads. Metal hoops and separate tensioning

rods that attached to the metal shell of the drum allow modern snare drums to have

higher tensioning. My early snare drum produced a quieter sound than I was used to.

The drum on which temperature and humidity had the greatest e↵ect was my

Chinese tom-tom. Having original cow skin or pig skin heads, and no variable tensioning

whatsoever (rope or rods) made this drum very temperamental when it came to playing

in di↵erent surroundings. Blades writes of the elaborate decorations of the Chinese

tom-tom, which are present on my own: “the skins varnished or covered with colorful

paintings, featuring the phoenix and the dragon encompassed in jagged clouds,” and

while commenting on the traditional aesthetic appeal, he gives another purpose of these

paintings and varnish: “in addition to adorning the vellums, the skins thus treated

remain reasonably taut under varying atmospheric conditions” (1982, 111–112). This

is far from my own experience of playing the Chinese drum. Often, when playing

outdoors in the UK, the drum would become so loose that it was very low or in some

cases, completely inaudible. This is documented in media example 8, where I took

my drum outside for fifteen minutes.

See media example 8

The drum has no tone at all, and is ‘dead’ and ‘flat’ sounding. Before leaving my

heated building the drum produced a high clear tone. This was a typical experience

of many outdoor festival gigs, or indoor gigs where it was particularly cold. When the

drum was used in the band on these occasions, it could barely be heard at all. While

the first attempts at tuneable heads may have been rejected by drummers in favour of

the elaborate decoration Chinese tom-tom’s provide (such as Ludwig’s 1919 attempt

mentioned in chapter 2.7), it is easy to see how such conditions prompted Gene Krupa

to request top-and-bottom tuneable drum heads for his tom-toms.18 The other extreme

18These were first marketed in Slingerland’s 1936 catalogue (Cook, 2004, 37)
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is documented in media example 9. This footage was filmed as I was preparing for a

performance with Rob Heron & the Tea Pad Orchestra on July 19 2015. Upon setting

up for this particular gig, I noticed that the Chinese tom-tom was sounding higher than

it ever had. I filmed the drum being played on my mobile phone to document the pitch

of the drum at this moment.

See media example 9

This footage was taken on a ship (on the River Tyne, Newcastle), indoors. The sun

was shining into the lobby of the ship, directly onto the drum and the room was very

hot and dry. The sound was much higher-pitched than the band was used to, and every

time the drum was struck it was very noticeable. Drummers of the past sometimes took

extreme measures to control this. Gene Krupa recalls a technique imparted to him,

allowing him to have some limited control of the Chinese tom-toms: “I punched holes

in my tom-toms with an ice-pick, as Zutty [Singleton] told me, until they were pitched

just right” (in Feather, 1957, 128).19 This seems an extreme measure, permanent, and

not one that could be altered when the weather changed back. Unwilling to try such

techniques out on my own drum, I often found myself at the mercy of my surrounding

conditions.

When asked about the di↵erences between old and modern drums, Nicholas Ball

finds that calfskin doesn’t tighten to as high a tension as modern drum heads, giving

his drums “a slacker sound” (Ball, 2017). He talks of how his drums are a↵ected by

atmospheric pressure, which also adds to the drums sounding slacker than usual (“if

it’s hot they’re going to very tight”). I have also experienced this on my Chinese tom-

tom and bass drum, and would on the snare drum too, if it were fitted with calfskin.

Ball talks of his own experience with humidity and change of temperature, which is

remarkably similar to my own:

My main problems really have been with calfskin heads and the way they’re a↵ected
by atmospheric conditions. If it’s damp or the pressure is low, they slacken o↵ to the
point where no amount of desperate tightening of tuning bolts will have any e↵ect
on them and your playing sounds like someone hitting a load of soggy cardboard
boxes. Then in hot weather or under proper stage lighting it’s the opposite problem
and they stretch so tight that you worry they’re going to split. (2011)

19This quotation has appeared many times and is rarely sourced. The first published account of this
quotation comes not from Krupa, but from Mezz Mezzborogh’s autobiography in 1946: “Then we
went to work on the tom-toms, trying to get them in tune and studying the right times to use them;
we kept punching holes in them with an ice-pick until they were pitched just right” (Mezzrow and
Wofle, 1946, 144). However, this story can be attributed directly to Gene Krupa, who recounted the
story himself when interviewed by Leonard Feather later in 1957 (in Feather, 1957, 128).
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4.5.5 Amplification & Volume

When considering the volume of the early drum kit, the context in which it was used

becomes important, and it is necessary to set the scene of the state of amplification

during the time the early drum kit was originally played. The early drum kit did

not regularly feature alongside electric amplification. The loudspeaker that developed

throughout the 1910s was envisaged for non-musical purposes, such as public address

systems used in schools, public swimming arenas, steamships, stadiums, churches,

courtrooms, workplaces, warning systems, restaurants and racetracks, as well as to

give political speeches and propaganda (Devine, 2013a, 13). Electrical amplification

began to focus on music in the 1920s, but it was concerned with playback of recorded

music rather than live performance. The ability to play records loud enough for couples

to dance to proved an important marketing point in the emerging music industry, and

some musicians worried that it would render live performance unnecessary (Evans,

1928). Amplification for live music didn’t become standard until the early 1930s, with

early reports emerging in the late 1920s:

The amplifying device devised by Al Davidson is proving an enormous success, and
by its means it is claimed that the volume of each instrument can, if desired, be
increased to six times the normal, without impairing the natural quality and colour
of the tone. In fact, during orchestral concerts which are given we are told that
the four violins which the band contains are made equal to ten or twelve, whilst
during T. T. week the five Omega Collegians played and sang without e↵ort to an
audience of over 2,000 dancers.

The “mikes,” photos of which will be available shortly, are attached to the
backs of the stringed instruments. In the pianos the “mikes” are equipped with a
horn-like device which collects all the varying sound-waves, whilst with the wind
instruments they are fitted into megaphones, which rest in adjustable brackets. The
vocalists use their megaphones in the ordinary way, although the sound actually
comes from camouflaged loud-speakers, placed in positions to ensure the illusion
not being destroyed.

To describe all these ideas which are going on . . . as revolutionary is to put it
mildly.

Later there may be a chance of people much nearer the Metropolis being given
a demonstration of “how it all works,” as we hear that Al Davidson and Harold
Millar are already considering several good o↵ers from the south for the winter
season. (Anon., 1929a)

It seems that acoustic megaphones were still used to direct the sound into the

microphones, and amplification was still considered an “illusion”—something to hide—

rather than an accepted vessel through which to deliver sound. Though amplification

seemed to be aiding live music rather than competing against it, it still proved a

cause of concern for musicians. In reacting to the aforementioned article describing Al

Davidson’s new equipment, drummer Frank Pearce responded:

Mr. Davidson must realise, and so must all musicians, that it is inventive ability
misapplied. Is it to be supposed that the manager of a Palais de Danse is going to
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engage a band of twelve when he can get more volume from one of five by using
the amplifying device which is bound to be placed on the market ultimately?

It is clearly the duty of the players employed by Mr. Davidson to protest en
bloc against using a device which is damaging their own and also many others’
future prospects. Surely the talkies are proving a big enough menace without the
need of any more clever (?) ideas. (Pearce and Davidson, 1929)

Worried that drummers were already losing work as the silent cinema era came to

an end, Pearce was clearly worried about the reduction of dance orchestra numbers

due to this new technology; although Pearce’s concern was presumably on behalf of

other musicians, as there is only one drummer per orchestra, amplified or not. The

article publishes Al Davidson’s response, in which he insists that rather than allow

him to use less musicians, it allows his musicians to play “not only more sweetly, but

more easily”(Pearce and Davidson, 1929). Both musicians have a point; we know that

microphones allow for soft singing (or playing), such as the ‘crooner’ singing style that

the microphone made possible (compared with a lack of a microphone which led to styles

such as the ‘blues shouters’), yet we know that the size of dance bands did decrease

significantly from the late-1930s (such as with the R&B scene). Several years later, in

1934, it was common to see advertised in Melody Maker adverts for the “Ossicaide”

amplification system, appearing in issues throughout that year. This consisted of a

microphone on a long stand, placed on top of a detachable speaker cabinet. The unit

is advertised at “7 watts undistorted output,” and states “Your voice or band will be

carried distinctly to the farthest corner of the largest hall” (1934). An article from the

same year demonstrates that near the end of the early drum kit’s development that

amplifiers in live performance were becoming commonplace.

ALL THOSE CORNY HALLS WITHOUT MICROPHONES—A SCREAMING
NEED FOR AMPLIFIERS
There isn’t a dance band in the country which doesn’t all too often hit up against
those enormous town, county and drill halls in which dances are held periodically
and in which not the slightest provision is made for amplification.

Considering the benefits which are to be obtained by the simple and economical
process of installing an electrical amplifying outfit, it seems that the managers or
proprietors of these halls must be asleep on their jobs. There cannot be the least
possible excuse for any such hall not being properly equipped in this way.

On the other hand, where shrewder manager are in charge some of these halls
are so equipped, but the apparatus was bought years ago, when amplification was
in its infancy, and the result is that in all too many cases the sets do not function
at all well. They should be replaced with more modern installations.

As, however, it is quite evident that the landlords will not stick their hands in
their pockets to buy the necessary outfits, dance bands are having to consider the
advisability of travelling their own sets, and since many appliances have come on
to the market recently at prices which are seldom too high for even quite modest
organisations, the practice is growing.

There are, broadly speaking, three types available: the large house installation,
which is built specially for the needs of the place, and is installed permanently; the
portable all-mains installation which has the slight disadvantage that, electrical
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power being variable, they cannot be used in certain districts, and there is the
portable battery set.

The latter is perhaps the best for the dance band’s purpose, since it is
independent of any house electrical circuit. [It] comes immediately into operation
without having to warm up, is light and self-contained.

This type of set is particularly suitable for public address purposes, and, of
course, ideal for vocals and announcements, since beyond a few inches range
nothing is picked up, so that the voice can always be properly balanced to the
accompaniment.

By having the amplifying set with the speaker incorporated, there is the
additional advantage that it can be situated right in the centre of a band, and
thus the amplified tones appear to come from the correct direction and not from
the side of the stage or the back of the hall.

Such sets can be bought on hire-purchase terms at a few shillings per week, and
are therefore well within the resources of all serious combinations. (Anon., 1934)

This tells us that by the mid-1930s, amplification was expected in dance halls, but

the technology was “in its infancy” only a matter of “years ago,” and didn’t function

well. A curious recollection comes from trumpeter Isiah Morgan, describing the Sam

Morgan band on the S. S. Capitol, a Streckfus company, playing Sundays alternating

with the Fate Marable band. Morgan recalls that the crowd were so enthusiastic about

the band that Marable would turn o↵ the amplifying system when the Morgans were

playing; the Streckfus people wondered why the Morgan Band was not being heard.

Isaiah Morgan discovered Marable’s trick, and the amplifier was turned back on—“the

day was won” (Morgan, 1958). It is interesting that at this time (the date of this story

is uncertain, but likely to be mid-to-late 1920s) amplification was deemed crucial for a

band, as a whole, rather than just the soloists or the singer. The photographs of bands

aboard the S. S. Capitol do not show any obvious amplification system or microphone.

Bands during the 1920s did take measures to amplify themselves before electric

amplification, which would allow the band to raise its volume and give the drummer

more freedom to ‘play out’. It has been suggested that the polyphonic horn style of

New Orleans jazz came from a desire to maximise volume. Smaller dance bands, only

five strong, would have to play continuously to maximise the sound. Hardie (2002,

118) describes Chicago dance hall managers threatening to fire musicians who rested

for more than a few measures, insisting that he hired them to play music and not sit

around. Another method of making the music louder is a method employed by 1920s-

style orchestra ‘Vince Giordano and the Nighthawks’, who make use of megaphones.

First introduced by Hal Kemp with is orchestra in the early 1930s (Giordano, 2014),

they were used to boost their quieter low register, and instruments (usually clarinets)

were inserted into these giant megaphones from the top, and had holes in the side for

the player to reach the keys. This is demonstrated in media example 10, where we

can see the clarinets boost their volume, giving drummer Paul Wells the opportunity

to play with a louder band overall.
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See media example 10

We can hear orchestra leader Vince Giordano introduce the use of the megaphones to

the audience. This orchestra plays unamplified, yet they have no problem playing

dynamically—this band are large enough, and through techniques such as the use

of megaphones, are loud enough, to equal the early drum kit. Other ‘acoustic’

amplification methods which the Nighthawks demonstrate are instruments such as the

phonofiddle and a double bass made of aluminium, all early attempts to maximise the

sound produced. Even with these methods, drummers must be careful that they do

not overshadow the band. With Wells, his band are mostly unamplified (at least, not

electrically), and he uses a modern snare drum built with more tension; louder, and

more ‘punchy’ than early snare drums which, like their bass drum counterparts, had a

softer timbre. This can become problematic when delivering a press roll. Having such a

loud, ever-present sound as the main rhythm-keeper can dominate. For many decades,

the prominence of the backbeat in popular music—delivered by the snare drum—has

tuned our ears to only expect the punch of the snare drum to occur here, rather than

all the way through the bar, which is what a press roll gives. Wells talks of how to

compensate for this in a group:

Generally, with the early jazz, I play softer than I would on swing-era material, or
in a modern group, partly because I play on the snare drum a lot, which sits in a
di↵erent sonic space than a ride cymbal. So I have to be very careful; it can be
really ponderous if the snare drum’s way too loud. (2016, 68)

This acoustic balance between instruments was very delicate, and a wide range of

dynamics is called for. Mel Lewis comments on how amplification changes the delicate

balance between instruments, and how he thinks this is acknowledged by musicians less

and less:

Today’s drummers play too loud. Certainly, amplification has wrought havoc in
the jazz band and in the jazz rhythm section! Bass players use amps, and so the
drummers/everyone is playing louder. And the piano has to be mixed, with two
mics in it instead of one, and so on, and it just gets . . . I’ve seen piano players
show up to a gig with their own monitor system! One of the great things about
playing piano was that you never had to bring anything to the gig, now you gotta
bring in a truck load of speakers and microphones. You often can’t hear yourself,
you can’t hear what you’re playing . . . I had a rehearsal once with a pianists, and
a singer, in a small apartment, and the singer insisted on using a mic and an amp.
Strange! (Lewis, 1989)

This often leads to a ‘cycle of amplification’, when my drum kit, usually the loudest

instrument in the ensemble, is not only amplified, but put through my monitor, so I can

hear myself over the rest of the band’s own on-stage amplification. Though a negative

opinion such as Lewis’ may seem dated to musicians today, there is no doubt that music

has become more amplified over the decades, for better or worse. The majority of my
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concerts with the ‘Tea Pad Orchestra’ were amplified, and for any “corny town halls”

we played, we brought our own PA system. This was not the experience that a 1920s

audience would have had, but audiences today expect a certain level of volume that

would be unattainable otherwise. This has led me to speculate on audience behaviour

then-and-now, and how it has been influenced by amplification. Having a crowded

dance hall with couples dancing, talking, drinking, while a raucous jazz band plays on

stage may seem a natural 1920s scenario, until we consider that the band would be

playing unamplified amidst all of this. For this to work, audiences habits would have

to be very di↵erent.20 Venues were built with natural acoustics in mind, unlike many

of today’s venues (which rely more on PA systems to deliver adequate sound).

Of the many gigs I have played, it has always been interesting to talk to the sound

engineer about my drums, and how best to amplify them. The bass drum proved

problematic, with there being no hole in the bass drum skin—the bass drum mic would

have to be placed outside the drum, and was in danger of picking up other sounds. This

led to feedback that was often hard to eliminate. It was always necessary to discuss

the tone of the bass drum with the sound engineer, because if left unaddressed the

mixing desk would be manipulated to obtain a punching ‘thudding’ sound, rather than

the softer booming that the drum naturally produces. The best advice I could give to

the sound engineer was to simply amplify the drum’s natural sound, unaltered.21 In

general, I found that small venues worked best, where the drum’s natural unamplified

could be heard in combination with the amplification through the PA system. It amused

me to hear a similar anecdote from John Joyce Jr., who told me of his own troubles

with trying to achieve the timbre he wanted, and the di�culties of trying to get closer

to an earlier sound with today’s technology and equipment:

It’s a generational post-rock thing. You have men who are in the business providing
the sound equipment and they just think one way . . . I play somewhere, and the
drum they have set up is a little rock drum, and it’s long and furthermore, in fact
I played a mardi gras party, and the drum, the guy said, “I’ll provide the drum
for the party,” because it was in the quarter and kind of hard to get in, and I
said thank you, I appreciate it, I told him everything I wanted, but the bass drum
was a little rock drum one of these long things, like that, and for the first hour
I started playing, I was struggling, and so I started hitting a lot of tom toms; I
could not hear the bass drum, and not until the set did I realise, not only was it
a small thing, but they had stu↵ed a blanket through a hole, and [laughs], once I
took that out, at least I could hear it. It sounded puny, but I could hear it. It’s
hopeless! (Joyce, 2016)

20However di↵erently audiences may have had to behave, hearing the band was still a problem
sometimes. In describing the audience at the newly-opened Astoria Gardens in New Orleans, 1929,
the audience were described as “whoopee makers,” who “were there in big parties, and their spirit
of enthusiasm was so infectious that at times the shouts of joy drowned everything, even the music,
which the splendid orchestra rendered more loudly” (Abbott, 1999, 34).

21Since writing this it was interesting to hear a similar phrase from Nicholas Ball: “I generally just tell
them [sound engineers] to think of the band like a chamber classical group and mic accordingly” (Ball,
2017).
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Nicholas Ball has similar experiences with live performance:

As for sound engineers in live situations, I’m afraid to say, I generally just let them
get on with it—it’s just not worth my while to try to direct them or tell them
what to do. Usually they have set ideas about drum sound and aren’t particularly
willing to abandon them. (Ball, 2017)

When I toured with my early drum kit, we were in large, modern venues, with audiences

who had certain expectations of how their music should sound, and my early drum kit

often clashed with this expectation. I was often forced to push my instrument beyond

its limits; I found myself hitting my old snare drum as hard as I could, still not giving

the volume I was used to, and I’d use hard sticks on the temple blocks to try and achieve

more volume, causing them to chip over time. Perhaps audiences of the past deemed

the acoustic drum kit a very loud instrument (we know from the previous chapter

that recording engineers certainly thought so). My early drum kit is much quieter

than the modern equivalent. Modern drum kits were built for maximum volume to

compete against other instruments outputting volume that simply didn’t exist in the

early twentieth century. Looking at it the other way, the modern drum kit would rarely

feature in an entirely unamplified band—indeed it would be unsuitable for the task—

yet, while most of the gigs I played were amplified, we did play some entirely acoustic

shows, and I found the experience on an early drum kit worked very well. Nicholas

Ball comments on the noticeable di↵erence in volume on his early drum kit and his

preference for unamplified sound:

Period drums are quieter; play them at a comfortable volume and there you are;
that’s the volume everything else in the band should be too. I have had musicians
comment that even whilst I’m sometimes playing quite busily, it doesn’t get in
the way sonically like certain other drummers (playing modern drums). At which
point I’ll usually point at my drums and say, ‘It’s nothing I’m doing—it’s down
to them!’ In an ideal world, I’d always prefer everything onstage to be acoustic
wherever possible, with one sensitive microphone set quite loud at the front centre
of the stage, which performers move closer to when they need to sing, take a solo
or a play featured bit. This is how I preferred to do things with my own band
when I had one, and also how we prefer to do things with the [Alex] Mendham
orchestra. From what I’ve seen it’s also more or less how the dance bands of the
20s and 30s conducted business. Ball (2017)

Early jazz bands today must take the issue of amplification into consideration. Nicholas

Ball talks about the challenges of playing in a group from a drummer’s perspective:

“The main one is trying to provide enough propulsion for the orchestra without having

to play loud” (2014). Even when the microphone came into use for dance bands near

the end of the 1920s, it was usually only one or two microphones designed to pick up

the whole band. Everyone had to be balanced, not at the mixing desk (for there wasn’t

one), but before the sound reached the microphone. Maintaining balance with the band

on an early drum kit was something I found very di�cult, and I had to pay much more
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attention to the volume of other instruments than I had been used to on a modern

drum kit. This is a skill that not only early drum kit players today have to acquire,

but all bands playing early music from this time. American country trio ‘The Stray

Birds’, discuss this in their stage plot:

We use a combination of three condenser microphones to allow any and all
instruments to be heard. We want to capture a window of acoustic sound and
make it as clear and transparent as we can. Not plugging into D.I. boxes allows
the true acoustic sound to come through to the audience. Note that we do not
use monitors to hear ourselves. We rely on the house sound and the proximity of
our instruments and voices to hear ourselves. This is aligned with our “acoustic”
sound philosophy. (Morgan, 2014)

Later in the document, the band state when working with a venue’s sound engineer,

that “experience mixing acoustic-based music is essential.” While it is clearly necessary

to amplify instruments for today’s crowds in today’s larger, or less acoustical, venues,

bands playing this early music still strive to amplify themselves as authentically as

they can. Specifying an engineer with experience working with acoustic instruments

reminds me of my own negative experiences during many gigs, where my bass drum

overwhelmed the microphone and created feedback, and didn’t sound natural overall.

Mic’ing an early drum kit the same way one would treat a modern drum kit does not

work.

The early drum kit is not only quieter—lighter, with thinner construction, less

tensioning and overall less volume—but it has a softer tone. In particular, the bass

drum has a rounder, softer tone, was designed to be felt as much as heard, and was not

so ‘punctuating’. I felt that this helped blend with the music more (the other acoustic

unamplified instruments). For example, for some of the more ‘hot’ passages I played,

it was desirable to play the bass drum on every beat of the bar, often at fast tempos.

When played with an early bass drum, this sounded natural and fitted the music very

well. When trying this on a modern drum kit it sounded out of place, as the sound

obtained from striking a modern bass drum on every beat of the bar at fast tempos

sounds stylistically closer to modern electronic dance music! This di↵erence in tone

was noticed as early as 1931, in the December issue of Melody Maker discussing the

sound of drums ten years ago. In discussing bass drum tones of the past, the author

writes: “It was enormously di�cult to damp, although, as a matter of fact, I didn’t

try very hard. We were content to boom away then. Very di↵erent from the modern

‘thud’ type of playing” (Ingman, 1931).22

22Although the author is writing in 1931 of bass drums ten years ago, the observation would no doubt
be the same comparing bass drums of todays with the author’s 1931 bass drum.
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4.6 Concluding remarks

Through listening to drummers today, I feel that my experience is somewhat validated,

as observations from both Nicholas Ball and Paul Wells mirror my own. The early drum

kit is di↵erent in many ways from the instrument I play today, both in component

parts (which presents a very big di↵erence, leading us to question if this is perhaps

a di↵erent instrument altogether) and in the feel of the drums themselves, a subtle

yet very consequential di↵erence for the performer. It has become obvious through

historical research that drummers themselves were at the forefront of this discovery

and development, in creating their instrument and determining how it was played. I

had the same experience as the early trap drummers, who sent for catalogue-order traps

in the mail, only to receive them and have little idea how to get the required sound. I

was perhaps on a steeper learning curve, as there were no early drummers around me

to point me in the right direction (I should say “less” drummers, due to the helpful

advice I received from drummers such as Nicholas Ball).

As interesting as it was to find out that my experience coincided with early drum

kit players today, it was equally interesting to find experiences of early drummers that

coincided with my own. I was pleased to come across an anecdote from early New

Orleans drummer Monk Hazel, describing his technique of preventing the bass drum

from kicking forward: “In those days there weren’t any such things as spurs . . . you

had to take a rope and tie it around the chair to keep the bass drum from walking

away” (1959, 15). One year before reading this, I found my bass drum kicking forward

on stage whenever I struck the bass drum. With 15 minutes before doors opened, I

unrolled a large length of duct-tape, and looped it around the bottom of my bass drum

and around my drum stool. It worked very well, and I was pleased with my innovative

way of solving the problem—that is, until I realised Monk Hazel (and probably others

like him) were doing this nearly 100 years before me.

In comparing my experience with the modern drum kit, it is clear to me that the

early drum kit is no mere predecessor of the instrument we know today, nor is it a more

primitive version. The instruments are di↵erent in many ways, not least in the way

this instrument feels to the player. This instrument takes the mind of the performer

in very di↵erent directions from the modern drum kit, both in the way the instrument

must be played, and the role it must play in the music it is to be part of (for the drum

kit is rarely intended to be played on its own). This has larger consequences for our

understanding of early popular music. More than just realising that this instrument is

quieter than it is today, it gives us a glimpse into a past-soundscape not often considered

by musicians today. Musical experiences that occurred then, still occur now—live

shows, dances, conversation and social events, taking place amidst live music—but

they were experienced di↵erently, in di↵erent spaces with di↵erent sonic projections.

Playing the early drum kit highlighted to me very subtle clashes with today’s musical
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events and experiences. Plucking an instrument out of the past and dropping it into

today’s music scene was an excellent way to highlight these subtle di↵erences then-and-

now. Early jazz performers should consider to what extent they wish to replicate this

music; the spaces they perform in, and the amplification they use.

Revisiting Friedrich Gulda’s response of wishing for an eighteenth century audience

when expressing his disinterest for using an early instrument, it reminded me of Vince

Giordano’s parting comment to me, on the di�culty, or the philosophy, of performing

early jazz music today:

I think what I’m getting about that music, at least from these original pioneers is
the urgency I hear on those recordings, like they’re sitting at the edge of the chair,
playing this music, it’s like—just a feeling that they were top of the world, they
were doing something new and exciting, they were so into it and so exciting. Some
people say “it was the rock and roll of its time,” well, y’know, you can say that
if you want, but—that’s the urgency and the great enthusiasm that I’m trying to
get out of musicians today. Because we’re playing this stu↵ almost 100 years later,
and—it’s not the same: if you go look out the window you’re not gonna see any
model T’s, or model A’s, or go watch Charlie Chaplin, or talking pictures or see
Lindbergh—people were so excited about everything back in those days, y’know,
when a person goes across the Atlantic and back, this guy [Lindbergh] is mobbed,
mobbed for years. If the first man who walked on the moon, if he was here tonight,
[the attitude of the public would be] “oh, that’s nice.” Just think about it—how
di↵erent those people were—they really were di↵erent, our grandfathers and our
great grandfathers, they were so . . . it was a di↵erent world. And that’s what
we’re trying to recapture. And it’s hard! It’s hard to get that same enthusiasm,
out of people, out of an audience. (Giordano, 2014)

Giordano’s final remark makes it clear that musicians like him and those interviewed

in this chapter, in absorbing themselves in the performance of this music, are best placed

to observe its nuances, the di↵erences to today’s performing environment, today’s

audiences, today’s instruments. The relationship a musician has with their instrument

and the music they play is very personal, and at times di�cult to put into words, but

this does not mean that it can’t be used as a reflective tool. In answering the question

posed in chapter 1, performance clearly can play a role alongside archival research, but

to fully justify this response, I shall examine the last research question in the following

and final chapter.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Where does one look for the history of the early drum

kit?

In researching the origins of the drum kit, chronology can prove an obvious and useful

first step in presenting a history. However, finding exact moments in time for a ‘first

occurrence’ is often impossible. For example, the earliest patent for a bass drum pedal

comes from Olney (figure 2.13) in 1887; this is not the date the bass drum pedal was

invented, merely the date an astute businessman sought to patent a device that was

most likely already being used across the country years earlier, as homemade designs.

As part of this conclusion I considered constructing a timeline-summary, but this is too

reductive. Dates are often misleading; from the date of the first published occurrence,

one can speculate as to the date this first happened (usually some years previously)

and then the date that it became common practice (usually some years after). Though

mapping out a history with dates is often the starting point, helping to show how the

early drum kit developed, definitive dates can be hard to come by, and presenting them

chronologically is not always the clearest path. In instances such as the flabiol i bombo

(figure 2.2)—where the tabor (bombo) developed to into the modern snare drum—

early twentieth century trap drummers began influencing these players hundreds of

years later. Here, a linear history is a strange concept, as the history strays into its

own beginnings, eating its tail.1

With that in mind, when trying to find evidence of an invention or musical practice

from the past, it is important not to dwell on the very first instance—this is often

speculative, and much less useful than establishing when the invention or convention

became common practice. Double drumming, the first crucial step, appears in orchestra

personnel lists throughout 1838 (Anon., 1838), and feature regularly from the 1840s.

Though rare, the term occurs earlier, first appearing in a report from 1809, which reads

1‘Circular histories’ of musical instruments, such as the banjo, are discussed in Eyre (2000).
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“the band struck up ‘God save the King’ . . . no performer could be heard but the double

drum player” (Gibson, 1809, 532). What is clear is that the practice was widespread

by 1840, as composer Hector Berlioz writes of his dissatisfaction with the practice in

1844. It seems likely that double drummers began to experiment with pedals around

the early 1880s, as Olney’s patent appeared in 1887.2 From this moment a variety

of pedal designs appear; heel pedals, toe pedals, overhanging pedals, miscellaneous

designs. At this time, all pedals were designed to strike the side cymbal, a reflection of

the marching bands that combined the bass drum player and cymbal player into one.

The first pedal I found to have a removable side cymbal arm is also the most famous:

Ludwig’s 1909 patent, the design still used today. From hereon it was common for

pedals to have removable cymbal arms—possible due to the popularity of Ludwig’s toe

pedal and the temptation to copy the design, or because the music did not call for

the strong downbeat that a combined cymbal and bass drum delivered. The earliest

pedal I found that didn’t include any side cymbal arm dates from 1918 (Smith)—it was

decidedly out of use by the mid-1920s. With the ability to use both hands to play a

variety of items, drum kits took many shapes and forms.

One of the aims of this research, as stated in chapter 1, was to distinguish the early

drum kit from a modern one, which helps justify the early drum kit as an object of

study in the first place. There are various components that are tempting to focus on:

traps play an important part in the drum kit’s history, for example. Referred to as a

‘trap set’, the term has developed into ‘drum set’, an alternative name for the drum kit

today, more often used in the United States than the UK. Exactly what can be viewed

as a trap is somewhat confusing. Sound e↵ects such as whistles and ratchets are most

certainly traps, but early drummers have used the term to be more far-reaching. Items

that we would consider more permanent features of the drum kit, and therefore not

traps, such as the tom-tom and cymbal pedal (precursors to the hi-hat) have initially

all been referred to as traps. The explanation here is that when these items were first

used they were deemed as the other items were: additional items, perhaps surplus to

requirement, only to be used occasionally—a trap. As they became more permanent

and were used more in music as standard items, the term ‘trap’ became less appropriate.

This term came not from the word ‘contraptions’, but from ‘trappings’, and can be seen

in print from 1887. By 1890 drummers were making full use of both hands, now that

the bass drum pedal was in common use. A string of articles appeared throughout the

early 1890s describing in full the tools and sound e↵ects that drummers were using (one

of the earliest being Riley’s ‘The Little Man in the Tin Shop’, 1890).

Some parts of the early drum kit exist as oddities that came and went, while other

components became more permanent, and developed into parts of a drum kit we know

today. One such instrument is the Chinese tom-tom. Though Blades writes that dance

2We know that experiments appeared even earlier, an example being a pedal constructed by Cornelius
Ward in England in the 1840s. See Blades (1982, 83); Archibald (2014, 290–292).
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bands adopted this instrument in the early 1920s, evidence shows this was a common

component of drummers kits slightly earlier, by 1917. An article in Music Trade Review

from 1898 talks of Chinese tom-toms, though not necessarily in the context of a drum

kit. The earliest appearance of this instrument for use on drum kits appears in drum

catalogues from 1905. The woodblock, though not a permanent feature on drum kits

today, is still used for some styles of music. It was first used by drummers around the

same time as the Chinese tom-tom, though the first catalogue entry comes from 1912

(Ludwig). The more elaborate temple blocks were used later, from the early-to-mid-

1920s.

One of the final permanent components of today’s drum kit that was added near

the end of this thesis’ period of study was the hi-hat. Its development can be traced as

far back as 1899 (Flemming), though it is more commonly seen as originating from the

snowshoe, patented in 1925. It is likely that this was being made and used earlier by

drummers—anecdotes from the likes of Baby Dodds (1992, 27) introduce the possibility

that drummers and drum companies were looking at developing this in the late 1910s.

This was in response to a change in rhythmic emphasis, from the downbeat to the

upbeat. In 1927 Walberg & Auge improved on this, creating what they termed as

the ‘Cymballam’ and the ‘Universal Cymballam’, soon to be known as the lowboy and

hi-hat respectively. Though it is more common to see the history conveniently mapped

out as a journey from the snowshoe to the lowboy to the hi-hat, the lowboy and hi-hat

were developed simultaneously.

If we view this instrument as the sum of its component parts (which is but one

way of viewing this instrument, instead of, for example, the music played on it, or

the way of performing on it), we could take the decline of the drummer’s traps—the

‘ricky-ticky’ timbres that Brown describes (1976, 39)—and the introduction of top-

and-bottom tuneable tom-toms, as a marker for the time where the ‘early drum kit’

changed into the modern drum kit. As mentioned at the start of this thesis, this can

be conveniently pinpointed by Gene Krupa’s performance in Hollywood Hotel (Krupa,

1937). Figure 5.1 shows how, from the moment this drum kit was introduced, little

has changed in the standard set-up of drum kits throughout the twentieth and twenty-

first century. We see that these three drum kits are all but identical. The bass drum,

long since removed from the marching days, has been made to sit on the ground, and

is smaller than the larger drums associated with early drum kits. Although not in

shot, Krupa has a floor tom to his right, as do Starr and Champion. The only real

di↵erence across these drum kits is that the hardware is sturdier and heavier, and the

cymbals Krupa uses still have some development ahead, in order to get to where they

are today—to become, larger, heavier, and louder. Krupa’s instrument was louder than

the drum kits that came before, and the Benny Goodman band seen accompanying him

are 14-strong. As amplification became more prominent and e�cient, bands did not

need to be so large to compete with the drum kit. To some extent the worries of
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Figure 5.1: Top-left, clockwise: Gene Krupa, 1937. Ringo Starr, 1964. Will
Champion (Coldplay), 2012.
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drummer Frank Pearce in chapter 4.5.5 have come to light—bands are smaller, with an

average closer to 4 than 14, yet the drummer remained a standard feature throughout

these changes.

In considering our closing research question, where the history of the early drum

kit lies, one may choose to looks at events or practices contained as specific moments

in time, or by considering the history of objects. It is also inextricably linked with the

history of place. The setting for this history is also responsible for the history itself,

and the setting for this thesis mostly takes place in the United States. Indeed, we may

regard the drum kit as a distinctly American invention. America was the setting for

the entertainment industry that inspired the creation of an instrument that provided

many sound e↵ects amidst other musical accompaniment. In America, the popularity

of minstrelsy—a creation to fill a gap in the nation’s desire for cultural identity—grew

from the 1840s and gave rise to vaudeville in the 1880s. By this point the trap drummer

employed a variety of sounds, some which had a permanent impact on the development

of the instrument. The next form of entertainment, silent cinema, had popularity

worldwide; the sound e↵ects from vaudeville naturally transferred to the silent screen

and gave American drummers more work still, and an opportunity to create and develop

new traps. The American Civil War was partly responsible for the popularity of brass

bands from the mid-1850s, which soon became part of the country’s culture and identity.

The military ‘marching’ drumming techniques used here were incorporated into the ‘sit

down’ drumming of early drum kit players. America then provided one of the first

styles of music that combined these two drumming styles (theatre trap drumming,

such as minstrelsy, vaudeville, and silent cinema, alongside military marching snare-

and-bass style drumming): ragtime. Musicians from African-American communities

in cities such as St. Louis pioneered this music from 1896–1918 (Berlin, 2017), and

bands that played this music in a group format inspired the drummer to develop a full

drumming style for the first time. In linking the development of the early drum kit

to the development of ‘place’, we find that the history of the United States mirrors

the history of the drum kit. European immigration to the New World brought the

first military brass bands, and their use of the bass and snare drum would eventually

form the basis of the drum kit. The history of the snare drum is indeed a European

history. Europeans, in turn, adopted the Turkish davul, giving military bands the bass

drum, and combining it with the snare drum gave military bands a fundamental drum

beat. This marching ‘left-right’, 2/4, has been at the heart of military marches in the

late-1700s right up to popular music at the time of writing. The transatlantic slave

trade, the shameful forced displacement of over ten million people, has far reaching and

complicated social consequences in the United States even today, and can be used to

discuss almost any element of American culture—the history of the drum kit cannot

escape this. African rhythms and their influence on American jazz music is one of the

most keenly-discussed elements of jazz studies. Much like study into musical styles and
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rhythms, it is di�cult to determine the extent of African influence on the drum kit’s

development, but the timbres embraced by drummers, the entertainment in which it

was used, the musicians who played this instrument and helped develop it—none of it

would have happened the way it did without this forced displacement. The role Chinese

immigration had on the drum kit is less subtle, as Chinese instruments were literally

added onto the instrument. This introduced woodblocks, temple blocks, and tom-toms

to the drum kit. Chinese cymbals were originally imported (as were Turkish cymbals)

and, emblematic of the cultures that would become part of the United States, were

eventually made in America. The Turkish company Zildjian opened their American

factory in Massachusetts in 1928, where it remains today. The story of the drum

kit, told through the history of ‘place’, is European, Turkish, Chinese, African, all

made in America. The cliché of the ‘melting pot’ would be appropriate, if it weren’t

too reductive or at risk of trivialising the hardships of this immigration or forced

displacement. This is an instrument of European and Turkish military tradition (snare

drum and bass drum/cymbals respectively), African origin (surrogate instruments

and timbres associated newly-displaced African slaves), and decorated with Chinese

instruments (decorative temple blocks and tom-toms). There really isn’t anything

American about it—except for the fact that this collection of cultures from around

the world is demonstrative of the United States itself; the immigration and mix of

nationalities that comprise the history of the country and the population as it is today.

As discussed in chapter 3, it is tempting to find the history of the early drum kit in

the recordings made at the time this instrument was regularly used. In this thesis I take

one step back and discuss the conditions surrounding these representations, and what

conclusions we can come to as to how accurate these representations are. In his book

Capturing Sound: How Technology Changed Music, Mark Katz discusses the impact

that recording technology has had on music, and music making. The book begins with

Katz holding up a CD to his friend, declaring “this has changed the way we listen to,

perform, and compose music” (2010, 1). While each musical technology will inspire

composers and performers (the concept of a ‘studio album’, for example), restrictions

play their part not only in determining what is delivered to the listener, but in what

performers do in the recording studio. In discussing the drum kit, I may hold up a

1920s record and declare “this has changed the way we listen to, perceive and perform

early jazz drumming,” for these recordings are more than mere records of how bands

played—they are teaching tools, influencing generations of drummers, who learned from

these recordings. Unfortunately for the drummer, these records, these teaching tools,

are less clear, or less representative, that we would like them to be. Drummers were

persuaded to place extra emphasis on certain timbres which in turn carried back to the

live stage, as drummers sought to replicate the sounds they heard on record. The bass

drum, a key component of the drum kit, was largely excluded in acoustic recording

studios, and early electric studios. There are exceptions to this, where we can hear
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the bass drum recorded in a jazz band surprisingly early. ‘The Original Dixieland Jass

Band’s Liverly Stable Blues has been highlighted as an example where it is possible

to hear the bass drum. Where something can be detected, it can be enhanced, and

to illustrate the bass drum on record as early as 1917, I have enhanced Liverly Stable

Blues, in media example 11.3 so that the drums, in particular the bass drum, can

be heard in full.

See Media Example 11—enhanced drums on Liverly Stable Blues (1917).

While it was clearly possible to record the drum kit at this time, these rare examples

stand out amongst the majority of studios which could not. These contradictions

mirror the inconsistencies of the recording studio an early drummer would have been

familiar with. Photographs from the Gennett sessions (figures 3.3–3.10) show drummers

bringing in a variety of equipment, and comparing these to figures 3.11–3.17 shows that

in all but one case drummers’ equipment was drastically di↵erent to the instrument

they played outside the studio. Before even considering how well the drum kit was

recorded in comparison to other instruments, no other musician was so misrepresented

in the studio to the extent that they were using a di↵erent instrument in the first

place. Using recordings from hereon would make for a frustrating task, knowing that

in all likelihood the instrument wasn’t even presented fully on record. Consider, then,

that the components of the drum kit that made it through the studio doors were often

not picked up by the acoustic recording process. For example, we cannot hear the

bass from either of the sessions pictured in figures 3.4 & 3.9. Snare drums were heavily

muted (figure 3.5), and only the sharpest of sounds—woodblocks and choked cymbals—

would come through. In recreating the improvisations that sheet music can’t capture

or represent, horn players may use the early jazz record to reconstruct an accurate

part, yet drummers must rely more on what Joyce calls “peripheral knowledge” (Joyce,

2016). If we want to know how this instrument was used, one may take the best

examples of early recordings (for the inconsistency in the early studio means that the

clarity of the recordings varies greatly) and use it amongst other sources. Video footage,

though rare, often had better results than studio recordings from the same time. The

Lee de Forest recordings of the mid-1920s used Vitaphone technology, and as he was

experimenting with electrical technology before studios adopted it, there are bands not

only filmed but recorded remarkably clearly from 1925 (footage of ‘Ben Bernie and all

the Lads’ from 1925 shows a full drum kit being played, where we can clearly hear the

bass drum). Film footage further helps to fill in the gaps in instances where we can’t

clearly hear what the drummer is doing, as we can see what is being played.4 Though

3Using Renaissance Bass, a readily available plugin for Pro Tools from Waves, which uses an algorithm
to create harmonics of low bass frequencies and pushes them higher in the mix.

4This gives a ‘phonemic restoration e↵ect’. Typical experiments of this kind involve a phrase heavily
distorted and altered to the extent that the listener can no longer discern what is being said. The
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heavily improvised, (original) sheet music can help in determining what timbres and

parts of the drum kit were expected to be played, as the initial instructions drummers

would deviate from. The final source useful for filling the gaps and contributing to

‘peripheral knowledge’ is discussed in chapter 4 of this thesis: playing an early drum

kit myself, and learning from others doing the same.

As a drum kit player today, and one who is used to playing in di↵erent ensembles

with di↵erent set-ups, it is tempting to think of the early drum kit as either an earlier

step in a linear chain of development, or simply a di↵erent set-up amongst other drum

kits I play (my ‘early jazz’ set-up, opposed to my rock set-up, di↵erent again to my Latin

set-up. . . ). Only when playing this instrument for myself did I release how di↵erent

this instrument really was. The “flabby booming bass drums and snare buzzing all over

the place” (Ball, 2017) are somehow more suited to the surrounding early jazz music

than my attempts on the modern equivalent. The di↵erences and (what initially feel

like) limitations of the instrument helped guide me to play the instrument in a way I

hadn’t before. Yet, modern music making is inescapable in many ways; I found myself

forced to produce more and more volume out of my instrument. Individual microphones

on each part of my early drum kit at larger gigs made my instrument sound clear, but

unnatural. It was strange hearing this instrument back through my monitor, as it was

simultaneously being put through a large PA system. Technology, again, influenced the

way I played this instrument; many subtleties were gone, and I hit harder to avoid the

sound being lost to my surroundings, which gave no natural amplification of their own.

If I were playing with an early jazz band today, at a large venue or outdoor festival, I

would now always choose to use my modern drum kit. It is built for these spaces, and

sounds good amplified.

My best experiences were when my early drum kit was played in a smaller venue

that had at least some natural acoustics. Even when amplification was used on my

drum kit, this environment worked best. The last show I played on my early drum kit

was in a refurbished 18th century oval room in St. Cecilia’s Concert Hall, Edinburgh,

and the band decided to play acoustically. The occasion allowed for dancing and casual

conversation, the band took care to play to the level of the drum kit and no more,

and I in turn took care to never exceed volumes outwith the acoustic capabilities of

the other instruments. In this sense, lack of technology may be seen as restricting;

microphones and modern amplification could ‘liberate’ the band, allowing them to play

at full volume, with balance being achieved at a mixing desk rather than coming from

the musicians themselves. Yet, playing in this way helped give me an idea of how the

listener is then played a clear recording of the clip with no distortion, thus hearing and understanding
the phrase in full. When the distorted phrase is played back, the brain fills in the distortion with the
phrase that is now known, and the listener can now pick out a clear phrase from the distorted clip.
In a similar sense, when we watch early jazz footage, if we closed our eyes we may not be able to hear
exactly what the drummer is playing, but when we can see the drummer hitting certain parts of the
drum kit our brain focuses in on the most indiscernible of sounds, making them audible.
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early drum kit was played, and how music of this kind was performed and received in

the 1920s. It a↵ected the way I played my instrument, the way I interacted with other

musicians, and the way the audience behaved.

5.2 Finding an answer: a ‘living’ history

This history of the drum kit, in parts, often treads a fine line between the history of

a musical instrument, and a history of jazz told from the perspective of the musical

instrument. It seems more obvious in jazz history studies to tell the story of the people,

places, and cultures, as well as the inner workings of the resulting music. When it comes

to organology, the former is often overlooked. To restate an argument from Kevin Dawe

that I quoted at the outset of this thesis:

The study of musical instruments is as much about the study of ethnomusicology,
anthropology, and cultural studies as it is about the study of physics, wood science,
and biological systematics. It has to be, if we are to gain a better understanding
of the a↵ecting presence of musical instruments in human music making and of the
ways in which they (and their makers and performers) help to shape societies and
cultures, and vice versa. (Dawe, 2003, 275)

A similar idea is discussed by Bates (2012), who talks of instruments as “not only having

some degree of agency, but even as protagonists of stories—as actors who facilitate,

prevent, or mediate social interaction among other characters”

I argue for taking objects, and particularly musical instruments, seriously—but
not simply as things that humans use or make or exchange, or as passive artefacts
from which sound emanates. Much of the power, mystique, and allure of musical
instruments, I argue, is inextricable from the myriad situations where instruments
are entangled in webs of complex relationships—between humans and objects,
between humans and humans, and between objects and other objects (Bates, 2012,
364)

Of the three relationships Bates describes, many musical instrument histories may be

tempted to focus only on the first; humans’ interaction with the object, the object’s

construction and use. For the drum kit, however, these events are directly influenced

by humans’ relationships with each other: a history of immigration, race relations and

cultural appropriation. More abstractly, the drum kit has been influenced by other

objects (“objects and other objects”); most relevant to this study was in discussing

recording equipment (chapter 3), and how the drum kit and its playing techniques

were influenced. One could choose to write a history of the drum kit looking the other

way—how the drum kit influenced music technology, and perhaps, how this influence

came back around to influence drum kit practice once again.

One methodology I found particularly useful, used throughout chapter 4, was an

autoethnography of the early drum kit. I researched not only the drum kit as a physical
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construction, but also my awareness of how the instrument functioned in music of its

time, with other instruments and performers, and within acoustic spaces (which led me

to question volume and how this a↵ects performance). Interviewing other performers

not only strengthened/justified my autoethnography, but helped bridge the gap between

academic and practitioner knowledge. This fills in the complete picture, in asking my

final research question: Where does one look for the history of the early drum kit?. Of all

the places considered, the least discussed amongst current literature is in the musicians

performing today. I will now take a moment to consider the wider implications this

research approach has in answering a question like this.

In chapter 4, I referred to Seeger’s Dilemma, which is referenced by another term,

as found in McKerrell’s study into Scottish bagpipe performance:

Often in discussions, pipers would reach for their practice chanters, or sing a tune
to better demonstrate an idea. This has proved invaluable as music overcomes the
lingo-centric predicament [emphasis mine]. (2005, 29)

If performing can help overcome a barrier of communication between musician and

researcher in bringing tacit knowledge into archival research, then it can overcome the

barrier between musician and researcher when they are one and the same; an internal

barrier. This autoethnographical experience also goes some way to assuage a general

observation made by Rasula (1995) on writing music histories. He gives the example of

African music, traditionally a cultural practice “inscribed in some medium other than

writing”, where a historian would concern themselves with the “silent augmentation

of an ongoing (and self-documenting) history, an augmentation that can be performed

only by a writer, and not just any writer, but a historian, which is to say, a practitioner

of that legacy of writing which declared Africans and their descendants to be a people

‘without history’ (1995, 137). Rasula uses this example to highlight the problem in

writing jazz histories (of which this thesis may be considered a subset): the presumption

that history is something that must be provided or added to, in order to benefit an

otherwise ‘ahistoric people’, a process of assigning identity. In taking an ethnographical

approach, that is to include the performers as researchers (for it is clear from chapter 4

that the performers included here have a fluid interchange between their own archival

research and their performance practice), I can blur the lines between research, and

the subject of that research. Furthermore, in taking an autoethnographical approach,

by becoming the performer myself, I enter into a “truth [that] might be conveyed

by ‘word of mouth’ or even the more fleeting record of rhythmic signatures in music

and dance” (Rasula, 1995, 137), entering into the ‘other’ that Rasula describes as

di↵erentiating historians from their subject matter.

However, Rasula deems the idea of considering journalists, musicologists, or

enthusiasts as historians “contentious,” as they often lack any training in historiography.5

5If the history of the drum kit history is interlinked with, or a thread of, jazz history, then one must be
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5.3. Final Thoughts

What would he think of musicians as historians? For the most part I have found

that any pitfalls of jazz writing is acknowledged amongst players—certainly those I

interviewed. Historians, not just ethnographers, have potential to gain better insight

into the relationship between these musicians’ understanding of their own practice,

what relationship this has to academic studies, and the potential for collaborative work

between academics and practitioners.

In this thesis I set out to find out more about a specific instrument in its early form,

but part of this process was finding out how musicians today view the music they play,

how they consider their genre, and what research and assumptions go into their music—

how they understand it, and how they view their role in continuing its heritage as they

export it to potentially thousands of listeners through their performances. This leads

me to answering the final research question posed at the beginning of this thesis, serving

as the subtitle of this final chapter. Where does one look for the history of the early

drum kit? Where is this knowledge contained? Yes, much lies in archives, photographs,

and (despite their issues of misrepresentation) recordings. But the gatekeepers of this

knowledge are the musicians who live and breathe this music, who continue to play it

(be it early jazz or music that has been build upon its evolutions), as well as (though

not exclusively) those who use these instruments in their performance practice. If we

understand music as performance (Small, 1998; Cook, 2013), then music’s performers

must be treated as more than resources to be mined by the historian, and the historian’s

job should not be reduced to one who takes what musicians do (or did) and try to make

sense of it.

5.3 Final Thoughts

Though the early drum kit took many forms throughout the late 1880s to the mid-

1930s, and the modern drum kit continues to take many forms, the distinction of an

‘early drum kit’ and ‘modern drum kit’ is a useful one. Figure 5.1 helps show that, for

the most part, the drum kit was a fully developed instrument by 1937—before this, the

drum kit is best studied and understood as a di↵erent instrument, capable of producing

di↵erent timbres, volume, and tone, which in turn leads to a di↵erent style of playing.

aware of the pitfalls that occur throughout many jazz histories. Whether it be the unquestioning
assumption that jazz began and developed in New Orleans (see Raeburn 2009) or the various
approaches jazz historians have taken in portraying race (see Evans 2015), historiographies prove
equally informative as histories, helping to navigate through changing perspectives of each generation
of jazz historian. Additionally, every archive, while useful, can be misleading when used on its own:
recordings have been discussed in chapter 3, but every archive has hidden dangers: interviews of
early musicians (such as the Ransom Hogan collection, used throughout this thesis) can often give
misremembered facts, however well-intended, or delivered with an agenda. Music Trade Review and
similar publications were written for the retailer, while drum catalogues were written for the drummer,
and claims made within may be exaggerated to promote sales or exaggerate the popularity of a product.
Considering the shortcomings of each archive, and cross-checking information across these di↵erent
archives, can help minimise the inaccuracies of each.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION

It is possible, with control and attention, to play this instrument in acoustic bands

large or small—Baby Dodds recalls, “in many places they had nothing but just piano

and drums. In fact, on one occasion, I had to play a whole evening with nothing but

drums and trombone” (1992, 13). This ever-changing and versatile instrument became

the most ubiquitous in popular music ever since the ragtime bands of the 1910s, and

its development was driven largely by drummers’ own experimentation; the necessity

to adapt to the changing conditions surrounding them. This development took place

amidst fascinating cultural changes, and can be used to tell the history of the places

in which it developed. The immigration to the United States led to an instrument

that is emblematic of that immigration. The history of the drum kit is a history of

culture. Similarly, the drum kit developed amidst technological changes: as silent

cinema developed into talking pictures, the drum kit changed with it. As acoustic

studios developed, the drum kit changed again—temporarily for the recording session,

but also permanently, in the sense that it influenced how and what drummers, who

then listened to the record, played. The history of the drum kit is also a history of

technology.

The drum kit can be a fascinating topic to study; an instrument, yet a collection

of many instruments. Its global cultural heritage, and its influence on popular music

past and present, are as important as the structure of its component parts. Studying

the instrument in its early form and knowing where this development came from gives

a solid grounding in understanding the early drum kit in the context of early popular

music, as well as the modern drum kit in the context of popular music today. The

drum kit has a very rich history unfolded over a relatively short period of time. Yet the

drum kit, and drummers, su↵er from a sort of prejudice, the butt of many jokes within

and outside the music community, as if the drum kit has less culture, or drummers

less educated. This history shows an instrument with components and timbres from

a multitude of cultures. It has shown innovative and creative musicians from many

races pioneering new devices to create an instrument that is has been an important

and influential part of popular music making for over 100 years.
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Appendix A

Appendix A: Overhanging Pedal

Patents

The following are patents obtained from Google Patents that are near identical in

structure and design to that of G. R. Olney (Figure 2.13). While the overhanging

design was eventually replaced, it is clear that many drummers and inventors thought

the design worthwhile. Many New Orleans musicians describe using this pedal in their

early years before obtaining a pedal of more modern design. The patents are presented

chronologically.
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Appendix A: Overhanging Pedal Patents

Figure A.1: Attachment for Playing Bass Drum and Cymbals (Bower, 1897).
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Figure A.2: Pedal and Beater Attachment for Bass Drums (Langenohl, 1902)
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Appendix A: Overhanging Pedal Patents

Figure A.3: Combined drum and cymbal beating or actuating contrivance (Clements,
1904).
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Figure A.4: bass drum beater (Mueller, 1906).
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Appendix A: Overhanging Pedal Patents

Figure A.5: Drum and Cymbal Beater (Risley, 1910).
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Figure A.6: Drum and Cymbal Beater (Bowman, 1913).
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Appendix B

Appendix B: Ludwig ‘copycat’

Pedals

The following are patents obtained from Google Patents that are near identical in

structure and design to that of W. F. Ludwig (Figure 2.16). While Ludwig’s pedal

was not the first toe pedal, the design was certainly the most e�cient and it was this

design in particular that was copied. The patents listed below, chronologically, show

the extent of how eager inventors were to use this design, and it is of no surprise that

this is the design we use today.
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Appendix B: Ludwig ‘copycat’ Pedals

Figure B.1: Foot Operated Bass Drum and Cymbal Beater (Meyer, 1911).
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Figure B.2: Combined Drum and Cymbal Beater (Hughes, 1911).
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Appendix B: Ludwig ‘copycat’ Pedals

Figure B.3: Attachment For Bass Drums (Wilson, 1914).
.
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Figure B.4: Drum Beater (Hendrickson, 1915).
.
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Appendix B: Ludwig ‘copycat’ Pedals

Figure B.5: Foot Operated Beater for Drums and Cymbals (Riches, 1917).
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Figure B.6: Pedal Operated Drum Beater and Cymbal Sounder (Scheurer and Lathrop,
1919).
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Appendix B: Ludwig ‘copycat’ Pedals

Figure B.7: Drum and Cymbal Beater (Danly, 1919).
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Figure B.8: Drum and Cymbal Beater (Danly, 1922b).
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Appendix B: Ludwig ‘copycat’ Pedals

Figure B.9: Drum and Cymbal Beater (Danly, 1922a).
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Appendix C

Appendix C: Miscellaneous Class

3 Lever Designs

The following are patents obtained from Google Patents that are di↵erent in mechanism

design to that of G. R. Olney’s overhanging design (Figure 2.13) and W. F. Ludwig’s

toe pedal (Figure 2.16). These patents, presented chronologically, demonstrate the

possibilities and paths that the bass drum pedal we know today could have taken.

Although some may seem strange, many are still practical and shows just how unsettled

the agreed mechanism for the bass drum pedal was at the turn of the twentieth century.
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Appendix C: Miscellaneous Class 3 Lever Designs

Figure C.1: Drum and Cymbal Beater conn1906drum.
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Figure C.2: Bass Drum and Cymbal Beater (Bower, 1906).
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Appendix C: Miscellaneous Class 3 Lever Designs

Figure C.3: Cymbal and Drum Playing Apparatus (Johnson, 1907).
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Figure C.4: Combined Drum and Cymbal Beater (Volkwein and Quinn, 1907)
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Appendix C: Miscellaneous Class 3 Lever Designs

Figure C.5: Drum Beater (Nuss and Nuss, 1907).
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Figure C.6: Drummer’s Pedal /citeptobias1910drummer.
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Appendix C: Miscellaneous Class 3 Lever Designs

Figure C.7: Drum Pedal (Kendrick, 1913).
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Figure C.8: Double Drum Pedal (Fitzgerald and Lockey, 1920).
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Appendix C: Miscellaneous Class 3 Lever Designs

Figure C.9: Drum and Cymbal Beater (Danly, 1921).
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Figure C.10: Double Action Bass Drum Pedal (Gladstone, 1922).
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Appendix D

Appendix D: Class 1 Lever

patent mechanisms filed during

the 1800s–1920s

As illustrated in Figure 2.18, these patents represent all class 1 lever pedals patents,

chronologically, which excludes toe pedals and overhanging pedals. Some class 1 lever

pedals were designed as heel pedals, once thought a more valid way of delivering the

strength needed to execute a pedal stroke.
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Appendix D: Class 1 Lever patent mechanisms filed during the 1800s–1920s

Figure D.1: Drum and Cymbal Pedal or Beater (Rappold, 1894).
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Figure D.2: Cymbal Striking or Clashing and Drum Beater Apparatus with Damper
(Flemming, 1899).
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Appendix D: Class 1 Lever patent mechanisms filed during the 1800s–1920s

Figure D.3: Pedal Device for Bass Drums and Cymbals (Evans, 1901).
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Figure D.4: Combined Drum and Cymbal Beater (Harrison and Brown, 1903).
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Appendix D: Class 1 Lever patent mechanisms filed during the 1800s–1920s

Figure D.5: Bass Drum and Cymbal Attachment (Stanton, 1904).
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Figure D.6: Musical Instrument Beater (Stanton, 1905).
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Appendix D: Class 1 Lever patent mechanisms filed during the 1800s–1920s

Figure D.7: Bass Drum and Cymbal Beater (Kendis, 1905).
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Figure D.8: Bass Drum and Cymbal Holder and Beater (Pepper, 1906).
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Appendix D: Class 1 Lever patent mechanisms filed during the 1800s–1920s

Figure D.9: Bass Drum Heel Pedal (Carney, 1910).
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Figure D.10: Drum Beater (Straight, 1914).
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Appendix D: Class 1 Lever patent mechanisms filed during the 1800s–1920s

Figure D.11: Drum and Cymbal Beater (Bessinger, 1915).
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Figure D.12: Drum Beater (Smith, 1918).
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Appendix D: Class 1 Lever patent mechanisms filed during the 1800s–1920s

Figure D.13: Drum and Cymbal Beater (Dorn, 1919).
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Figure D.14: Drum Pedal (Faria, 1922).
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